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ABSTRACT  

 The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) of Australia 

conducts science-based workshops for K-12 students.  The CSIRO seeks a method to assess the 

impact of these workshops on student interest and attitude toward science. This project developed 

and administered a set of assessments to gauge the programs’ effects on student interest and 

attitude. The project team collected data through the use of surveys, interviews, and observations 

providing the CSIRO with recommendations for program improvements and tools for ongoing 

assessment.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Australia has experienced a decline in enrollment in post-secondary science programs over 

the past twenty years.  This trend follows that experienced throughout the developed world.  The 

decline has potential to cause serious problems due to the close integration of science and 

technology into the Australian way of life. 

The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), Australia’s 

national science agency, runs non-formal educational workshops in K-12 schools for the purpose of 

promoting interest and positive attitude in the fields of science and technology. These ninety-minute 

programs are generally conducted at the participating schools during school hours. Both students 

and teachers appear to enjoy these programs and the majority of participating schools book the 

programs year after year. 

Our project team formally assessed the CSIRO programs to determine the degree to which 

student interest and attitude toward science changes as a result of the program. We developed 

surveys, observation rubrics, and teacher interview questions to assess student interest in and 

attitudes toward science, curriculum relevance, and the extent of student engagement in the 

programs. We worked with the CSIRO to build upon surveys and suggestions developed by a 

previous Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) assessment team to design new surveys for the 

Forensic Frenzy, Nanotechnologies, Materials and Structures, Biodiversity, and Cool Chemical Science programs. 

We developed four surveys to be administered immediately prior to the program, immediately 

following the conclusion of the program, one week following the program, and one month 

following the program. Using suggestions from the previous WPI assessment team we also 

developed a new observational rubric to assess student interest throughout the program.  This 

included adding a time component to the observational data which allowed us to track student 

behaviors throughout the program. Working from suggestions provided by the previous WPI 
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assessment team, we modified previously developed interview questions to assess curriculum 

relevance and teacher expectations of the CSIRO programs. 

We administered surveys to students, conducted interviews with teachers, and conducted 

observations of the students during each program. We observed a total of 15 programs, 

administered 985 surveys, conducted 25 interviews, and observed 326 students. 

Upon receipt of data from surveys, observations, and interviews, we developed tools by 

which data could be easily stored and analyzed.  An important consideration when developing these 

tools was the wide variety of data types resulting from the surveys, observations, and interviews. We 

developed a highly-customizable database in Microsoft Excel with extensive programming using 

Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). Several user interfaces were developed in order to provide a 

user-friendly means by which data could be entered from the surveys into an electronic format.  

Observational data was also stored in the same database. Interviews were transcribed into electronic 

format for the purposes of data storage. 

Using the data gathered from surveys, observations and interviews, we applied a number of 

statistical tests to check for correlations as well as overall trends in the data. The quantitative data 

collected from these assessments were analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 

(SPSS). Frequency analyses, independent samples t-tests, bivariate Pearson analyses, and paired 

samples t-tests tests were used to conduct analysis on the survey responses.  Additionally, 

observational data were analyzed graphically. 

Our tests suggested that overall student interest significantly increases immediately following 

the programs.  However, interest returns to pre-program levels by one week following the program. 

We also conducted more tests, dividing the students into cohorts by age, gender, and initial interest 

in science. Following the suggestion of the previous WPI assessment team, we investigated the 
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importance of having a strong central theme within a program.  Our findings on the importance of a 

strong central theme were inconclusive and further study is needed on this topic. 

The final stage of this project focused on providing recommendations on how the CSIRO 

programs can better achieve existing goals and providing recommendations for potential 

improvements to the programs.  In order to obtain a different perspective on non-formal education 

programs, we contacted the Healesville Wildlife Sanctuary and observed their Zoo Keeper for a Day 

program, a program the Sanctuary runs for years 9-12 students during school holiday periods.  Our 

observations of the Keeper for a Day program afforded the opportunity to provide comparisons 

between the Healesville and the CSIRO programs. 

Our final assessments concluded that, for the most part, the CSIRO’s programs do cause a 

significant increase in student interest in science immediately following the programs. We also found 

that older students are less likely to display a change in their interest in science as a result of the 

program.  Our data also suggest that females are more affected by the programs than males with 

regard to interest in science.  Furthermore, students often did not believe they learned all of the 

topics which the CSIRO programs aimed to cover.  Additionally, program length appears to be an 

important factor of student engagement in the program.  Finally, we concluded that the distribution 

of students’ interest in science differs from that of the adult population of Victoria, Australia.  We 

found that a far higher proportion of students have a neutral interest in science than the adult 

population of Victoria; in addition, there is a far smaller proportion of students who are not 

interested in science than that of the adult population of Victoria. From these conclusions we 

recommended that the CSIRO implement the following: 

• Increase focus on key topics within the Forensic Frenzy, Nanotechnologies, and Cool Chemical 

Science programs. 

• Conduct further study on the CSIRO programs to determine the following: 
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o Importance of a strong central theme within the programs, 

o Student exposure to topics that the CSIRO aims to cover in the programs, 

o Change in student awareness of the concepts and issues relating to the program 

material following participation in the programs. 

We hope that by implementing these recommendations the CSIRO will be able to further 

improve their programs and, by doing so, continue to expose students to a wide variety of 

scientific topics. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 Advancements in science and technology underlie the rapid developments and achievements 

that characterize modern society.  The Internet allows information to easily be passed to many parts 

of the world, airplanes make worldwide travel possible, and the Global Position System (GPS) using 

satellite technology will give your location when you get there.  Tasks that were once unimaginable 

are now second nature.  Every advance in science has had someone behind it, someone who has had 

a passion for creating something new or fulfilling an intellectual need.  These scientists, inventors, 

and tinkerers all had something in common: knowledge of science. Their knowledge and passion 

leads them to create the science infrastructure upon which advancements can be made.  Many who 

work with science gain this knowledge from formal science education at the post-secondary level.  

However, enrollment in post-secondary science programs has declined across the developed world 

in the past 20 years.  Studies have shown decreasing enrollment in post-compulsory science courses 

in Australia, Canada, India, Japan, the United States, Russia, and every country within the European 

Union (Lyons, 2004).  These declines have generated widespread concern and stimulated multiple 

initiatives to address the issue of declining interest in science.   

 Australia’s declining enrollment in post-secondary science typifies the problem seen 

worldwide.  Nationwide, enrollment in science majors decreased from 71,839 students in 1997 to 

66,708 students in 2002, a 7% decrease in 5 years (Dobson, 2006).  Dobson’s (2006) study 

particularly notes a strong move away from the enabling sciences (i.e. chemistry, physics, and 

mathematics).  Between 1989 and 2002 the number of full time students majoring in these enabling 

sciences in Australian universities dropped from 17,064 to 13,105 students.  Contrasting this 

declining science enrollment, student enrollment in other subjects in Australia’s post-secondary 

schools continues to grow every year. Since 1989, the number of post-secondary school students has 
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increased from 441,074 to 750,940 students, a 70% increase. A number of theories explaining this 

lack of enrollment in science have been proposed.  Two such theories are an influx of overseas 

business students (Dobson, 2006) and a lack of inspiring grade school teachers (Jane & Peeler, 

2005). 

The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), a government 

agency responsible for increasing and advancing science in Australia, has taken a keen interest in the 

problem of declining science enrollments.  The CSIRO has initiated a set of programs encouraging 

students to become interested in science and technology.  Central among these programs is a set of 

non-formal science workshops aimed at giving students an opportunity to experience science in a 

hands-on and interactive environment.  The topics of the workshops are widespread, and allow 

students to explore entirely new topics or to delve deeper into subject matter from their classes.  By 

exposing students to this environment, the CSIRO hopes to improve student attitudes toward 

science and to foster student interest and curiosity about the world in which they live.  Teachers 

enroll their classes in the programs to give their classes the opportunity to experience the hands-on 

learning environment afforded by the programs.  Since the early 1990s, over 10,000 students have 

participated and indications suggest that the programs are immensely popular.  However, a 

systematic understanding of the program’s impacts, and particularly its long term impact on 

increasing student interest in and improving student attitudes toward science, is needed. 

The CSIRO has administered a standardized survey to the teachers involved in these 

programs for the past five years. The surveys are distributed after the programs are completed in 

order to evaluate teacher opinions of the CSIRO programs. On average, 10% of the distributed 

surveys are returned; the majority of them yield positive feedback (Krishna-Pillay, personal 

communication).  This current survey method focuses on the perspective of teachers and does not 

provide student feedback regarding interest towards science. During the beginning of 2010, a team 
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of Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) students worked with the CSIRO to develop a series of 

surveys which they administered to the participants of the CSIRO workshops. The surveys focused 

on student interest in science and technology (see Donahue, et. al, 2010). Expanding the current 

assessment scheme is critical in order to provide quantitative and qualitative data that will help the 

CSIRO improve its programs. The previous WPI assessment team initiated this process by 

developing surveys, making observations, conducting teacher interviews, and analyzing the results to 

provide recommendations for possible improvements to the CSIRO’s programs.  Further 

information on the work of the previous WPI team can be found in Section 0. 

Our project contributed to the efforts of the CSIRO to advance science and technology 

education by evaluating the success of the CSIRO’s science programs towards increasing student 

interest in and improving student attitudes toward science.  This project developed survey tools 

which contributed to an ongoing, long term study, relating to the CSIRO’s science programs, and it 

evaluated the cumulative results of the study.  To facilitate this evaluation, a set of data storage 

frameworks were developed.  Administration and analysis of a series of surveys assessing student 

interest and attitude provided our team the necessary data to determine student interest in the 

material and science in general.  Based on these analyses we determined the achievement of the 

CSIRO’s stated program goals and provide recommendations to further improve the programs and 

ultimately increase student interest in science.  
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CHAPTER 2:  REVIEW OF BACKGROUND LITERATURE 

 There has been a documented decline in enrollment in science programs throughout the 

developed world (Lyons, 2004).  This decline has far-reaching consequences for anyone who relies 

on some form of technology in his or her life; namely, the vast majority of people living in the 

developed world.  There are efforts aiming to reverse this decline and rekindle interest in science.  In 

Australia, one agency is dedicated to the advancement of science and technology is the 

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO).  As part of its efforts to 

increase interest in science and technology in the country, the CSIRO conducts science workshops 

for primary and secondary school students.  These programs are interactive lessons that are 1-2 

hours long and are presented to students from years 1-12.  The programs use hands-on learning in 

order to spark students’ interest in the subject matter as well as science as a whole.  In order to 

ensure these programs are effective in sparking this interest, the CSIRO must be knowledgeable 

about the effects its programs have on student perceptions of science.  To this end, the CSIRO has 

been collaborating with WPI students to create assessment tools to analyze the impact of their 

programs on student interest in and attitudes towards science (Donahue, et. al, 2010). 

This chapter will detail the importance of science and science education for the advancement 

of technology and society’s ability to deal with the issues created as a result of scientific 

advancement as well as methods to assess scientific programs.   The chapter continues by addressing 

the declining enrollment in science in Australia and the efforts to combat it.  An overview of the 

CSIRO and its programs will be given in Section 2.2.2.  This chapter then provides an overview of 

the Australian science curriculum followed by an explanation of informal, non-formal, and formal 

education styles.  The chapter concludes with descriptions of methods for educational assessment. 
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2.0 Effects of Science on Society 

In our fast-paced society, science is just one of many topics that we must deal with on a daily 

basis.  Science has seemingly contributed much to society, but it is difficult to conclude that science 

is, in itself, a positive force that deserves resources for continuing.  Important topics, such as history, 

languages, and the arts, for example, have arguably also resulted in positive benefits for society 

through their applications. Furthermore, the general public recognizes that not all applications of 

science contribute positively to society.  In a survey of adult Victorians in Australia conducted in 

2007, 50% of those surveyed indicated their belief that science has both positive and negative 

impacts on society.  At the same time, however, 88% of respondents said they have a positive feeling 

towards the developments in science (Market Attitude Research, 2009).  Understanding this public 

opinion is difficult at best, but insight can be gained from looking at how scientific applications can 

both help and hurt a variety of social aspects. 

2.0.1 Economy 

Numerous studies and essays have attempted to describe the nature of the impact of science 

on national and global economies.  Some studies (e.g., Stephan, 1996) provide rationale for their 

arguments simply by stating that science is important to economies.  A study by Nelson (1959) 

argues that scientific research can provide the ability to understand the nature of a phenomenon to 

predict its behavior in other applications that are difficult to test, resulting in enhanced productivity 

which cuts project costs and saves time. 

Studies conducted over the past several decades claim that 80% of economic growth (in the 

United States) can be attributed to developments in science (Solow, 1956).  An additional study, 

found that approximately 60% of the differences in income between countries were related to 

corresponding differences in productivity (Helpman, 2004).  Helpman (2004) also found that these 
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differences in productivity were directly correlated to the varying degrees of technological 

advancement found in different countries.  Further links between science, technology, and the 

economy were found when correlating the accelerating growth rate of the global economy with the 

accelerating growth rate of technology and science.  Globally, science’s impact has increased because 

many countries have become dependent on one another for sharing scientific information.  The 

benefits of this networking are manifested by increased productivity in countries that have trade 

relations with other countries that invest more heavily in research and development.  Globally, many 

less-developed countries have taken advantage of trade relationships to help them further develop 

their science (Helpman, 2004).  This dependence, however, can lead to a larger financial gap 

between rich countries and poor countries.  Becoming more self-reliant in terms of scientific 

knowledge by investing in science education can help prevent this gap from growing (Fischer, 2005). 

Statements from the Clinton administration of the United States recognized that the 

investment in science and its education is important to improving the quality of life, creating “high 

quality” jobs, protecting the environment, and enabling the nation to defend itself.  Other vital social 

needs such as food, housing, transport, and healthcare can also benefit from investment in science 

(Office of the Press Secretary, 1993).  Current policy from the Obama administration of the United 

States concurs with many of these benefits, with climate change, infrastructure, and alternative 

energy also cited as reasons to support the importance of science in society (Scientific American, 

2009). 

Although investment in science could be considered a purely positive course of action for 

nations, negative societal implications can also result.  For example, in an effort to increase 

productivity and worker wages, economists agree that human labor must be replaced, to some 

degree, by machinery.  There are many benefits to business with this replacement: machines will not 

threaten to stop working and often result in lower recurring costs than human workers.  The 
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benefits of machine labor provide an impetus for replacing skilled laborers; however, this process 

will ultimately eliminate jobs.  If technology eliminates more jobs than it creates, rising 

unemployment may have a negative economic impact (O’Keefe, 1984). 

When weighing positive and negative impacts of investments in science, it is easy to see that 

the issue is complex.  Investing in science can provide many benefits, but can also lead to negative 

impacts from job elimination.  The control of investment is largely determined by national and 

industry policy, but increasing science education will ultimately allow for countries to prepare a 

workforce ready to tackle future scientific and technological issues (O’Keefe, 1984). 

2.0.2 Energy 

An increasingly important social issue has been energy and issues surrounding its sources, 

production, and conservation.  Access to cheap energy allows us access to sources of fast 

transportation, cheaply manufactured goods, and other comforts in modern life.  Much of this 

access has been made possible by the scientific advancements of the past several decades.  Advances 

in hydrocarbon refining, for example, have been a part of making access to cheap petroleum 

products possible.  Furthermore, advances in science provide the promise of new, efficient, and 

clean energy sources.  Developments in solar cell technology, wind power, and advanced materials 

for fuel cells have led to potentially cleaner sources of energy for the future (Pickrell 2006). 

It is important to consider that science has led to the technologies that provide inexpensive 

sources of energy, but it is these same sources that cause significant amounts of pollution.  In fact, 

the same sources of fuel that scientific advancements made inexpensive and accessible are the 

leading source of carbon dioxide emissions in the United States and most other locations around the 

world (Environmental Protection Agency, 2010).  This impact of science can also lead to negative 

environmental effects, including disrupting ecosystems and weather patterns (Pearce, 2006).  
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Accordingly, it is possible to see that science has positive benefits in the promise of future energy 

technologies while having had negative effects in contributing to the development of polluting 

technologies. 

2.0.3 Biotechnology 

Over the past several decades, advances in biotechnology have led to advancements in the 

areas of medicine and agriculture.  In agriculture, biotechnological advances pertaining to genetically 

modified (GM) organisms have opened up significant debate as to whether science in this context 

has positive or negative effects.  Surveys of public opinion on the matter indicate that some people 

believe that GM plants may have a higher yield, better quality of food, and require less pesticide.  In 

this respect, contributions of science in this area could be seen as positive.  However, many are still 

concerned over how science can contribute negatively in this field.  Such impacts include hazards of 

food safety, unknown impact on nature, and the potential for harmful mutations.  As a result, 

science in this area is judged in a non-unilateral manner – people see both positive and negative 

effects of science (Blaine et al., 2002). 

2.0.4 Public Opinion of Science 

Clearly, the benefits of science advancement can be both tangible products and general 

societal benefits.  However, these benefits are not without costs.  There are many political and moral 

dilemmas with which societies must cope that result from advancement of science (Osborne and 

Dillon, 2008).  Ultimately, it is important to remember that whether it is new forms of energy or the 

ability to cope with societal issues, science “gives us new insight into the natural world, broadens our 

knowledge, shows us how to ask questions and solve problems” (Russell, 2006).  
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Recent surveys on public opinion indicate that a sizeable majority of populations believe in 

the importance of science. In a 2010 National Science Foundation (NSF) report, 68% of 

respondents believed that the positive effects of science outweigh the negative effects (National 

Science Board, 2010).  In a recent study of Victorians, 84% of respondents believed that science 

(and its advancement) are improving society and improving their quality of life (Quantum Market 

Research, 2008).  In a similar study investigating Australian community attitudes about 

nanotechnology and science in general, 88% of respondents said that they have a positive feeling 

towards developments in science (Market Attitude Research, 2009).  On a personal level, people 

continue to understand how science can improve their lives.  Although a majority of respondents 

have positive feelings about science, understanding the issues and dilemmas created by scientific 

application is important.  Science education can help in achieving this understanding, but do people 

believe science education is important?  In the Quantum Market Research (2008) study, 93% of 

respondents believed that young people should learn science so that they can effectively participate 

in society.  Given this sentiment, it is evident that education about science is important to 

Victorians.  As a result, the efforts of the CSIRO in its non-formal education of science are 

considered important, and are worthy of study regarding their effectiveness and long-term impacts. 
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2.1 Interest in Science 

2.1.1 Declining Enrollment in Science Programs in Australia 

Australia has experienced a decline in the number of students enrolling in science programs 

for post-secondary education (Dobson, 2006).  The decline is occurring both in terms of absolute 

number of students enrolled and the number enrolling compared to other programs of study. Figure 

1 visually illustrates Australia’s recent declining enrollment rates in science. Studies have shown that 

university students have moved away from the enabling sciences such as chemistry, mathematics and 

physics and moved on to other disciplines such as behavioral sciences, biological sciences, and non-

science based disciplines. While for a short period of time, interest in behavioral sciences was found 

to be increasing, even those disciplines now show declining numbers. Overall enrollment in 

universities, however, still continues to grow (Dobson, 2006). 

.  

Figure 1 – Number of students enrolling in post-secondary education in Australia by year. 
(Modified from Dobson, 2006) 
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Figure 2 depicts the number of student enrollments in each respective field since 1989. It is 

only thanks to the limited decline in these soft sciences that Australia’s educational interest in 

science has increased at all from 1989 to 1997.  From this study it is clear that there has been a 

declining rate of enrollment in science in post secondary schools.  

 

Figure 2 – Enrollment in science and non-science based post-secondary education programs. 
In this case, the enabling sciences are the hard sciences such as chemistry, mathematics and physics. (Dobson, 2006). 

2.1.2  Reasons for the Declining Enrollment in Science Programs in Australia 

Dobson (2006) hypothesizes that the rapid influx of overseas students has caused the rapid 

shift from the enabling sciences to the behavioral sciences such as psychology as well as other non-

science based programs. From 1989 to 2002, the number of overseas students has increased from 

4.8% to 16.6%. Australia is willing to accept overseas students as these students usually pay in full 

for their education. Studies have shown, however, that overseas students rarely come to Australia for 

their science education. Typically, overseas students are enrolled in a business degree. While the 

enrollment in science from overseas students did increase in the 13 years covered by the study, the 

number of business students increased at approximately a four times faster rate (Dobson, 2006). 
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 Another study suggests that Australian teachers are the cause of the declining interest in 

science based programs.  A report prepared by the Australian Council of Deans of Science (Jane & 

Peeler, 2005) reports that 43% of senior physics teachers and 25% of chemistry teachers lacked a 

major in their respective field. Furthermore, the study concluded that a great number of these 

teachers did not even hold a major in a science related field (Jane & Peeler, 2005). While the study 

does not provide empirical data to prove that teachers holding degrees in their respective fields are 

more inspiring to students, the study suggests that the lack of advanced training in the field could 

lead to a mundane curriculum and a lack of inspiration for students. This factor could contribute to 

explaining why so many students choose to pursue a path unrelated to science. 

 DECLINE OF ENROLLMENT IN SCIENCE AROUND THE WORLD 

Australia is not the only country experiencing a decline in interest in science enrollment. 

There are many other countries throughout the developed world which are also experiencing this 

decline (Lyons, 2004).  Two such countries are the United States and Russia. 

The United States has noticed declining enrollment in their science based majors. Astin and 

Astin (1993) reported that 40% of freshman engineering, science, and mathematics majors choose to 

move away from those majors by their senior year. In addition, very few students chose to transfer 

into these majors. The United States has also experienced a decrease in the number of freshman 

enrollments in science majors (NSF, 1990). Freshman enrollment in science has decreased from 

nearly 12% of students enrolled in post secondary schools to just fewer than 6% from 1969 to 1989. 

This includes an abrupt decrease which occurred between 1983 and 1989 (Seymour, 2000). Clearly, 

the United States has been experiencing a serious drop in student interest in science and science 

related fields. 

 For Russia, the early 1980s were a time of strong scientific development with an 

overwhelming abundance of scientists and engineers. Russia was home to the largest community of 
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scientists and engineers, exceeding the United States by 20 percent. Following the Cold War, 

research budget cuts forced many scientist and engineers to leave their careers and find new ones 

unrelated to the science field.  In the times of the Soviet Union all educational institutions were free 

and had no tuition fees. Additionally, private or nongovernmental universities or colleges did not 

exist. Finally, institutions had highly specialized fields meaning students were required to make 

decisions about their career paths at a young age. Students could, however, choose to pursue a more 

difficult path without the same financial cost that other students around the world faced. With the 

introduction of tuition fees and significantly decreased scientific career opportunities, Russian 

students have begun considering alternate career paths. Consequently, while institutions were 

previously heavily focused on offering programs dealing strictly with science programs, many 

Russian institutions have begun offering programs in other subjects. Among non-governmental 

institutions, more than 75% of all courses taught are in management, law and economics. Today, 

approximately three million students are enrolled in post-secondary schools, the same as the peak 

number during the Cold War. Much like the rest of the world, however, the number of students 

enrolled in post-secondary science programs continues decreasing (Dezhina and Graham, 1999). 

 This declining interest in science continues to hold true for many other countries. The 

Relevance of Science Education (ROSE) study is an international project based in Norway.  The 

project aims to measure student interest in science around the world.  The study developed a set of 

questionnaires to administer to students in Norway as well as partner countries around the world.  

The research focuses on students nearing the end of their secondary school career.  Closed response 

questions with four-point Likert scales (questions on which the respondent ranks his or her level of 

agreement with a statement on a scale of numbers) were administered.  The study individually 

looked at results from both male and female students. These studies reported that Uganda, Ghana, 

Swaziland, Zimbabwe and Botswana were found to be the five countries with the highest student 
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interest in science. When given the statement “I would like to become a scientist” and asked to 

identify their interest on a scale of 1-4 students averaged the following responses shown in Figure 3.  

It should be noted that the ROSE study has not been conducted in Australia (Schreiner & Sjøberg, 

2008). 

 

 

Figure 3 – Responses to the “I would like to become a scientist” question. 
The blue shaded symbols represent the male population while the white hollow circles represent the female population. 
The countries are partly sorted geographically (with neighboring countries listed together) and partly by level of 
development (with more economically-developed countries towards the bottom of the diagrams) (from Schreiner & 
Sjøberg, 2008). 
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2.2 The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) 

2.2.1 Mission and Purpose 

The CSIRO is Australia's national science agency and is one of the world’s largest and 

most diverse research agencies (CSIRO, 2010). The CSIRO’s Department of Education has 

provided non-formal education workshops to schools since 1981.  Presentation of the programs in 

schools became widespread in the early 1990s and the number and variety of the programs 

increased greatly during the mid to late 1990s.  The CSIRO’s programs focus on science and 

technology and are intended to benefit the scholastic community by providing a more hands-on 

method of learning science than students receive in traditional science courses. Science programs 

conducted by the CSIRO cover a wide range of material including chemistry, physics, technology, 

and mathematics. 

The CSIRO states, “By igniting the creative spirit of our people we deliver great science 

and innovative solutions for industry, society and the environment” (CSIRO, 2005).  Furthermore, 

the CSIRO has developed a system of goals for its education programs.  Cath McLaren, Victorian 

Deputy Manager at the CSIRO provided a summary of these goals (personal communication).  

The program goals are divided into three levels.  The primary goal of the programs is to spark 

student interest in science.  The secondary goal is to spark student interest in and increase student 

awareness of the subject covered in the program.  The tertiary goal is to introduce students to and 

teach students specific concepts within the larger subject area.  By emphasizing a team approach 

and encouraging students to work together to solve problems, the CSIRO’s programs aim to 

improve student attitudes toward science. 

The CSIRO’s programs are based out of nine Science Education Centres (SEC) located 

throughout Australia.  See Table 1 for the locations of the CSIRO-SEC offices.  These centers focus 
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primarily on three different areas: stimulating interest in science, increasing awareness of the 

CSIRO’s efforts to improve the scientific community in Australia, and encouraging the pursuit of 

careers in science, mathematics, or technology (CSIRO, 2010). 

CSIRO Center’s Name Location 
ACT Science Education Centre Australian Capital Territory 

CSIRO Education New South Wales 
CSIRO Education Northern Territory 

North Queensland Science Education Centre North Queensland 
CSIRO Education South Queensland 
CSIRO Education South Australia 
CSIRO Education Tasmania 
CSIRO Education Victoria 

CSIRO Lab, SciTech Western Australia 

Table 1 – The CSIRO Science Education Centres 

2.2.2 Summary of the CSIRO Programs 

The CSIRO states that great science is its foundation, and bringing science to the public is its 

aim (CSIRO, 2010). One way the CSIRO brings science to the public is through science education 

programs.  These programs are intended to stimulate interest and involvement in science.  The 

programs are booked by school teachers who feel that the material or experience would benefit their 

class.  As a result, the type of student participating in the programs varies widely depending on the 

class.  Some programs, for example, are designed specifically for students in years 11 and 12 enrolled 

in the Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) programs.  However, most programs are designed 

to be presented to students within a specific age group regardless of learning level.  These 

workshops can be presented at the school during school hours or at the CSIRO centers either 

during or after school hours.  For most programs, the CSIRO is requested to hold the workshops in 

the classrooms.  Some schools, however, visit the CSIRO’s facilities, providing an experience similar 

to a field trip (CSIRO, 2006). 
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The Victoria programs (the focus of this study) vary widely over the scientific spectrum and 

include air and weather, chemistry, physics, energy, robotics, forensics, engineering and many other 

topics (CSIRO, 2009).  According to Chris Krishna-Pillay, Manager of the Victoria Science 

Education Center, the “perfect program” would be free of charge, 100% relevant to the curriculum, 

and easily accessible (personal communication).  These three factors (price, content, and 

accessibility) are the major factors explaining participation in the different programs. However, there 

are some exceptions. One such exception is the Forensic Frenzy program, in which students analyze a 

mock crime scene. This program is one of the most expensive programs offered with a cost of 

AU$190 per session at the CSIRO site and AU$230 per session if the program travels to the school 

(CSIRO, 2009).  In addition, according to Krishna-Pillay the program has little similarity to the 

classroom curriculum.  Regardless, it has been the most popular program in recent years.  While this 

is the exception, a typical program has some degree of curriculum relevance and is generally less 

expensive.  The typical cost of a program is approximately AU$170 per session at the CSIRO center 

and AU$210 per session at the school. 

The programs are designed to be highly structured hands-on workshops, usually lasting 90 

minutes, in which the students gain insight on a specific topic.  The time in the program is divided 

into three segments.  The first part of the program, typically 30 minutes in length, is dedicated to 

discussion delivered by the instructor.  During this time the presenter gives an overview of the 

subject of the program as well as explanations of the experiments that the students will complete.  

The overview often includes a demonstration to spark the students’ interest in the topic.  The next 

45 minutes of the program is dedicated to experiments performed by the students.  These 

experiments are designed to introduce the students to the selected concepts within the subject that 

the program covers.  Finally, the last 10-15 minutes of the program return to a presentation by the 

instructor.  This presentation concludes the program by pointing out key aspects of the experiments 
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and linking these results back to the students’ lives.  A full description of the programs covered in 

this study; including goals, topics covered, and activities can be found in APPENDIX L. 

2.2.3 CSIRO Program Assessment & WPI Involvement 

According to the CSIRO, students and teachers enjoy the programs. Approximately 10% of 

the CSIRO’s standard evaluation forms (see APPENDIX A) filled out by the teachers attending the 

sessions are returned. Out of those 10% the vast majority (though not a random sample of 

participants) are returned with positive feedback (Krishna-Pillay, personal communication).  Also, 

knowing that these programs are repeatedly booked by schools throughout Victoria suggests that 

teachers have a positive opinion of them. The CSIRO’s previous studies have revealed the same 

favorable opinions but they have not able to identify specific programmatic components that were 

received favorably by students and teachers (CSIRO, 2010).  The CSIRO is interested in finding out 

the long term effects of their programs on the participating students. Questions concerning 

information retained as well as scholastic interests are of interest to the CSIRO (Krishna-Pillay, 

personal communication).   

To facilitate progress towards these assessments, the CSIRO has enlisted the aid of two WPI 

undergraduate project teams. From January 2010 – March 2010 a team of WPI students began a 

study of the CSIRO programs.  The purpose of this study was to develop methods which could be 

used to measure the effect of the programs on student interest in science.  The previous WPI 

assessment team developed surveys for the CSIRO Forensic Frenzy and Biodiversity programs 

(Donahue et al., 2010). They developed a pre-program survey, an immediate post-program survey 

and a one week follow-up survey in order to assess the short-term effects on student interest and 

aptitude for the Forensic Frenzy program. Additionally, the previous WPI assessment team also 

developed a pre-program survey and an immediate post-program survey for the Biodiversity program. 
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The team administered and gathered data for five Forensic Frenzy sessions and four Biodiversity 

sessions. They also conducted a preliminary analysis on topics summarized and explained in Table 2. 

Analysis Explanation of Analysis 
Parents career vs. importance of 
science 

A correlation analysis between whether or not students 
rank science as being important vs. their parents career 
choice 

Short-term impacts of program on  
student interest in science 

An analysis between student interest in science prior to the 
program as well as one week following the program  

Short-term impacts of program on 
self-rated student knowledge of 
science 

An analysis of student ratings of their knowledge in science 
prior to as well as one week following the program 

Table 2 – Summary of analyses conducted by WPI students previously working with the CSIRO 

The previous WPI assessment team also developed teacher interviews to be administered 

immediately prior to the program, immediately following the program’s completion and one week 

after the program. The team also developed an observation system to track student interest, 

excitement and boredom throughout the program. Finally, the WPI team developed a database to 

enter in all the recorded data.  A detailed comparison of the previous WPI team’s work and this 

study’s work can be found in Section 3.0.2. All surveys and observation sheets created by the 

previous WPI team can be found in the previous WPI team’s report (Donahue, et al., 2010).  
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2.3 Education Styles 

The CSIRO programs are based on a strategy of expanding learning beyond the traditional 

classroom setting.  The process and methods by which students learn science have traditionally 

consisted of a routine transfer of knowledge and information from the teachers to the students.  In 

this model, the process of education is viewed as the pipeline via which information is channeled 

from the knowledgeable teachers to the students (Osborne and Dillon, 2008).  This description of 

learning has often been associated with the classroom environment, but other settings provide 

opportunities to learn as well.  Experiences such as science workshops, museum visits, and engaging 

in interactive science activities are all forms of education which can be grouped into different 

categories of educational methods.  These categories, developed by Eshach (2007) and Colardyn and 

Bjornalvold (2004), include: formal, non-formal, and informal education.  The CSIRO workshops 

employ these alternate education styles to help students learn and spark their interest in science.  

Table 3 gives the definitions of the teaching styles that will be covered in this section.   

Education Style Definition 

Formal Education • Consists of learning occurring in a structured and 
organized context designed to be learning. 

• Potential for a formal recognition (i.e. diploma) 
• Intentional from the learner’s perspective. 

Non-Formal Education • Consists of learning embedded in planned 
activities that are not explicitly designated as 
learning, but which contain an important learning 
element 

• Intentional from the learner’s perspective 
Informal Education • Learning resulting from life’s daily activities 

including those related to work, family, or leisure. 
• Experimental (accidental) learning 
• Not structured regarding objectives, schedule, etc. 
• Typically viewed as unintentional 

Table 3 – Definitions of teaching styles. 
(From Colardyn and Bjornalvold, 2004) 
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Table 4 presents a summary of the different aspects of education and how they are 

manifested in the three classes of education used.  Considering the ways in which these aspects 

differ among formal, non-formal, and informal education programs can help clarify the distinctions 

between these different educational approaches.   

 

Table 4 – Differences in education styles. 
(Modified from Eshach, 2007) 

2.3.1 Informal Education 

Although learning is typically recognized as a classroom occurrence, there are many learning 

experiences that can occur in other settings as well.  These are widely referred to as informal 

education.  Because there are a wide variety of these experiences, researchers have attempted to 

define informal education in two different ways.  In a review by Hofstein and Rosenfeld (1996), 

informal education is considered to be any activity which occurs outside of the school environment, 

is not expressly designed to fit as a part of a strict curriculum, and is generally a voluntary activity.  

In a later review by Eshach (2007), however, the scope of informal education is restricted to learning 

that occurs in spontaneous situations of everyday life.  This includes routine daily events such as 

learning new information at a job, in the home, or playing with friends.  Following this definition, 
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informal education is considered to be highly unstructured and generally does not involve 

assessment of any kind. 

2.3.2 Formal Education 

Formal education is typically described as the highly-structured method by which students 

learn in the traditional classroom setting.  This style of education typically follows a strict curriculum 

that outlines specific topics that must be conveyed to students by the teacher (Eshach, 2007).  This 

paradigm of teaching places an emphasis on the teacher to convey knowledge to the students and 

ensure that the material is understood and comprehended.  Complementary to the strict set of topics 

specified by the curriculum, assessment methods for formal learning focus on measuring the factual 

knowledge that students have obtained following instruction.  Performance on such assessments 

typically requires rote memorization of facts or equations (Etling, 1994). 

 DRAWBACKS OF FORMAL EDUCATION 

The rigid curriculum found in formal education greatly reduces the flexibility afforded to 

both teachers and students.  This is especially true in curricula that focus on all students learning 

science at an equally advanced level.  In an effort to ensure that the class keeps pace with the 

curriculum, many less advanced students could fall behind while more advanced students are 

frustrated with the slow pace (Eshach, 2007).  This not only has a negative effect on the students’ 

ability to learn the material but can also negatively impact their interest in the subject.  These 

advanced students no longer find the subject interesting because it moves too slowly and instead 

ignore the material being presented.  The same happens for the less advanced students, albeit for the 

opposite reason.  These students are unable to keep pace with the material being presented.  Since 

they are unable to understand the material being presented they become frustrated and eventually 

give up.  Once again, the students’ interest in the material is lost.  Clearly, the traditional formal 
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education methods have some issues which can negatively affect the learning and interest of some 

students. 

 BENEFITS OF FORMAL EDUCATION 

Despite the drawbacks of formal education mentioned, this style is used widely and 

consistently as a method of teaching.  Clearly, there are benefits to utilizing formal education.  One 

such benefit is that it is consistent and easily quantifiable.  The combination of lecture and testing 

provide a consistent method to determine whether or not students are learning the material. The 

material can be presented consistently between classes and very similar exams can also be issued.  

Thus, learning can be tracked easily from class to class and year to year (Etling, 1994).  In addition, 

formal education can be very efficient.  A single teacher can teach many students in a single 

classroom with minimal need for materials.  While formal education can have a tendency to lose the 

interest of the most advanced and least advanced students, it typically works well for the average 

students.  For these students the material is typically presented at an appropriate pace and they are 

able to learn a sufficient amount of the material.  This is very important for public schools which 

may often run on tight budgets and must justify costs to the tax payers of their area (Eshach, 2007). 

2.3.3 Non-Formal Education 

Learning that is not part of the formal classroom activities but occurs in a structured 

manner, is categorized as non-formal education.  This type of education includes structured science 

programs (such as the CSIRO programs) that are not part of the formal curriculum (Eshach, 2007).  

The expectations for learning in non-formal education are often placed on the student, not on the 

teacher.  The students are free to develop their own set of learning objectives, but some structure 

can be used to help students achieve a minimum amount of learning.  With this focus on learner 

based objectives, the student is able to choose an area of focus which suits their interests. As a 
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result, much of the information learned is relevant to the student, allowing the information to be 

readily used in their everyday lives.  Another important aspect to consider is that non-formal 

education focuses on learning information and how pieces of information relate to each other.  This 

is in contrast to formal education which assures that a certain amount of material is taught, but less 

focus is placed on ensuring the material is actually learned (Etling, 1994). 

 BENEFITS OF NON-FORMAL EDUCATION 

Non-formal education is believed to have several benefits over formal education in terms of 

increasing students’ interest in and attitude toward science.  A study by Jarvis and Pell (2002) 

investigating the affective (i.e., attitudinal) effects of a structured but non-formal museum visit 

demonstrated that motivation, interest, and enthusiasm all increased following the visit.  Students 

10-11 years of age attended a museum visit regarding the Challenger disaster, the famous space 

shuttle catastrophe.  Although field trips may sometimes be considered detrimental to student 

attitudes towards science, 24% of students developed a more positive attitude towards pursuing a 

scientific career1. Researchers hypothesized that the settings of non-formal education are less 

intellectually intimidating and as a result, students feel at liberty to explore the topics on their own 

and set their own pace of learning.  This is especially true for girls, who otherwise might feel shy in 

participating and engaging in what has long been viewed a male subject area (Jarvis and Pell, 2005)2

Non-formal education has also been shown to improve student attitudes towards science as 

well as student comprehension of the underlying concepts.  The emphasis in non-formal education 

on real-world situations and events has been shown to enhance student appreciation for science in a 

social context.  Students not only show an increased interest in science, but also gain a greater 

understanding of why it is important to their lives.  An increased understanding of the concepts 

.   

                                                 

1 See Drawbacks of non-formal education for a discussion of negative effects of non-formal education. 
2 See Section 2.5.1  for a discussion of the differences in science education between boys and girls 
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behind a non-formal education program has also been demonstrated (Hofstein and Rosenfeld, 

1996).  Students attending structured field trips to museums, for example, demonstrated an 

enhanced understanding of the concepts present in exhibits than their peers who did not visit the 

museum. 

 DRAWBACKS OF NON-FORMAL EDUCATION 

While museum visits and other non-formal education style programs have many benefits, 

there are also some drawbacks that accompany non-formal education.  Any learning experience can 

be heavily influenced by the circumstances that surround it.  This is particularly relevant for non-

formal education programs since many of these programs occur outside of the classroom.  When 

students are attempting to learn, they may confront a variety of “novelty” factors, which expose 

them to situations, material, and environments outside of their routine learning paradigm.  These 

factors can hinder the full and complete experience of a non-formal education program.  Following 

Hofstein and Rosenfeld (1996), these novelty factors can be divided into three categories to account 

for the different elements of novelty that can be experienced by a student: cognitive, geographical, 

and psychological.  Cognitive novelty describes the new skills and concepts that students will 

attempt to learn.  Uncertainty with these new concepts can be intimidating to some students and can 

be detrimental to the learning experience if the students are excessively nervous.  Geographical 

novelty corresponds to the new environment in which many students are asked to learn when 

participating in non-formal programs.  Students in an unfamiliar environment can often feel anxiety 

which inhibits their learning process.  The last important factor is associated with the student 

perception that a non-formal education program is more of an adventure than a learning experience.  

Distracted by new sights, sounds, and information, students may have their attention diverted from 

the purpose of the activity and therefore may not gain as great an understanding of the material.  

Reducing these novelty factors can be accomplished by providing preparation for students prior to 
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non-formal learning experiences.  Teachers can provide this preparation by giving the students a 

walkthrough of the planned activities.  Another way to prepare for the experience is to give an 

assignment to be completed during the program.  This reinforces the idea that the trip is a learning 

experience.  Providing this preparation can familiarize students with their upcoming program and 

facilitate a more positive and fulfilling learning experience (Hofstein and Rosenfeld, 1996). 

2.3.4 Flexibility in Teaching Styles 

One point to consider is the extent to which flexibility can be present in different 

educational styles.  Although it is obvious that informal and even non-formal education is 

characterized by flexibility, formal education is often considered to be inflexibly dedicated to a 

curriculum.  However, formal education is not entirely inflexible.  Formal education is characterized 

by its adherence to a clear set of outcomes and guidelines for what information should be taught.  

Flexibility in the formal educational style, however, is present in how the material is taught.  While 

some teachers can choose to strictly adhere to the lecture style teaching that is characteristic of 

formal education, many also branch out and employ non-formal styles of teaching in their 

classrooms.  Teachers are welcome to try alternative styles of teaching, by including group projects, 

in-class laboratories and demonstrations within their lesson plans (Colardyn, 2004).  However, 

Australian schools and teachers are pressured to have students learn specific concepts1

                                                 

1 See Section 

.  This 

constraint can take away much flexibility from how teachers are able to communicate objectives to 

students. Given this added constraint, teachers are more likely to take part in a formal education 

style of teaching to ensure that all necessary topics are covered according to the requirements of the 

curriculum.  Chris Krishna-Pillay of the CSIRO said that their organization is able to accurately 

2.5.3  for a discussion of the Australian science curriculum. 
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predict week to week the topics that a school will be covering based solely on the requirements of 

the curriculum (personal communication). 

An important factor to consider in assessing non-formal education programs is the 

relationship between the material presented in class and the material presented in these programs.  If 

the subject matter of the program compliments the material being presented as part of the official 

curriculum then the two experiences can build on each other.  However, the program can still be a 

success if the material covered is not directly related to the formal curriculum.  In particular, the 

CSIRO’s Forensic Frenzy program provides an example of a program which stimulates student 

interest in science by exposing them to a topic which is not covered by the formal education 

curriculum.  The formal curriculum does not cover forensics; however, the program is successful 

partly because it exposes the students to subject matter that they would not otherwise encounter 

(Krishna-Pillay, personal communication, 2010). 
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2.4 Science Curricula 

The science curriculum is an essential element of science education.  It provides both the 

purpose and outline of what students should understand, accomplish, and appreciate after a certain 

amount of education.  Developing and implementing a science curriculum is a complex and multi-

faceted endeavor that requires careful thought and constant evaluation and change.  One 

fundamental consideration of many science curricula involves providing an education such that 

individuals are sufficiently literate in science to operate productively in a technologically advanced 

society.  This is particularly pertinent as a wider range of issues and decisions resulting from 

technological advances arise (Osborne and Dillon, 2008). 

2.4.1 Accommodation of Student Variety 

Any science curriculum must deal with accommodating a wide variety of student skill levels 

and interests.  Since students all have different abilities and attitudes towards science, it can be 

particularly challenging to develop a course of study that effectively accommodates as many students 

as possible.  Although a variety of student interests and aptitudes exist, curricula must focus on two 

distinct groups of people: those who will pursue careers in science and those who will not.  The 

former must be sufficiently prepared to enter the scientific fields and must have sufficient 

knowledge to perform well in post-secondary scientific studies.  Those who will not pursue science 

professionally do not need as rigorous a technical background, but must be scientifically literate in 

order to operate in a technological world (Osborne and Dillon, 2008).  Ways to tackle this 

dichotomy have been explored in some experimental curricula, and general consensus holds that it is 

difficult to develop one course of study that caters to both sets of demands (Millar, 2005).  An 

experimental course called the Twenty First Century Science course developed in the United Kingdom 

utilized a two track system for secondary school students.  In this case, both groups were 
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accommodated by developing a base science curriculum with an optional advanced track to prepare 

pre-professional science students adequately for their future (Millar, 2005).  In addition to the 

disparity between students who will or will not be pursuing a career in science there is also conflict 

in how girls and boys learn science. 

 GENDER DIFFERENCES AND THEIR AFFECT ON STUDENT INTEREST IN SCIENCE 

Science has traditionally been known to be a male dominated career. Tucker et al. (2008) 

conducted a study of learning style differences between boys and girls in the United States.  The 

study concluded that in their fourth year of schooling, male and female students are both equally 

interested in science subjects; however by year eight approximately twice as many male students 

show an interest in this subject. It is imperative to influence students’ interest in science from an 

early age since by year eight, career expectations significantly influence actual career outcomes (Tai, 

2006). These year eight career expectations ultimately influence the gender gap currently seen in the 

science field. Thus, it is important that students are influenced and interested in science from a very 

early age.  

A study performed by Osborne and Dillon (2006) indicated five science items in which boys 

and girls are most interested (Table 5).  This stark contrast immediately raises the question of whose 

interests are best served by the formal education curriculum. While boys appear to be more 

interested in topics better suited to the non-formal education curriculum (experimenting with 

chemicals, gazing through telescopes), girls appear to be more interested in topics suitable to be 

taught using the formal education curriculum (study of the medicine behind cancer, studying 

diseases which students cannot safely interact with).  This dichotomy is another issue that must be 

addressed during the design of the curriculum. 
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Table 5 – Top five science items of interest for boys and girls. 
(Osborne & Dillon, 2006) 

 AGE DIFFERENCES AND THEIR AFFECT ON STUDENT INTEREST IN SCIENCE 

In addition to gender differences, differences in student ages (and their year in school) are 

thought to be important factors relating to a student’s interest in science.  The main result of these 

findings is the strong difference in science interest between students before and after the age of 14.  

A study by Osborne (2003) stated that student interest in science declined after the age of 14.  

Earlier research by Hodson and Freeman (1983) corroborated this finding, and expanded further to 

state that students from ages 10-14 have formed or are forming a majority of their opinions about 

science.  Some evidence in the study suggested that students remain committed to these early views 

about science later in their educational career.  In another study carried out in Australia (Dekkers 

and DeLaeter, 2001), it was found that many students decide their career preferences as early as 

primary school.  Research by Blatchford (1992) suggested that positive attitudes toward science are 

important, because many scientists made early decisions about their career.  As a result, age is an 

important factor to consider when investigating interest in science. 
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2.4.2 Effect of Curriculum Presentation 

Even if a course of study can adequately educate the groups of people it serves, the manner 

in which students are educated is also critical to its success.  Because of the large amount of factual 

knowledge that must be conveyed in science courses, the dynamic of the curriculum is often viewed 

as an information conduit between the teachers and students.  In this view, information held by the 

teacher is simply conveyed in a routine fashion to the students.  Students are routinely engaged in 

copying lecture notes from the board or Microsoft PowerPoint presentation and trying to grasp the 

flow of information that is transmitted to them.  Since this method can have a tendency to disengage 

students from the lesson being presented, new science curricula attempt to focus on increasing 

student engagement and interest in the subject matter.  This can be accomplished through more 

interactive, and potentially non-formal, education styles.  In interactive programs, students can gain a 

greater appreciation for the process by which they are acquiring the scientific knowledge in addition 

to learning scientific information itself.  Interest in science can also be enhanced by demonstrating 

the wide variety of career opportunities to students who study science (Osborne and Dillon, 2008). 

Designing a school curriculum is a difficult and daunting task which must follow a careful 

process. The ideal design of science curricula would consider many of the factors described 

previously.  The final execution of science education, however, is not guaranteed to follow the 

design described in papers and documents.  Rather, effective science curricula must not only be well-

designed, but also well-executed and continuously assessed.  This continual assessment ensures that 

the intended curriculum matches the enacted curriculum and the resulting attained curriculum.  The 

intended curriculum consists of the written goals, objectives, and concepts of what should be taught 

in the classroom.  The manner in which the intended curriculum is taught develops the enacted 

curriculum.  The student experiences the attained curriculum, which reflects what has actually been 

understood and learned.  Ensuring that all three of these curricula are as close to the desired 
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outcomes as possible is essential in ensuring a curriculum’s success (Osborne and Dillon, 2008).  

The process of curriculum enactment is depicted in Figure 4.  The flowchart describes how the 

typical curriculum is implemented. An intended curriculum is first developed and then tested in 

certain schools. A specific learning experience is created by the teacher and then based on the 

amount of information actually learned by the students; the program is then evaluated and 

reformulated. 

 

Figure 4 – Evaluation and reformulation of curricula.  
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2.4.3 Science Curricula in Australia 

At its outset, the National Curriculum Board of Australia defines science as a “dynamic, 

forward-looking, collaborative human endeavor arising from our curiosity and interest” (National 

Curriculum Board, 2009).  The Board also recognizes, however, that the goal of science is not simply 

to obtain answers to important questions, but to develop appreciation of the process by which 

knowledge is obtained.  In this process, enthusiasm, frustration, and an acknowledgement of 

uncertainty are all normal and important components of developing a better scientific understanding 

of the world.  In its execution, the Australian science curriculum aims to “provide students with a 

solid foundation in science knowledge, understanding, skills and values on which further 

learning…can be built” (National Curriculum Board, 2009).  In this respect, the intended curriculum 

aims to ensure students not only learn while in the classroom, but also become prepared to learn in 

their careers and in their everyday lives.  The national curriculum authority in Australia, the 

Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA), focuses on ensuring that the 

science curricula is both developed and reviewed annually.  Their regulatory powers include not only 

the ability to create the curriculum framework, but also to create standard methods of assessment to 

determine how well the curriculum is being learned by students (ACARA, 2010). 

The design of the science curriculum attempts to provide sufficient flexibility to 

accommodate students who do not easily grasp concepts and those that need an additional 

challenge.  This desire for flexibility, however, must be balanced with the necessity that all students 

learn basic content in scientific subjects. 

The structure of the curriculum is defined by three distinct “strands” of scientific 

information.  The first is science understanding, and pertains to the basic concepts, skills, and 

information a student must know about certain topics.  The term “science inquiry skills” refers to 

what a student should be able to do with new scientific situations such as analyzing data and 
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observations.  Finally, science as a human endeavor focuses on student appreciation of the process 

by which scientific knowledge is obtained and of its relevance to their lives and society. 

As students progress through the Australian curriculum, they are classified into distinct age 

groups that focus on different ideas in each of the three core strands of science education.  

Although the curriculum for each age group has similar core components, the students’ 

understanding of each component changes as they progress though their schooling.  Table 6 details 

the curriculum goals for each age group.
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Table 6 – Core concepts of the Australian science curriculum 
(Modified from Australian Curriculum Board, 2009). 
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2.5 Attitude toward Science 

Although the CSIRO’s programs are based on scientific information, one of the CSIRO’s 

objectives is to generate a more positive attitude towards science for students participating in the 

program (CSIRO, 2010).  Consequently, the attitude with which students learn and experience 

science is an important factor that should be considered in educational assessment.  Research has 

indicated that a student’s decision to pursue a career in science is heavily influenced by his or her 

attitude towards science (Eshach, 2007).  Since the decision to pursue careers in science can be 

heavily influenced by early attitude, it is important to consider this attitude towards science perhaps 

just as much as understanding their comprehension of the subject matter.  Formal education 

programs are not intrinsically focused on fostering a positive attitude towards science, instead 

focusing on ensuring that the material is conveyed to the students.  This can discourage students, as 

research demonstrates that there is a positive link between students’ performance in the classroom 

and the resulting attitude towards science (Eshach, 2007).  Therefore, even studies primarily focused 

on student performance in the science classroom should focus, at least to some extent, on the 

attitude of the student. 

If attitudes toward science are to be considered in student assessment, the factors 

influencing attitude should be considered.  A notable observation is that students show a declining 

interest in science as they enter their teen years (Eshach, 2007).  Another interesting trend indicates 

that students show a marked difference in their attitudes towards science in school and their 

attitudes toward general science that they encounter.  In many of these cases, students enjoy science 

outside of the classroom more than the material they learn in a formal setting.  As a result of these 

observed patterns, many factors have been hypothesized to influence a student’s attitude toward 

science.  Some of these factors include the teaching style, the curriculum content itself, and the 
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learning environment (Osborne, 2003).  Gender has been a significantly studied topic in regard to 

feelings towards science, but there has been a lack of clear connections between gender and 

scientific attitude (Liu, 2005)4

In order to shape positive attitudes towards science among students, some researchers have 

tried creative methods of redesigning teaching styles and curricula.  In a study by Hulleman and 

Harackiewicz (2009), the science curriculum was designed to enhance the connection between the 

science that students learned in their classes and that which they experienced in their daily lives.  

This design proved especially successful for students who self-identified as not expecting to perform 

well – their grades and interest in science improved significantly.  The effect was less pronounced 

for students with high expectations of their performance in science.  Researchers have also 

investigated the effects of non-formal education on students.  Studies surveying students before and 

after their visits to museum exhibits demonstrated not only an increase in positive attitudes towards 

science, but also that these “[a]ttitudes [were] maintained to a certain extent for several months” 

(Eshach, 2007).  Other benefits observed included a better understanding of how science fits into a 

larger social picture (Eshach, 2007).  

.  Eshach’s (2007) study investigating the impacts of non-formal 

education demonstrated that the preparation, follow-up activities, and actions of the teacher before, 

during, and after the non-formal experience were essential in affecting student attitudes.  This relates 

to the effort needed to mitigate the effects of the “novelty” factors found in a non-formal learning 

environment.  In order for the maximum benefit to be realized from non-formal education the 

teacher must not only address these “novelty” factors by preparing students for the program and 

providing an activity to reinforce the learning during the program or visit, but also take time to 

discuss the experience with students afterwards in order to cement the learning. 

                                                 

4. See Section 2.5.1  for a discussion of the relationship between gender and interest in science. 
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2.6 Assessment Tools 

 In order to properly assess students’ attitudes towards science, it is necessary to understand 

the proper tools for this study and how to use them. Surveys, interviews, and observations are 

commonly used assessment tools to collect data for the purpose of analysis. All of these techniques 

have distinct advantages and disadvantages. 

2.6.1 Overview of Previous Studies 

A number of previous studies investigating non-formal education have been conducted in a 

variety of settings.  One study conducted by Boisvert and Slez (1994) used observational tools to 

investigate the links between learning and engagement while interacting with exhibits at the Boston 

Museum of Science.  Approximately 150 subjects were observed over a period of time using a 

scoring rubric focused on assessing different qualitative behaviors of subjects while at the exhibits.  

A study by Prokop et al. (2007) investigated a non-formal education program for biology using 

primarily attitude and interest surveys both before and after the program.  A study of a longer term 

high school biology program was investigated by Paris et al. (1998) using a combination of surveys, 

observations, interviews, and case studies.  A study demonstrating modifications to existing science 

attitude and interest surveys to develop new assessment instruments was performed by Adams et al. 

(2006).  Each of these studies provides important information on the process of creating and 

modifying surveys.  This information is useful guidance for the development of evaluation 

techniques for the CSIRO’s programs. 

A good overview of assessment guidelines is provided in Bitgood (1988).  The guidelines 

provide an overview of types of factors that should be considered when conducting studies in order 

to collect valid data (Table 7).  Other important factors in designing studies include the types of 

studies that can be conducted (for example, observations and assessment in the field versus a 
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controlled environment).  The guidelines also cite the use of surveys, observations, and interviews as 

key methodologies in extensive studies. 

Type of Validity  
Content Sample population representative of target population 
Predictive Results can be used to predict behaviors of other participants 
Construct Ensuring assessment tools are measuring the desired attributes (i.e. do questions 

obtain the information they need to accurately?) 
Recording Ensuring assessment tool does not influence responses 
Convergent Degree to which assessment tool provides results similar to other tools 

assessing same aspects 
Discriminant Degree to which an assessment tool produced different results for different 

concepts 
Ecological If using simulations of the actual program environment, do simulations match 

environment? 
Table 7 – Factors affecting validity of surveys. 

To be considered when designing assessment tools.  Adapted from Bitgood (1988).

2.6.2 Interviews 

 Interviews are a common method used to obtain information from one individual at a time.  

In an interview, the interviewer works directly with the respondent. Interviews are generally believed 

to be an accurate way to obtain data as any necessary clarifying questions can be asked.  The 

interview has one significant advantage over the survey – the interviewer is able to ask follow-up 

questions depending on the responses from the respondent. The anonymous survey does not allow 

for follow-up questions. The interview does have a number of disadvantages. Interviews demand 

much more time from the respondent and the interviewer. Since most respondents believe their 

time is valuable, many may be reluctant to engage in such a time consuming activity.  In addition, 

interviews have the potential to be threatening towards the respondent as they can sometimes feel 

put on the spot by the questions.  Another disadvantage is that the interviewer must be very well 

trained and prepared to conduct an interview. While face-to-face surveys require some training and 

careful planning, interviews require much more work. An interviewer must be unbiased and must be 

particularly careful about asking leading questions (Trochim, 2006). 
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2.6.3 Observations 

 Whereas surveys are able to provide information about program participants typically before 

and after a program, observations can be made throughout the course of the program to obtain a 

better understanding of behavioral characteristics of participants.  Furthermore, the use of rubrics 

can be used to classify qualitative traits into quantifiable results that can be correlated to factors such 

as change in scientific attitude or learning during the education experience.  The study conducted by 

Boisvert and Slez (1994) used a naturalistic approach of observation, which consisted of observing 

participants to see how they interacted with their environment.  The observations were non-

obtrusive, meaning that observations were taken without interfering with the experience of the 

subject.  Approximately 150 subjects were observed for their time spent at an exhibit and their 

interactions with the exhibit.  Although Boisvert and Slez (1994) cited Guba and Lincoln (1989) as 

their basis for observational rubric design, many of the recorded parameters correspond to those 

found in Bitgood (1988).  This suggests that many of the parameters assessed in the Boisvert and 

Slez study typify the parameters studied in non-formal education assessment.  Some of the possible 

parameters suggested by Bitgood (1988) include: 

• Visual attention to the exhibit/activity 

• Time spent on the activity 

• Attentiveness to the activity 

• Interaction among groups in activities 

• Path of movement throughout multiple activities 

 Many of these parameters were cast into scoring rubrics which could be used to record 

quantitative data for qualitative attributes.  This allowed the researchers to mathematically correlate 

behavior to the quality of the exhibit experience for participants. 
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 A study performed by Bamberger and Tal (2008) described the importance of performing 

observations in addition to administering surveys.  In accordance with Rennie and Johnston (2004), 

Bamberger and Tal (2008) contend that surveys are the best way to assess how an individual 

perceives an experience, as observations are unable to accurately determine the perceptions of a 

participant. 

2.6.4 Surveys 

The survey is one of the most common methods of assessment. There are a number of ways 

to administer a survey including through postal, telephone, face to face, or online formats. Many 

people believe that surveys should ask brief closed ended questions, but on occasion surveys will 

have open-ended questions (Trochim, 2006). 

A face-to-face survey has been proven to be one of the most effective types of surveys. 

Specifically, a face-to-face survey where the responder is asked to fill out the survey immediately is 

proven to be the most effective. When administering surveys it is imperative that the time of the 

recipients be respected. Most recipients believe themselves to be busy and believe their time to be 

valuable. It is for these reasons that most participants are much less likely to respond if given a mail 

in survey. If the participant is given a survey to fill out in front of the administrator, they are likely to 

try to finish it immediately (Sierles, 2003). The CSIRO already utilizes a mail-in survey to assess their 

programs but their response rate is very low. The goal of in person surveys is to receive a much 

higher response rate. The face-to-face survey is the method utilized for the CSIRO program since 

the target audience was only 30 students at a time and the higher response rate associated with the 

face to face survey led to more accurate conclusions.  

A variety of surveys dealing with assessing the affective natures of science education have 

been developed and validated.  These surveys typically investigate student attitudes towards science, 
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but can also focus on how interested students are in pursuing science both in the classroom and as a 

career.  Due to the wide variety of survey methods that exist, it has often been recommended that 

any study attempting to discern scientific attitudes employ several different attitude surveys to 

achieve consistent results (Lederman et al., 1998).  The surveys which made up the basis for those 

used in this project were the Test of Science Related Attitudes; the Inventory of Science Attitudes, 

Interests, and Appreciation; and the Views on Science-Technology and Society.  These surveys are 

covered in the following sections. 
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 TEST OF SCIENCE RELATED ATTITUDES (TOSRA) 

Developed in the late 1970s and early 1980s in Australia, the Test of Science Related 

Attitudes (TOSRA) is designed to be an inventory of student attitudes towards a variety of aspects 

of the scientific field.  Primarily, the test determines how likely students might be to pursue a career 

in science and how they view science in our society.  The test has a total of seventy questions 

covering seven broad categories, as depicted in Table 8.  The test is designed to have a Likert-type 

scale, which assesses the level to which students agree with certain statements on the test (from 

Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree). 

Category Description 

Social Implications of 
Science 

Student understanding of the impact of science on society 

Normality of Scientists Students views on the lifestyles of scientists and their work 

Attitude to Scientific 
Inquiry 

Disposition towards asking questions, being curious, and 
exploring to seek answers 

Adoption of Scientific 
Attitudes 

Exhibiting a scientific method of thinking and systematically 
approaching problems 

Enjoyment of Science 
Lessons 

Extent to which students enjoy learning science in school 

Leisure Interest in Science Extent to which students are interested in science outside of 
the classroom 

Career Interest in Science Likelihood of student continuing to pursue science in higher 
education and as a career 

Table 8 – Core categories in the TOSRA 
(Based on Fraser, 1981). 

Validation studies were conducted for TOSRA in the late 1970s, and included a random 

sampling of year 7-10 students in Sydney, Australia.  The test underwent modification to adjust 

questions that were either unclear or did not provide the appropriate information needed to address 

a particular category (Fraser, 1981).  Studies were also conducted both in Australia and the United 
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States to assess the ability of the TOSRA to produce consistent results across cultures (Fraser, 1981).  

Studies performed by Khalili (1987) showed that the test produced reliable results when used in the 

United States.  A sample TOSRA may be found in APPENDIX E. 

 INVENTORY OF SCIENCE ATTITUDES, INTERESTS, AND APPRECIATION (ISAIA) 

Developed by Swan (1966), this test focuses on not only understanding student attitudes 

towards science, but also looks at teaching factors that had an impact on student achievement.  

Factors considered include the style of presentation, the extent to which textbooks are used, 

laboratory time, and other related factors thought to have an impact on student achievement.  

Questions relating to student attitudes and interest are similar to those found in TOSRA.  

Statements relating to science are assessed by students on a Likert-type scale ranging from Strongly 

Agree to Disagree.  These statements include questions relating to students’ interest in following the 

scientific method, pursuing a science career, and their views on scientists and their work (Swan 

1966). 

The ISAIA, in conjunction with the Metropolitan Advanced Science Test (MAST), was 

administered in Montana to secondary school students in the late 1960s.  The MAST provided 

results on student aptitude that were used in conjunction with results from student interest and 

attitude from the ISAIA to determine what correlations exist among student attitude, interest, and 

aptitude (Swan, 1966). 

 VIEWS ON SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY (VOSTS) 

Developed in the late 1980s in Canada, the VOSTS was developed to provide an in-depth 

assessment of students’ views on the interactions between science, technology, and society.  

Although this test, like the TOSRA and ISAIA, attempts to determine student views on science, it 

uses additional questions posed in a different style to gain a greater depth of understanding.  The 

test consists of over 100 statements, followed by multiple choice answers.  These answers detail a 
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reaction to the previous statement, and the choice of statement helps provide insight into an 

individual’s view on science.  The test can be useful because the multiple choice answers provide 

some rationale behind the opinion stated in the answer; however, there is also no opportunity for 

students to provide their own rationale (Lederman et al., 1998). 

DEVELOPMENT OF FURTHER SCIENCE ATTITUDE SURVEYS 

Other studies, including that of Adams et al. (2006), used a number of existing science 

attitude and interest tests to develop  their own instrument to suit the purposes of their study 

(physics students).  Starting with the Maryland Physics Expectation Survey (MPEX), Views about 

Science Survey (VASS) and the Epistemological Beliefs Assessment about Physical Science 

(EBAPS), the research team reviewed the statements from each survey.  The statements were then 

reworked to include a wider breadth of topics, make the statements as clear and concise as possible, 

and also make the statements applicable to students that may not have taken physics.  The final 

assessment tool consisted of several statements that were rated by students on a Likert-type scale.  

The survey component of the study conducted by Paris et al. (1998) used a similar methodology, but 

started with different scientific attitude and interest tests. 

The study performed by Prokop et al. (2007) used a pre- and post-test survey format to 

assess change in desired parameters.  Similar to the study of Adams et al. (2006), this study 

developed assessment tools based on review and modification of existing science and attitude 

surveys.  Assessment of student concepts was accomplished using multiple choice tests.  A study by 

Bamberger and Tal (2008) used participant surveys, but also used categories to classify open 

responses. 
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2.6.5 Concept Mapping 

When analyzing student aptitude in science, it is important to consider not only the factual 

information they have learned, but also the conceptual knowledge which they have gained.  Whereas 

traditional exams and quizzes are very good at assessing factual knowledge, a technique known as 

concept mapping can be useful in determining the concepts which students have learned and how 

they link them together.  Concept mapping is a technique that allows students to construct visual 

images depicting the linkages between key concepts for a particular subject unit.  For example, 

students studying the classifications of organisms would draw a map depicting not only the different 

categories, but also how these categories relate to one another.  A sample concept map created by a 

student can be found in Figure 5.  

 

 

Figure 5 – Sample concept map – Plant Classification 
(From Rice et al, 2005). 

Techniques for assessing concept maps focus primarily on evaluating the concepts which are 

included on the map and how they are linked.  The scoring rubric developed by Rice and colleagues 
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(2005) first considered that the proper concepts were on the map, with the list of expected concepts 

distilled from the course curriculum and the material taught in class.  The next layer of scoring 

focused on assessing linkages between concepts.  Correct linkages between concepts were rewarded 

with points, whereas incorrect or missing linkages deducted points from the total score.  Validation 

of the concept mapping technique was performed by concurrently analyzing student performance 

on the concept mapping exercise and multiple choice tests (Rice et al., 2005). 

Although concept mapping is a good technique to determine the conceptual learning of 

students, it is important to consider the complexity of the exercise.  When concept mapping was 

studied by Rice et al. (2005), students were asked to complete numerous concept mapping exercises 

over the course of the school year, thereby learning how to complete the exercise.  Despite results 

indicating that a majority of the students viewed concept mapping as a useful exercise, the technique 

also took up a significant portion of assessment time (Rice et al., 2005). 

One way to avoid the large amount of time required to have students prepare concept maps 

is to apply the principles to free response questions.  This works by taking the unique answers 

generated by students on free response questions and categorizing them.  Once the answers have 

been categorized the relationships between the categories can be analyzed by using the principles of 

concept mapping.  This allows researchers to determine the trends within the responses as well as 

how they relate to each other without requiring the extended period of time necessary for a student 

to draw a completed concept map.  
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS, RESULTS, AND ANALYSIS 

Worldwide, interest and enrollment in science has declined.  The decline in science 

enrolment for Australian higher education typifies the worldwide issue.  In this social context, the 

CSIRO offers non-formal science education programs on a wide variety of science subjects.  

Although these programs have been popular, the CSIRO wishes to develop a method of assessing 

their programs’ successes in increasing student interest in science and fostering a positive attitude 

towards science.  A variety of techniques, including surveys, interviews, and observations were used 

to assess the extent to which the CSIRO’s programs improve student interest and attitude regarding 

science. 

 We evaluated the effects of non-formal education programs on student interest in and 

attitude toward science.   We worked with Chris Krishna-Pillay, Cath McLaren, and other CSIRO 

liaisons to develop assessment tools and arrange visits to schools which participated in the CSIRO 

programs. We developed surveys, observations, and interviews which contributed to an ongoing, 

long term study relating to the CSIRO’s non-formal education programs, and evaluated the 

integrated results of these surveys, observations and interviews. The team worked on this project 

from March 11, 2010 to May 4, 2010. Our work with the CSIRO contributed to the advancement of 

the programs and assisted the CSIRO in their efforts to address the broader social context of 

declining enrollment in science programs in Australian post-secondary schools. In order to complete 

our study, we executed the following five objectives: 

1. Developed a set of surveys, observations, and interviews to determine: 

o The effects of the CSIRO’s non-formal education program on student interest in and 
attitudes toward science; and,   

o The engagement and enthusiasm of students while participating in the CSIRO 
programs, 
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o If and to what extent the subject matter of the CSIRO programs integrates with the 
subject matter being presented in the formal science education curriculum, 

2. Implemented surveys, observations, and interviews developed for students and teachers 

participating in the CSIRO programs, 

3. Developed tools and methods for the storage and analysis of data in an electronic form, 

4. Analyzed the results of our surveys, observations, and interviews to evaluate the effect of the 

CSIRO programs on student interest in science,   

5. Provided recommendations to the CSIRO on how their programs can better achieve their 

goals of furthering student interest in science and educating students in the program material 

by identifying key elements of the CSIRO programs which contribute to or hinder their 

success. 

These five objectives formed the backbone of this study.  The methods for their completion, their 

outcomes, our analysis, and the resulting recommendations comprise the remainder of this chapter. 
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3.0 Develop a System for Evaluation of the CSIRO Programs 

The first objective of the project was to develop a system which could be used to evaluate 

student interest in and attitude toward science.  Assessment techniques included student surveys, 

student observations, and teacher interviews.  These three data collection tools were selected by the 

previous WPI assessment team (Donahue et al., 2010) as appropriate methods to gather data.  

Following a review of their methodology, we felt that these data collection techniques were 

appropriate for our study.  Accordingly, we continued their use, adjusting them as necessary. 

3.0.1 Methodology 

The development of the tools used in our analysis required a critical review of those 

developed by the previous WPI team to determine which components yielded valuable data.  In 

addition, we determined what valuable information was not being collected by the tools they 

developed.  Thus, we began by reviewing the previously developed survey, observation, and 

interview schemes modifying them as needed. 

 SURVEYS 

 The previous WPI team focused much of their efforts on the development of surveys.  They 

began by drafting the first three surveys for the Forensic Frenzy and Biodiversity programs.  The 

previous team denoted the pre-program, first post-program, and one week follow-up surveys PR, 

P1, and P2 respectively.  We have continued this numbering scheme for the one month follow-up 

survey, denoting it P3.  The surveys they developed included standardized questions in which 

students ranked their interest in and knowledge of science; open response questions in which 

students responded to questions relating to the field of science used in the program; and 

demographic questions in which students indicated age, gender, and family background.  Full 

versions of the previous WPI team’s surveys can be found in their report (Donahue et al., 2010).  
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The previous WPI team then tested the surveys with the CSIRO educators.  The presenters gave 

comments on how to improve the surveys and the previous WPI assessment team adjusted their 

surveys accordingly.  The surveys were then administered to students in the Forensic Frenzy (5 

sections) and Biodiversity (4 sections) programs.  These results were then analyzed by the previous 

WPI group.  The results of their analysis coupled with their comments on the effectiveness of the 

surveys created the basis from which our team could perform continued survey development. 

 We began developing our surveys by reviewing the comments left by the previous WPI 

team.  Questions which they indicated did not yield useful data were removed.  Those questions 

which the previous WPI team indicated were useful but needed adjustment were changed 

accordingly.  Questions which the previous team indicated had worked were kept the same in order 

to ensure consistency of the data for analysis, a detailed explanation of the outcome of this process 

can be found on page 54.   

Following the review of the previous team’s work, we added questions based on research 

prior to our arrival at the CSIRO.  The questions follow a significant body of research into the 

appropriate development of surveys to assess student interest in science. Lederman et al. (1998) 

mentions twenty-five studies conducted within the United States between 1954 and 1992 that 

evaluate students’ attitudes and interests in science.  

Interest and attitude questions modified from the TOSRA, ISAIA, and VOSTS, as well as 

questions from the previous WPI teams’ surveys were combined into the surveys to be administered 

to the CSIRO program participants.  Identification of the questions involved separating survey 

questions into those that measure interest and those that measure attitude.  Attitude elements in this 

case would be defined as questions concerning the attitudes of students toward scientists and science 

in society and interest elements would be questions concerning student interest in learning science 

and pursuing a scientific career.  The questions were then combined, reworded, and tailored for 
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administration to students.  Finally, the questions were recombined to create the surveys that were 

then administered to students in the CSIRO programs. 

  Following the review and final development of surveys for the Forensic Frenzy and Biodiversity 

programs, the surveys were then adjusted for administration to students in the Nanotechnologies, Cool 

Chemical Science, and Materials and Structures programs.  The use of both program-specific and non-

program-specific questions meant that adjustment was only necessary for certain parts of the 

surveys.  Questions that did not depend on the program were kept the same on all surveys.  This 

allowed comparison across all the programs studied.  However, those questions that did depend on 

the program were replaced with similar style questions which related the new program. 

 Finally, while the previous WPI team developed the first three surveys (PR, P1, and P2) this 

study necessitated the development of a fourth survey (P3) to be administered one month after the 

student’s completion of the program.  These surveys were developed from the previous three 

surveys.  Questions similar to those on the first three surveys were still used to provide consistent 

data over the whole set.  This included a similar distribution of program-specific and non-program-

specific questions as found on the PR, P1, and P2 surveys. 

 OBSERVATIONS 

 In addition to the surveys, we used a system of observations to determine students’ behavior 

during the programs.  The previous WPI team developed a method for these behavioral 

observations.  Their observation tool tracked student behavior during each of the three parts of the 

program: the opening presentation, the activities, and the closing presentation.  The number of 

students seen to be exhibiting a behavior was noted for each portion of the program. Table 9 shows 

the rubric used by the previous team to collect observational data for an activity.  The complete 

observation rubric developed by the previous WPI team can be found in Table 9. 
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Table 9 – Observational checklist utilized by the previous WPI team. 

 Our observational methods were derived from those left by the previous WPI team.  This 

consisted of observing the number of students exhibiting different behavioral characteristics, the 

level of student interest based on the activity, and the level of interest during different portions of 

the program.  To complete this objective we started with the previous WPI team’s method of 

observing the opening presentation, activities, and closing presentation separately.  We then test ran 

the observation method with one section of the Cool Chemical Science program.  In some cases 

multiple behavior characteristics could be counted as a result of one action (i.e. misuse of equipment 

and physical distractions).  Accordingly, we combined behavior categories which were counted as 

the result of just one action. 

 INTERVIEWS 

 The final component of our analysis was teacher interviews.  The interviews were intended 

to gather the teacher’s opinions of the programs; why they booked them, what effects they expected 

them to have on students, and how they integrate with the curriculum.  The previous WPI team 

developed interviews to be given to teachers at the same time as the surveys.  The interviews are 

denoted in the same manner at the surveys with PR referring to the interview before the program, 

P1 referring to the interview immediately following the program, P2 referring to the interview 
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conducted one week after the program.  Upon our arrival at the CSIRO we reviewed the interviews 

that had been left for us and made adjustments as necessary.  Any and all adjustments were made 

with the goals of gathering the necessary data and maintaining consistency with the previous 

interview data kept in mind.  Questions were reworded for clarity if necessary, deleted if they did not 

garner the data that we were seeking, and added if there was a portion of the goals which was not 

being addressed. 

3.0.2  Results and Analysis 

 SURVEYS 

 Our review and revision process yielded an updated set of surveys comprising portions of 

the original surveys as well as questions added as a result of our analysis.  The process was 

completed for all surveys left by the previous team.  For example, the Forensic Frenzy P1 survey had 

some questions modified, some questions removed entirely, some questions added, and some 

questions kept as is.  Table 10 details the questions which were added, removed, modified, or left 

unchanged.  In addition, it classifies questions as program-specific and non-program-specific.  This 

is an example of the change from the previous surveys to the new surveys.  Table 11 details the 

information sought from each question on the Forensic Frenzy P1 survey.  The information sought on 

the other surveys is similar to that sought from this survey.  The complete selection of surveys left 

from the previous WPI team can be found in their report (Donahue et al., 2010).  The surveys 

created by our team can be found in APPENDIX B. 
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Table 10 – Changes from previous Forensic Frenzy P1 survey to current survey 

Questions Action taken Question on New Surveys Program-
specific 

Is science important? No modification Is science important? No 
Have you noticed any scientific 
achievements in the media 
(newspaper, radio, television, and 
internet) recently? 

Question removed per previous WPI 
team comments 

 No 

What do Forensic scientists do? No modification What do Forensic scientists do? Yes 
Name as many types of science as you 
can that might be used 

Modified What branches of science would 
Forensic Scientists use? 

Yes 

What crimes might Forensics be used 
to solve? 

Modified What crimes might Forensic Scientists 
Investigate 

Yes 

Do you plan to do VCE? If so, what 
subjects would you do? 

No modification Do you plan to do VCE? If so, what 
subjects would you do? 

No 

What subjects are you currently 
studying? (including electives) 

Question removed per previous WPI 
team comments 

 No 

What school subjects are you best at? No modification What school subjects are you best at? No 
Did you enjoy the CSIRO session on 
Forensics? 

Question removed per previous WPI 
team comments 

 No 

What, if anything, did you particularly 
like about CSIRO’s program? Why? 

No modification What, if anything, did you particularly 
like about CSIRO’s program? Why? 

No 

What, if anything, did you particularly 
dislike about CSIRO’s program? Why? 

No modification What, if anything, did you particularly 
dislike about CSIRO’s program? Why? 

No 

Table to rank interest in science 
media 

Modified Table remains, students now rank 
each media type as a whole instead of 
ranking examples of the media. 

No 

Table to rank each part of the CSIRO 
program 

New question Table to rank each part of the CSIRO 
program 

No 

Table of interest and TOSRA derived 
questions 

New question Table of interest and TOSRA derived 
questions 

No 
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Question Purpose 
Is science important? Determine Students’ opinion of the importance of 

science as well as the rationale behind their opinion. 
What do Forensic scientists do? Assess students’ knowledge of Forensics. 
What branches of science would Forensic 
Scientists use? 

Determine where students believe forensics fits 
within science. 

What crimes might Forensic Scientists 
Investigate 

Assess students’ knowledge of Forensics. 

Do you plan to do VCE? If so, what subjects 
would you do? 

Classify students by their future scholastic plans. 

What school subjects are you best at? Determine what students believe they are best at.  
This can be compared with interest to see if there is 
any correlation between aptitude and interest. 

What, if anything, did you particularly like about 
CSIRO’s program? Why? 

Determines which portions of the programs students 
enjoyed most. 

What, if anything, did you particularly dislike 
about CSIRO’s program? Why? 

Determines which portions of the programs students 
enjoyed least 

Table to rank interest in science media. Determine how students like to be exposed to 
science. 

Table to rank each part of the CSIRO program Determine which parts of the programs the students 
enjoy. 

Table of interest and TOSRA derived questions Quantitatively rank students’ interest in and attitude 
toward science. 

Table 11 – Purpose of questions on the Forensic Fenzy P1 survey 

In addition to the revision of surveys from the previous team, we created new surveys based 

on the revised surveys for the Nanotechnologies, Cool Chemical Science, and Materials and Structures 

programs.  These surveys retained the same non-program-specific questions as the corresponding 

Forensic Frenzy surveys but different program-specific questions were added based on the topics of 

the program.  These questions were aimed to assess specific, unique components of each program.  

Examples of program-specific questions, as well as the rational for asking them, for the P1 

Nanotechnologies, Cool Chemical Science, and Materials and Structures surveys can be found in Table 12.  All 

surveys developed by our team can be found in APPENDIX B. 
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Program Question Purpose 
Nanotechnologies What is nanotechnology? Assess students’ understanding and 

perceptions of nanotechnology. 
Cool Chemical Science What problems might Chemists try to 

solve? 
Determine how students’ believe 
chemistry fits into society. 

Materials and 
Structures 

Trusses are typically composed of what 
shape? 

Directly assess that students’ are 
taught about the structure of a truss. 

Table 12 – Examples of program-specific questions 

Finally, P3 surveys were created based on the PR, P1, and P2 surveys for each program.  

These surveys focused on assessing interest and attitude.  Program-specific questions were still used 

to determine what, if anything was recalled from the program.  The portions of the program that 

were still remembered one month later were likely to have indicated potential sources of interest and 

attitude changes.  Examples of questions on the Forensic Frenzy P3 survey are: 

• Rank “I am interested in science,” 
• Rank “Science can make positive contributions to our lives,” 
• Why is Forensics important? 

The full Forensic Frenzy P3 survey as well as all other P3 surveys can be found in APPENDIX B.  

These questions continue to assess student’s interest in and attitude toward science.  In addition, the 

questions may indicate which parts of the program contribute to their interest and attitudes. 
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 OBSERVATIONS 

 The review of the previous WPI assessment yielded an updated observation scheme which 

kept the basic design of the original while adding the ability to measure behaviors versus time.  The 

categories developed by the previous team were kept mostly as is with some minor changes.  A 

comparison of categories used by each team can be found in Table 13.  In addition, Table 15 on 

page 64 details the student actions that were considered manifestations of each behavioral 

characteristic.  The observation rubrics used by both the previous WPI team and our team can be 

found in their report (Donahue et al., 2010) and APPENDIX C, respectively. 

Table 13 – Comparison of previous WPI team’s observational checklist with our checklist 

 In addition to modifying the characteristics observed, we added the element of time into the 

observations.  The rubrics were modified to allow observations to be taken every five minutes 

during the program with the number of students exhibiting the behavioral trait at that time recorded.  

Part of the 
Program 

Previous WPI Team Current WPI Team 

Opening and 
Closing 

Presentations 

Eye Contact Eye Contact 
Discussion Concentration 
Concentration Boredom 
Enjoyment/Excitement Eagerness to Participate 
Boredom Confusion/Frustration 
Eagerness to Participate Physical Distraction 
Asking Questions Asking Questions 
Confusion/Frustration  
Physical Distractions  

Activities 

Discussion Discussion 
Concentration Concentration 
Enjoyment/Excitement Enjoyment/Excitement 
Boredom Boredom 
Eagerness to participate Confusion/Frustration 
Asking Questions Physical Distractions 
Confusion/Frustration Read Instructions at start of activity 
Physical Distractions Teamwork 
Completion  
Misuse of Equipment  
Read Instructions  
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This set up also allowed individual students to be tracked throughout the activities portion of the 

program.  During the activity portion the activity which a student was working on could be noted as 

well as any of the behaviors which they were exhibiting.  This allows analysis of each activity within 

a program by comparing the number of students exhibiting a behavior to the activity they are 

working on even though students may be working on the activities at different times.  A picture of 

the observation rubric used during the activities portion of the program can be found in Table 14.  

The observation rubrics developed and used can be found in APPENDIX C. 

 

Table 14 – Observation rubric for use during activities 

 The tracking of individual students throughout the activities portion of the program allowed 

the students to be classified by interest level.  Behaviors of students exhibiting high levels of interest 

at the start can be analyzed separately from those who exhibit low levels of interest at the start.  This 

can then be related to the activities they are working on to see if there is a relationship between 

interest and activity.  Ultimately, this observation method allows the activities section of the program 

to be analyzed from many perspectives. 

 INTERVIEWS 

 The review of the previous WPI team’s interview forms yielded little change in their 

structure or content.  The questions asked were found to cover the teacher’s opinions of the 

programs, including; why they booked them, what effects they expected them to have on students, 

how they integrated with the curriculum, and what could be done better.  Thus, in order to maintain 
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consistency with answers from the previous assessments little was changed.  Minor changes were 

made with regard to editing wording with no effect on the meaning of the questions.  The only 

exception to this is the addition of the question “Why did you book this program?” to the one week 

follow-up interview.  The addition of this question allowed us to determine the exact reason that the 

teacher had booked the program.   Some examples of questions asked during the interviews are: 

• How do you expect the program to fit with what you are currently covering in class? 
• What topics in your science curriculum have you noticed are most engaging to the students? 
• Do you plan to assess the students on the material covered? 

Full copies of the interview forms can be found in APPENDIX D. 
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3.1 Administration of Surveys, Observations, and Interviews 

 The second objective of this study was to gather data by administering surveys, conducting 

interviews, and taking observations.  This involved our attendance at multiple programs throughout 

the study period.  Specific methods were used to ensure that consistent results were obtained and 

any difficulties or improvements that could be made were either implemented during the study or 

recommended for implementation in future studies. 

3.1.1 Methodology 

Data collection was accomplished by attending the CSIRO programs conducted both at the 

CSIRO-SEC in Highett, Victoria as well as at schools in the greater Melbourne, Victoria area.  

Surveys were administered during the programs as well as at set times following the program.  

Observations were taken during the program presentation.  Interviews were conducted at the same 

times as the surveys.  A full schedule of the programs covered in this study can be found in Section 

3.1.2 on page 65. 

 SURVEYS 

 The surveys were initially administered prior to the opening presentation of the program.  

The surveys were scheduled for the five minutes immediately before and after the program’s 

scheduled running time.   

 When administering the surveys one of us introduced our team while the other three 

distributed the surveys.  Occasionally, we were split up to attend different programs, and in these 

cases at least two of us were present.  The students were informed that the surveys were anonymous 

and that they would not be graded on their responses.  They were informed that the survey would 

take five minutes; in addition, the students were informed when there was approximately one minute 
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left of the survey time.  At the end of the survey time the surveys were collected and the main 

presenter began the program. 

 A similar process was repeated for the P1 surveys immediately after the program.  However, 

in this case there was less emphasis on our introduction.  We distributed surveys and again informed 

students that the surveys were anonymous and would not be graded.  At the end of five minutes the 

surveys were again collected. 

 Follow-up surveys P2 and P3 were scheduled for approximately one week and one month 

respectively following the program.  These surveys needed to be scheduled with the schools so that 

the students would be available to fill out the follow-up surveys.  Thus, administration of the follow-

up surveys was conducted in accordance with school schedules.  The follow-up surveys were 

administered in a similar manner to the PR and P1 surveys.  A brief introduction was given to 

remind students who we were and why we were there.  Students were once again informed that the 

surveys were anonymous.  The surveys were then handed out to students and collected five minutes 

later. 

 OBSERVATIONS 

In making observations, the CSIRO workshops were divided into three distinct portions: 

introductory presentation, activity session, and final presentation.  

 The rubrics developed (see Section 0) were used to track the class’s progress as a function 

of time. The class was split up into four groups so that each observer could observe an individual 

group of students within the class. Each observer then watched for manifestations of the behavior 

characteristics and at five minute intervals marked off the students exhibiting the behavior 

characteristics at that time.  

The team also made sure to carefully calibrate themselves against one another to ensure that 

data would be consistent from one observer to the next. We did this by observing a Materials and 
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Structures program consisting of four students. Each team member individually observed all the 

students during the opening presentation, activity session and closing presentation.  Immediately 

following the program the group then compared and discussed their observational data.  There were 

few disagreements between observers.  However, for each disagreement found the reasons behind it 

were discussed and a consensus was reached regarding the appropriate interpretation.  This strategy 

allowed us to treat the data as consistent among observers.  The original observation sheets from 

each observer can be found in APPENDIX M. 

The activities portion of the observation also added tracking of individual students and their 

behavior in the program as a function of time.  During this portion of the program the student 

groups were divided among the observers with each observer watching between two and four 

groups depending on the size of the class.   

 The final presentation program was set up identically to that of the initial presentation with 

progress being monitored as a function of time. During all observations we each had a copy of the 

behavioral cue sheet shown in Table 15.  The complete observation rubrics for the introductory 

presentation, activity session, and final presentation can be found in APPENDIX C. 
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Table 15 – Behavioral cues sheet 
(Modified from Donahue et al., 2010). 

 INTERVIEWS 

 We conducted interviews with teachers during the administration of the surveys.  Teachers 

were asked the short series of questions which we developed along with the surveys and 

observations.  We allowed for follow up questions; however, the focus was on completing the 

questions present on the interview sheet.  Time for interviews was generally limited to five minutes 

Behavior Cue (s) 
Discussion (P or O or 

N) 
Talking to peers about program/activity at hand (P)  
Talking to peers but about topics other than program (O)  
Not talking to peers (N)  

Concentration Putting on blinders to outside stimulus; intensely watching  
Focused on activity; tuned in; tunnel vision  
Watching presenters perform experiments; brows furrowed  

Enjoyment/Excitement Audible excitement  
Wide eyed  
Smiling, laughing  
Looks of fascination  

Boredom Falling asleep  
Staring at clock  
Gazing off of the presentation  

Confusion/Frustration Quizzical looks  
Posing confused questions to peers  
Audible grunts, angered looks, discouraging looks  
Impatience  

Physical Distractions Phones, clothing, chairs, carpet, school supplies, etc.  
Read Instructions at 

Start 
Read instructions at beginning of activity  

Teamwork (P or N) Working positively together in a team (P)   
Working negatively together in a team (N)   

Eye Contact Maintain visual contact with presenter   
Eagerness to 

Participate (Over 
Whole time) 

Answering questions from presenter; hands shot up   
Volunteering during presentation w/ excitement 

Assertion of answers; pushy   
Asking Questions Ask presenter questions       
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as teachers wished to observe the program and we were all needed to take observations on the 

program. 

3.1.2 Results and Analysis 

Data were taken for a total of seven schools with a total of 326 students surveyed and ten 

teachers interviewed. Table 16 lists the details of each school included in this study.  The reader may 

note that there are data missing for some schools.  This section details the reasons for this missing 

data.  

School Program Year Date of 
Program 

Date of 
Follow-up 

Number of 
Students 

Number 
of 

Teachers 
Bayside 
Christian 
College 

Materials and 
Structures 

12 3/18/2010 3/24/2010 4 1 PR, P1, 
P2 

Bentleigh 
Secondary 
College 

Materials and 
Structures 

12 4/13/2010 4/20/2010 16 1 PR, P1, 
P2 

Emmaus 
College 

Forensic Frenzy 9 3/19/2010 3/26/2010 107 2 PR, 1 P1, 
1 P2 

Malvern Central 
School 

Cool Chemical Science 7 3/16/2010 3/23/2010 41 0 

Mt. View 
Primary School 

Cool Chemical Science 6 4/14/2010 None 49 2 PR 

Mt. Eliza 
College 

Materials and 
Structures 

12 3/17/2010 None 19 1 PR 

St. Aloysius 
College 

Nanotechnologies 10 3/24/2010 
3/25/2010 

4/15/2010 90 3 PR, 2 P1, 
2 P2 

Table 16 – Schools included in this study. 

 DATA COLLECTION CHALLENGES & SOURCES OF ERROR 

While on the whole our data collection methods worked well, there were, as with any study, 

factors which hindered the collection of complete and accurate data. In some cases these factors 

could be mitigated by adjustments to our processes, and, in these cases appropriate adjustments 

were made.  However, in some cases these factors were beyond our control.  Issues of both kinds 

are to be expected in a study and we have done our best to work within the limitations of our data 
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collection methods.  The following sections detail the issues encountered during the data collection 

process and, where applicable, the actions taken to mitigate the effects on our analysis. 

 Surveys 

 Administration of the surveys yielded valuable information.  However, a few issues affected 

their usage.  The first issue was copying.  The first set of surveys asked for students’ names which 

would then be removed to ensure that the results remained anonymous.  Despite being told that the 

names would be removed, students talked with each other and copied answers from one another.  

Replacing the name field with a field for date of birth diminished the level of copying while still 

allowing us to group all surveys taken by each student. 

 Another issue encountered while administering surveys was the length of the surveys.  While 

the surveys were designed to take five minutes to complete, in many cases students took longer than 

five minutes to complete them.  This resulted in either the survey time running over that allotted or 

students turning in surveys before they were able to respond to all the questions asked.  This was 

especially the case for some of the younger students for whom the vocabulary used was more 

challenging than for the older students.  This was generally addressed in our study by allowing 

students a few extra minutes to complete the surveys. 

 A final issue that surfaced was administering the P2 and P3 follow-up surveys.  School 

schedules varied widely and scheduling follow-up surveys was often problematic.  This was 

especially the case around the school holidays.  During the weeks of March 29 to April 9, 2010, most 

public and private schools were on holiday for two weeks.  This meant that any programs presented 

during the preceding week could not have P1 follow-up surveys until at least 2 weeks after the 

program.  A slightly different issue also arose with the P3 follow-up surveys.  The time period for 

data collection was very short as our time at the CSIRO was limited to seven weeks.  Therefore, 

programs that were not surveyed within the first two weeks of the study were not due for P3 surveys 
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until the data collection time had finished.  The combination of this time restraint and the 

scheduling difficulties with schools meant that we were unable to administer any P3 surveys.  As a 

result, we were only able to analyze the PR, P1, and P2 surveys. 

 Observations 

 Observation of students was generally very successful.  However, we did encounter some 

difficulties in this part of the study.  While we took time to calibrate our observations so that we 

were taking consistent data, every individual observer has his or her own perceptions.  Thus, some 

inter-observer variation was unavoidable. 

 Another issue while taking observations was keeping consistent observation times among all 

four of us.  While we attempted to synchronize our observations to one clock there were some 

variations in the exact timing of the observations.  This was especially true when an observer was 

responsible for observing more than one group of students as they completed the program.  When 

observing more than one group the first group was observed at the change-over to five minutes; 

however, the next group was not observed until observations were completed on the first group.  

Thus, observations of all students were not made at the same time.  However, as long as the groups 

were observed in the same order at each observation point then they would have been observed 

every five minutes; though still at different points in the program.  The only solution to this would 

have been to have enough observers that each observer was responsible for one group of students 

or possibly for one student.  For obvious reasons this would have been impractical and would likely 

have proven to be distracting to students.  Additionally, it is unlikely that the small variations in 

observation time had a significant impact on the data collected. 

 A related issue was keeping track of the students as they moved around the room during the 

activities.  With only four of us to watch as many as thirty students, it is possible a student might 

have been missed in a count.  While we did not notice this to be an issue, there were a few instances 
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in which students left the classroom during the program which changed the total number of 

students counted.  Ultimately, this is an unavoidable consequence of observing human subjects in an 

uncontrolled environment.  As with the timing of observations, the only way to fully address this 

issue would have been to assign one observer to each student.  Likewise, this would have been 

impractical, very disruptive to the students participating in the program, and would likely have a 

much larger effect on the data as the students would be constantly aware that they were being 

observed. 

 Interviews 

 While valuable information was gathered through teacher interviews, there were still issues 

associated with the process.  Since the interviews were conducted while the surveys were being 

administered they were limited to approximately five minutes in length.  This time constraint limited 

the ability of the interviewer to ask follow-up questions because, for comparability, all the questions 

on the sheet needed to be covered. 

 In addition, some teachers were busy taking care of their classroom or attending to students 

and declined to answer the interview questions.  This reduced the already limited sample size of 

teacher interviews.  As such, we were only able to conduct P1 interviews with ten teachers.  This 

problem was further exacerbated during the follow-up interviews.  When returning to survey 

students for the P2 follow up the teachers were often not available to be interviewed.  As such we 

were only able to conduct P2 interviews with five teachers. 

 A final observation regarding conducting of interviews is that some teachers preferred to 

take the interview sheets and simply fill them out themselves.  Teachers who did this tended to 

provide more detail in their answers and the data were more useful.  Thus, it may make sense for 

future studies to replace the teacher interview with a teacher questionnaire.  This would allow 
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teachers to provide information when it is more convenient for them and may provide better, more 

detailed answers. 

3.2 Development of Data Storage Frameworks 

3.2.1 Methodology 

Upon the receipt of data from surveys, observations, and interviews, it was necessary to 

develop tools by which data could be easily stored and analyzed.  The completion of this objective 

was particularly important not only for the execution of our own study, but also for storing data in a 

format that could be easily analyzed in future studies.  By developing appropriate and efficient 

methods by which data could be entered and stored we were able to perform our analysis while 

preserving the data for use by future studies. 

An important consideration when developing these tools was the wide variety of data types 

resulting from the surveys, observations, and interviews.  Surveys contained both quantitative data 

from student-ranked questions and qualitative data from open-response questions.  Although 

observational data assessed qualitative attributes of student behavior in the program, the resulting 

data were largely quantitative.  Interviews provided purely qualitative data from teacher responses to 

the given questions.  In order to accommodate the different data types, three separate methods of 

data storage were developed. 

 SURVEY DATA 

The surveys developed to assess the four CSIRO programs in this study provided a 

significant amount of data to be entered.  Furthermore, the presence of both quantitative and 

qualitative (open-response) questions provided the unique challenge of how to store both types of 

data in a manner that was both easy to enter and easy to analyze.  Initially, we investigated the 
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possibility of using the data storage tools developed by the previous WPI assessment team. 

Developed using Microsoft Access, the existing database utilized three separate tables to store data 

separated by the PR, P1, and P2 surveys.  As a result, all three tables contained data from all of the 

programs they analyzed.  Although the data were divided into different tables by the test type (PR, 

P1, and P2), all students were given a unique number used to identify their records throughout all 

tables.  A visual depiction of the database’s framework can be found in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 – Database architecture of the previous assessment team. 
Data were separated by test type, with questions from different programs placed into the same tables. 

While assessing the existing database, we discovered several disadvantages regarding its 

ability to store data collected by our surveys.  One of the notable drawbacks was the lack of a single 

table into which all data could be entered.  The use of a single table to store data for all surveys and 

programs would easily allow for a single student’s records to be available.  Furthermore, the existing 

database was designed based on the survey questions of the previous assessment team.  In order to 

use the existing database for our surveys, a significant amount of restructuring would have been 

needed in order to accommodate new questions.  The combination of these two drawbacks led to 
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the decision to design a similar database that would both accommodate the questions of our surveys 

and store data in one single table to allow records for an individual student to be easily linked. 

To ensure a useful, efficient, and user-friendly survey database, several key points were 

followed: 

• The database should store all records in a single table.  One student’s records would 
be stored in a single row for easy access and analysis. 

• To facilitate analysis, common questions between different programs should be 
consolidated into single fields for each question. 

• Records should have a unique identifier that quickly describes the school of the 
student and the program in which they participated. 

• New records must be able to be entered.  Existing records should be searchable and 
should be able to be updated if a student completes additional surveys (i.e. a student 
completes a P2 survey one week after completing the PR and P1 surveys ) 

• Interfaces should allow for users to enter data both efficiently and accurately. 

In order to address these key design specifications, we investigated two programs in which 

we could build the database: Microsoft Access and Microsoft Excel.  Initial evaluation of Microsoft 

Access indicated that it could provide easy-to-use interfaces and would allow a user to easily lookup, 

enter, and update records.  The biggest drawback to Microsoft Access was its inability to store data 

in a single table.  As a result, developing the database in Microsoft Access would require that 

multiple tables be used to store data separated either by program or by test type.  Either option 

would have required linking the tables together, a process which would have made it difficult to 

easily analyze the data between surveys or programs. 

Developing the database in Microsoft Excel provided significantly more options for 

customization.  All data could be stored in a single table and easy-to-use interfaces could be 

developed for use in inputting and updating data from the surveys.  These interfaces could be 

developed to resemble the actual surveys, facilitating data entry from the raw survey data into the 

electronic database.  Records for new students could be entered directly from the user interfaces, 

and existing records could be searched and updated if necessary.  This functionality, although highly 
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customizable, also required extensive programming using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA).  

Sufficient programming knowledge in VBA afforded the ability to develop the database in Microsoft 

Excel to take advantage of the high level of customizability.   

Once Microsoft Excel was chosen as the design platform, there were several main elements 

that needed to be developed: 

• Back End Table (BET): Stores all fields entered from the surveys.  This includes all 
raw data and was not intended to be user friendly, but rather to serve as the main 
place for data to be stored. 

• Graphical User Interfaces (GUI): Main method of interaction between users and the 
BET.  These interfaces were designed for each survey for each program and looked 
similar to the surveys to facilitate data entry. 

• Main Table (MT): Designed to be a user-friendly version of the BET used for 
analysis. 

A significant portion of the programming required dealt with the linkages between the user 

interfaces and the BET.  This programming was necessary to ensure that data entered into fields on 

the user interface forms would be appropriately entered into corresponding fields in the back end 

table.  Additional programming was required to search for existing records and allow the user 

interface to display all existing data and allow for new data to be entered. 

Development of the Back End Table 

 To begin the process of developing the database in Microsoft Excel, the design of the back 

end table was developed.  This process required a review of questions on all surveys to determine 

which questions were shared between surveys.  Determining these questions helped reduce the total 

number of fields needed to store data from all programs and help facilitate later analysis.  Questions 

that were unique to a certain program (i.e. Forensic Frenzy, Materials and Structures, etc) would be placed 

into their own fields.  The table architecture afforded the ability to have a single student’s records 

stored in one row of the table.   To ensure that each student could be easily searched and updated 

after their initial responses had been entered; a scheme for developing unique identification codes 
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was developed.  A student’s unique identifier included a series of letters and numbers that 

corresponded to the program in which they participated, their school, and a unique number.  For 

example, a student participating in the Forensic Frenzy (FF) program at Emmaus College (EC) that 

was the tenth entry into the database would have the record FF-EC-10.  This unique identifier 

would be later used to search and update records.  A general schematic of the table’s architecture is 

detailed in Table 17. 

 

Table 17 – General architecture of the BET. 
Contains fields for Forensic Frenzy and Materials & Structures.  Shaded fields represent the presence of data for a particular 

student. 

 Developing Graphical User Interfaces 

Although the BET provided the best framework for storing all data within Microsoft Excel, 

it was not the easiest format by which data could be manually entered from the surveys into the 

database itself.  Several GUIs were developed in order to provide a user-friendly means by which 

data could be entered from the surveys into an electronic format.  To make the surveys easier to 

enter, the user interfaces were designed to look similar to actual surveys.  In order to allow for a 

single student’s records to be displayed in a single form, interfaces were developed for each 

program, with multiple tabs available for different tests.  All available data for a single student could 

then be entered and viewed in a single GUI.  An example GUI is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 – GUI for Materials and Structures program. 
By switching through the page tabs, all of the data available for this student could be viewed and updated. 

To make the process of selecting the right interface (i.e. selecting the right program) and 

searching for records easier, two additional interfaces were developed.  The new record interface 

allowed the user to select the program, school, and date of birth for a student, and would open the 

appropriate interface into which data could be entered (Figure 8).  The student search interface 

allowed the user to input the student’s program, school, and number to retrieve all records available 

(Figure 9). 
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Figure 8 – GUI to enter a new student record. 
Upon entering the program, school, and date of birth for a student, the appropriate interface was opened to allow for 

data entry. 

 

Figure 9 – GUI to search all records for an existing student. 
If the student record was found, all data previously entered for the student would be loaded into the appropriate user 

interface. 

A significant portion of the programming required in developing the databases dealt with 

allowing data from the user interfaces to be entered into the back end tables, and vice versa.  

Although most of the code was written expressly for this purpose (taking data from the interfaces 

and entering into the Microsoft Excel tables, or vice versa), much of the code written for the new 

record and search records interfaces were designed to search existing records and show the 

appropriate interfaces to the user.  All program code may be found in APPENDIX N. 
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 Main Table 

 Since the BET was able to store all entered data, it was not a convenient way to analyze the 

data.  To help facilitate data analysis, a main table was developed to display many of the fields most 

used in later analysis.  The main distinction of the MT from the BET was that its design allowed for 

fields to be easily sorted and prepared for entry into data analysis programs.  In addition, this table 

displays only the categorized responses to free response questions, the uncategorized answers are 

left in the BET only.  For example, if only records for the Materials and Structures program were 

needed for an analysis, the MT could be easily used to display only these records.  An abbreviated 

sample of the MT is shown in Table 18. 

 

Table 18 – Sample MT. 
This table contained fields used in data analysis, and could be easily sorted and filtered depending on analysis needs.  

Grey fields indicate the presence of data. 

 Overall Database 

The combination of the BET, GUIs, the MT, and the programmed code helped create the 

final database product that was used to facilitate the processing of data from the handwritten survey 

form into one suitable for data analysis.  Throughout this entire system, the data flow was designed 

to run from the actual surveys, through the database, and finally into an output form suited for 

analysis.  Figure 10 describes how each part of the program contributed to this overall data flow. 
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Figure 10 – Relationship between interfaces, program code, and tables in the developed database. 
All elements would work together to take data from the handwritten survey data (Enter New Record) to a form suitable 

for analysis (Main Table). 

 OBSERVATIONAL DATA 

In addition to developing tools to store data from surveys, tools to store observational data 

also needed to be developed.  Although most of the data regarding qualitative observations was, in 

fact, quantitative, the structure of the observation rubrics was very different from the structure of 

the surveys.  Accordingly, a database designed to facilitate the easy input and analysis of 
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observational data was developed.  Observational data was separated both by program and the three 

distinct parts of the CSIRO programs: initial presentation, activities, and closing presentation.  

Tables were developed to store observational data from different parts of the program, and different 

sheets were used to separate data from different programs. 

Although data were collected in a manner that allowed behaviors of individual students to be 

monitored, the data storage tool developed for observations was in a format requiring total counts 

of students displaying a given behavior at a given time.  This required that raw data on the 

observation rubrics be consolidated into total counts for behaviors before entering the results into 

the appropriate tables.  A sample table, displaying the total counts for students, is shown in Table 

19. 

 

Table 19 – Sample table for observations. 
The table stored observational results as total numbers of students displaying different behaviors for a given time period.  

A separate table was made for the opening presentation, activities, and final presentation for. 

Since a single program typically included observational results from multiple classes, results 

from individual classes were combined to provide overall program data for the initial presentation, 

hands-on activities, and final presentation.  Accordingly, three combined tables would exist for each 

program: one containing all data for the initial presentation, one for the hands-on activities, and one 

for the final presentation.  Based on this architecture, observational results could be easily viewed 

either by program or by class.   
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 INTERVIEWS 

Whereas data from surveys and observations required databases to store the large amounts 

of quantitative or qualitative data, results from teacher interviews provided a much smaller dataset 

that was purely qualitative.  In order to preserve an electronic record of teacher interviews, raw 

responses were typed into the interview questions form in Microsoft Word.  The written record of 

interviews could then be used in analysis. 

3.2.2 Results and Analysis 

 SURVEYS 

Upon completion, the database met all of its design specifications, most notably succeeding 

in providing an efficient and accurate way in which data for several hundred surveyed students could 

be entered and recalled.  All results could be stored in a single table, which made it easy to store and 

recall a single student’s records for all surveys they completed.  The consolidation of questions 

common throughout different programs (such as similar questions on all PR surveys) provided a 

useful format into which student responses could be entered and later used for analysis.  This was 

particularly useful in the Main Table, where results to common questions across all programs could 

be easily viewed and used for analysis. 

The GUIs developed for the program not only provided an efficient means of entering data, 

but also provided a means for consistently accurate data entry.  Since the GUIs were designed to 

have a similar layout to the actual survey forms, it was easy for users to read data from survey forms 

and accurately enter it into the interface.  The interfaces also made it very easy to enter in data from 

multiple surveys for a single student.  The ability to search through records and update them 

facilitated the process of entering survey data for students at multiple times.  This was particularly 
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useful when entering data from the second post-test, which would not be entered until a week after 

the student’s P1 and P2 surveys were already entered. 

 Although the database achieved its design specifications, there are several notable drawbacks 

observed during the database’s design and use.  The database itself was highly customizable, but its 

customization required extensive knowledge of VBA.  Although the interfaces can be easily 

designed, an extensive amount of programming knowledge and time is required to develop the 

functions of searching and entering data.  The process of developing this code, coupled with 

developing all of the other database parts, made the database development a time consuming 

process.  On a similar note, expanding the database beyond its current capability would require at 

least a basic knowledge of programming in VBA. 

 OBSERVATIONS 

The database used to store observational results provided a concise and efficient manner in 

which results could be consolidated and investigated either by class or by program.  The architecture 

of the current database tracked student behaviors by time, not by activity (such as a specific 

experiment performed in the program).  Tracking students by activity would require additional 

development of the observations database.  Since the observations database did not require 

programming for its functionality, little to no knowledge of VBA would be required for this 

expansion. 

Since results for observations were tracked by time, problems were encountered when the 

same program (i.e. Nanotechnologies) would run for different lengths of time.  This would be a 

particular issue when analyzing the end of a particular program segment (hands-on activities, for 

example), as some classes would have data at these final time periods, while others would not.   This 

would provide the appearance that significant numbers of students stopped exhibiting certain 

behaviors at the end of the program, while in reality their program just did not last as long as the 
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others.  To solve this problem, results were only recorded up to the time of the shortest program 

element when the results were placed into the combined table.  In other words, if a certain class only 

had hands-on activities lasting for 30 minutes whereas another class’s lasted for 35 minutes, results 

in the combined table would be recorded up to 30 minutes.  This method was only applied when 

results from multiple classes were combined – results for individual classes are still preserved. 

 INTERVIEWS 

Recording interview results in the interview questions template provided a good way of 

preserving interview records.  Unlike survey results, the interview results could not be easily sorted 

or filtered to view certain responses.  Despite this fact, the small number of interviews conducted in 

comparison to the number of surveys administered made it simple enough to go through the 

responses manually for analysis.  Accordingly, the method used to store interview records was 

appropriate for the data type and quantity. 

3.3 Analysis of Surveys, Observations and Interviews 

After developing tools by which data could be easily stored and analyzed, we were able to 

move on to the next objective of analyzing the surveys, observations and interviews. The MT 

provided an excellent way to conduct analysis. The robust, easy to read, and easy to sort MT proved 

to make data easier to analyze. 

3.3.1 Methodology 

 SURVEYS: QUANTITATIVE DATA 

 We used a number of statistical tests to check for correlations as well as overall distributions 

in the data gathered from the surveys.  A frequency analysis was used to determine the distribution 

of data by number of responses. For example, the frequency analysis was used when analyzing what 
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students believed they learned during the program.  These data were represented in the form of pie 

charts, histograms with normal curves, and bar charts. Next we used paired samples t-tests to 

analyze survey questions for student’s responses. For example, we used paired samples t-tests to see 

if student interest changed as a result of the program. The t-test yields a test statistic (t-value) and a 

significance level (p-value). For our purposes, we considered that a p-value of less than 0.05 

indicated that the two data sets are statistically different. When analyzing PR, P1 and P2 surveys, we 

ran three t-tests comparing PR to P1, P1 to P2 and PR to P2. In order to avoid pseudo-replication 

of data, it was necessary to use the paired samples t-test. A paired samples t-test assumes that the 

same subjects have been asked two different questions. In order to analyze survey questions 

between two different groups, such as male and female students, we used independent samples t-

tests. Similar to the paired samples t-tests, these tests also yielded test statistics and significance 

levels. Again, we considered a p-value of less than 0.05 to indicate that the two groups were 

significantly different.  Finally, we used a bivariate Pearson analysis to test if there was any significant 

correlation between two fields. Any bivariate Pearson analysis was also accompanied by a scatter 

plot to see the variance in data and see if the correlation was positive or negative. 
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 Through the use of these tests we were able to make a number of statistical comparisons. 

The comparisons, programs considered, and the types of tests used to analyze the data are 

summarized in Table 20. 

Analysis Conducted Programs Test Conducted 
Self Ranked Interest vs. TOSRA All programs combined Bivariate Pearson analysis 
 
Interest in Science and Technology 

All programs combined 
All programs individually 

Frequency analysis with a 
histogram 

Combined TOSRA Score All programs combined Frequency and histogram 
Change in Interest in Science and 
Technology 

All programs combined Paired sample t-test 

Change in TOSRA Score All programs combined Paired sample t-test 
Interest in Science vs. Pursuit of 
Science 

All programs combined Frequency analysis with a pie 
chart 

Forms of Science Media found 
Interesting by Students. 

All programs combined Frequency analysis with a bar 
graph 

Male vs. Female Interest in Science 
and Technology 

All programs combined Independent sample t-test 

Male vs. Female Rankings of the 
Programs 

All programs combined Independent sample t-test 

Change in Interest at a Given Age All programs combined Paired sample t-test 
Comparison of Interest in Science with 
Respect to Age 

All programs combined Independent sample t-test 

What do Students Believe they Learned 
in the Program? 

Nanotechnologies 
Cool Chemical Science 
Forensic Frenzy 

Frequency analysis with a bar 
graph 

Importance of a Strong Central Theme Cool Chemical Science 
Forensic Frenzy 

Paired sample t-test 

Table 20 – Summary of analyses conducted 

 Surveys: Open-Ended Responses 

For the open response questions, the large variation in student responses would have made 

statistical analysis nearly impossible on raw responses.  However, review of these responses 

indicated that responses often fell into general groupings that captured the main point of the 

student’s response.  As a result, we developed categories for all open-response questions based on 

the student responses.  This post-hoc creation of categories ensured that all student responses could 

be appropriately classified into categories that accurately reflected the main topic of the student’s 

responses.  Pre-hoc creation of categories may have resulted in categories that did not accurately 
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capture the main topic of student responses.  It is important to note, however, that development of 

categories in a post-hoc manner allows the categories to be skewed towards certain responses.  To 

reduce this, categories made by one team member were reviewed and revised by all remaining team 

members to ensure that categories were not favoring certain responses over others. 

Understanding the limitations of post-hoc categorization, we did not perform any rigorous 

statistics on these results apart from frequency analyses.  This provided us with a general idea of 

student responses to certain questions, but would not run the risk of providing statistical results that 

may have been invalid or misleading. 

 BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATIONS 

 We also analyzed the observation results collected while observing the students. We looked 

at three observational characteristics: 

• Concentration 
• Boredom 
• Confusion/Frustration 

Concentration was chosen as it can be an indication of whether or not the program is engaging. 

Boredom shows the opposite of concentration, depicting whether or not the students are losing 

interest in the program. Finally, confusion/frustration depict whether or not the students are unsure 

of the material being taught in the program and can also indicate engagement in a program. We 

investigated and analyzed the opening presentation, activity session and closing presentation.  We 

also graphed these three observational characteristics with respect to time for each program to see 

overall trends with the program.  Graphs were generated using SPSS. 

 INTERVIEWS 

 Finally, we also analyzed the teacher interviews in order to determine teacher opinions of the 

program in addition to student opinions.  The teacher opinions were then qualitatively analyzed for 

the purpose of comparing student results to teacher opinions of the program. We were specifically 
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considering whether or not the program fit into the teacher’s curriculum, whether the students were 

asked to complete a follow up activity and the reasons why teachers booked these programs. 

3.3.2 Results and Analysis 

 SURVEYS 

 Self Ranked Interest vs. TOSRA 

We first compared students’ self ranked interest vs. their TOSRA combined score. We asked four 

TOSRA questions on the student surveys (APPENDIX E). Additionally, the questions resulting in 

student interest and TOSRA scores were asked on the PR, P1, and P2 surveys. All three of these 

tests were analyzed simultaneously.  The TOSRA asks about student interest and attitude toward 

science; thus, it was interesting to compare the students TOSRA score to their own ranking of their 

interest in science. A combined TOSRA score is calculated by adding the scores of student 

responses to the questions ranking students’ positive attitude toward science and subtracting the 

scores of student responses to the questions ranking students’ negative attitude toward science. 

Based off our surveys, student TOSRA scores can fall in between a range of -12 to +12 with 0 

representing the score of a student who is neutral toward science. A bivariate Pearson analysis was 

used to determine if there was any correlation between these two fields. We found a significant 

correlation between these two fields however the data suggest high variability (p < 0.001, r = 0.433, 

N = 797, Figure 11).  This further suggests that if a student is interested in science then they are 

likely to also have a positive attitude towards the subject. 
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Figure 11 – Student interest vs. TOSRA score 
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 Interest in Science and Technology 

Using SPSS, we created a histogram with a normal curve of student interest in science and 

technology (Figure 12). Students were asked to rank their interest on a scale of 1-7.The following 

results were analyzed from the PR survey so that student interest could be gauged prior to 

participation in the programs. 

 

Figure 12 – Student interest in science and technology 

The mean score for N=315 participants was 4.65 with a SD of 1.364.  This histogram shows 

the student distribution of interest in science. We also looked at the distributions for each individual 

program to see how general student interest changed between the different classes and age levels. 

The four programs we analyzed were Cool Chemical Science, Forensic Frenzy, Nanotechnologies, and 

Materials and Structures. The histograms with normal charts for these programs can be found in 
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APPENDIX F.  Table 21 summarizes the mean, standard deviation, and total number of student 

responses. 

Program Age of Students 𝒙𝒙� STDV N 
Cool Chemical Science 12-14 5.39 1.31 87 
Forensic Frenzy 14-15 4.01 1.58 99 
Nanotechnologies 15-16 4.52 1.41 90 
Materials and Structures 17-18 4.95 1.41 39 
All Programs 12-18 4.65 1.53 315 

Table 21 – Statistical data regarding student interest in science and technology 

These data suggest that students in years 6 and 7 may have a generally higher interest in 

science and technology than the typical student. This is to be expected since students at this early 

age do not yet have a firm grasp of what science is and how it is used in our everyday lives. 

Additionally, these data also suggest that students in the advanced VCE physics classes (Materials and 

Structures program) may have a higher interest in science. This again is to be expected since students 

choose to take this class and are not required to take it by the school curriculum. Students deciding 

to take such an advanced physics class are likely to be interested in the subject and the data we 

collected also suggests this to be true. More analysis regarding student interest relating to age can be 

found on page 98.  In addition to the distribution of self ranked interest, we were also interested in 

looking at the distribution of combined TOSRA scores. 

 Combined TOSRA Score 

Using the student survey responses to the TOSRA questions from the PR survey, 

(APPENDIX G) we created a histogram with a normal curve of the students’ combined TOSRA 

score (Figure 13). This histogram shows a normal distribution of 311 students with a mean of 3.24, 

and SD of 3.98. A student who has an impartial attitude towards science would have a combined 

TOSRA score of 0. This histogram shows that the average student participating in the CSIRO’s 

programs has a slightly positive attitude towards science. 
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Figure 13 – Combined TOSRA score for all students 

Additionally, we were also interested in looking at the combined TOSRA score among every 

program. The full histograms for each program can be found in APPENDIX G. A summary of the 

data presented by the histograms is summarized in Table 22.  Much like self-assessed student 

interest; the combined TOSRA score for the students in the Cool Chemical Science and Materials and 

Structures programs are greater than that of the students in the Nanotechnologies and Forensic Frenzy 

programs. This can again be attributed to the same factors. Students at an early age are unsure of 

what involvement with science entails. Likewise, students in the advanced physics classes will already 

have a positive attitude of science or else would be less likely to enroll in the class. A full breakdown 

as to why students choose to enroll in the VCE physics curriculum can be found in APPENDIX H. 

Once we knew the breakdowns of both the TOSRA and student interest in science we then 

investigated whether there was a statistically significant change in interest after completion of the 

program. 
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Program Age of Students Mean STDV N 
Cool Chemical Science 12-14 4.9 3.59 84 
Forensic Frenzy 14-15 1.84 3.85 99 
Nanotechnology 15-16 2.71 3.96 89 
Materials and Structures 17-18 4.46 3.59 39 
All Programs 12-18 3.24 3.98 311 

Table 22 – Statistical data regarding combined TOSRA score 

 Change in Interest in Science and Technology 

One of the CSIRO’s main objectives is to positively influence student interest in science and 

technology. We tracked a student’s interest in science and technology throughout the PR, P1, and P2 

surveys. We analyzed the PR, P1 and P2 surveys for each student and tracked them to see if there 

was a significant difference in student interest between the two surveys. A paired samples t-test was 

conducted in SPSS so that student interest could be tracked as a result of the programs. Mean 

responses for the PR tests (�̅�𝑥 = 4.652, SD = 1.583) and the P1 tests (�̅�𝑥 = 4.831, SD = 1.641) were 

significantly different (t = -2.148, p = 0.033, Figure 14). Consequentially, mean responses for the P1 

tests and the P2 tests (�̅�𝑥 = 4.431, SD = 1.549) were not significantly different (t = 1.818, p = 0.071). 

Finally, the PR test and the P2 test mean responses were also not significantly different (t = 1.274, p 

= 0.204).  This shows that the data for the results concerning the P2 survey are inconclusive. A 

more complete P2 data set would be necessary in order to draw conclusions regarding the effect on 

student interest one week following the programs. Data on the change in student interest in science 

following participation in the Cool Chemical Science and Forensic Frenzy programs can be found on page 

104. 
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Figure 14 – Change in student interest between PR, P1, and P2 surveys for all assessed programs 

 Change in TOSRA Score 

In addition to the change in interest, we also looked at the change in students’ combined 

TOSRA score over the PR, P1 and P2 surveys. This test was done to see if student attitudes toward 

science are significantly changed as a result of the program. A paired samples t-test was performed 

to see if student interest significantly changes as a result of the program. Mean responses for the PR 

tests (�̅�𝑥 = 2.75, SD = 3.550) and the P1 tests (�̅�𝑥 = 0.262, SD = 3.412) were significantly different (t 

= 6.996, p<0.001, Figure 15). Likewise, mean responses for the P1 tests and the P2 tests (�̅�𝑥 = 4.418, 

SD = 1.513) were also significantly different (t = -17.820, p<0.001). Finally, the PR test and the P2 

test mean responses were also significantly different (t = -6.972, p<0.001). 
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Figure 15 – Change in combined TOSRA score; comparison of means and SE. 

However, looking at the data closer indicates a large variance in the mean. The full 70 

question TOSRA is meant to gauge student interest and attitude toward science, however, with only 

a limited amount of time; only four TOSRA questions were administered per survey. The PR, P1 

and P2 tests all contained TOSRA questions which were similar but not identical. While we hoped 

that the TOSRA questions would yield identical results, contrary to our expectations the specific 

questions made a difference.  Judging by the variance in the mean student scores we have concluded 

that this test is inconclusive. These results must be considered inconclusive as we cannot determine 

whether there were actually significant differences in TOSRA scores or if the questions were simply 

recording dissimilar information.  

 Interest in Science vs. Pursuit of Science 
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 To better understand the scientific demographic participating in the CSIRO programs, we 

classified students into one of six cohorts based on their interest in science, desire to seek scientific 

information, and their ability to find and understand information if they look for it.  These cohorts 

correspond to a state-wide public study conducted by Quantum Market Research (2007) in Victoria 

entitled “Community Interest and Engagement with Science and Technology in Victoria”.  This 

study surveyed Victorian citizens 19 years of age and older to determine their interest in and attitude 

toward science.  In much of the Victorian study’s analysis, participants were divided into one of six 

groups based on science interest, desire to seek information, and ability to find and understand 

information.  These categories are as follows: 

• Interested in science, do not seek information about science 
• Interested in science, do seek information about science, but do not find/understand the 

information 
• Interested in science, do seek information about science, and find/understand the 

information 
• Neutral about science, do not seek information about science 
• Neutral/Not Interested in science, do seek information about science 
• Not interested, do not seek information about science (Quantum Market Research, 2007). 

By understanding how the distribution of the CSIRO program participants compares to the 

distribution found in the Victorian study, the CSIRO can better understand their target audience. 

Similarly to the Victorian study (Quantum Market Research, 2007), we were also interested 

in determining the distribution of students in these six categories. Students were asked to answer 

questions which would then classify them. Figure 16, from the Forensic Frenzy P2 survey shows the 

three questions used to classify students into these groups. These three questions are taken from the 

Victorian study (Quantum Market Research, 2007) so that our data would be comparable. 
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Figure 16 – Questions asked to classify students into cohorts based on Victorian study 

Using these questions, we were able to classify students into one of these six cohorts. While 

clearly there are more than six cohorts associated with these questions, the Victorian study was only 

concerned with the six statistically most interesting groups. The other six groups require 

contradictory answers to the questions (i.e. not interested in science, but do seek information about 

science). A summary of the percentage of students in each category can be found in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17 – Percentage of students in each cohort. 

The data provided important results which illustrate to the CSIRO the types of students 

present in its programs.  Knowledge of this distribution may allow the CSIRO to focus on certain 
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types of students in their effort to increase interest in science. This distribution varied from the 

Victorian study (Quantum Market Research, 2007) and a summary of the percentages from our 

study in comparison to the study can be found in Table 23. 

Category Victorian Study5 Our Analysis 
Neutral or Not Interested in Science, Seek Information 8% 18.78% 
Not Interested, Do Not Seek Information 19% 8.63% 
Interested, Seek Information, Understand Information 27% 24.87% 
Interested, Do Not Seek Information 23% 14.21% 
Neutral, Do Not Seek Information 8% 29.95% 
Interested, Seek Information, Do Not Understand Information 16% 3.55% 

Table 23 – Comparison of cohorts in the classroom to that of the adult population of Victoria. 
(Quantum Market Research, 2007) 

The Victorian study focused on adults over the age of 19. However, our study focused on 

students between the ages of 11 and 18. Knowing the distribution of these cohorts will allow the 

CSIRO to more effectively target its programs to the cohorts represented by the Victorian study. 

 Forms of Science Media found Interesting by Students. 

Using these cohorts we then looked into more specific categories related to the cohorts. Of 

particular interest to the CSIRO was determining where students search for science information. In 

keeping consistency with the previous WPI assessment team, our P1 survey asked the students to 

rank how interested they were in the different forms of science in the media (Live, Online, Print, or 

TV). It is important to note that the longitudinal changes of responses to this question were not of 

interest to the CSIRO.  Rather, a snapshot of the general interest of students in different media was 

most important. Students were asked to rank their interest on a 1-7 scale. Using a frequency analysis 

we created a cluster bar chart of the students seeking and not seeking information vs. the type of 

science media which they are interested in. The cluster bar chart can be seen in Figure 18. 

                                                 

5 Note: Percentages add to 101% on original Victorian study. 
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Figure 18 – Students seeking information vs. the type of science media they are interested in 

This graph shows that both the students seeking and not seeking information about science 

are most interested in live science followed by TV science, then print science and finally online 

science. As expected, the graph also shows that students that seek information are more interested in 

the various media types than those who do not seek information. This graph demonstrates to the 

CSIRO the sources which students typically consult for science information. 

 Male vs. Female Interest in Science and Technology 

 Osborne and Dillon (2006) indicated that boys and girls find distinctly different topics in 

science interesting. This observation raises the possibility that the CSIRO programs may affect male 

and female students’ interest in different ways.  Accordingly, we analyzed male and female interest in 

science and technology.  We were interested to see if there was any statistically significant difference 

between male and female interest before the start of the program, immediately following the 
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program and a week following the program. We analyzed the results of the PR tests, P1 tests, and P2 

tests with three independent samples t-tests. The results and summary of the data provided by these 

tests is shown in Table 24. 

Test Conducted N 𝒙𝒙� STDV T-value  P-value Significantly Different 
Male PR 142 4.866 1.493 

2.419 0.016 Yes Female PR 169 4.446 1.548 

Male P1 133 4.925 1.682 
1.084 0.279 No Female P1 160 4.716 1.614 

Male P2 102 4.569 1.634 
1.045 0.297 No Female P2 121 4.331 1.485 

Table 24 – Male vs. female interest in science. 

The data suggest that girls are initially less interested in science; however, up to a week 

following the program there is no significant difference between male and female interest in science. 

These results suggest that the programs are able to affect female students in such a way that their 

interest increases to be comparable to that of the male students. Additionally, the data also show 

that this interest is not simply a temporary affect on the students but lasts for at least one week.  

 Male vs. Female Rankings of the Programs 

After investigating whether there was any significant difference in interest between the two genders, 

we were also interested in determining whether the two genders ranked their overall impression of 

the program higher following the programs. This would tell us whether or not one gender enjoyed 

the program significantly more than the other. For this test, we conducted another independent 

samples t-test. Mean responses for male rankings of the program (�̅�𝑥 = 5.6367, STDV = 1.228) and 

female rankings of the program (�̅�𝑥 = 5.555, STDV = 1.292) suggested no statistical difference (t = 

0.536, p = 0.592, Figure 19).  While female students may not rank the program significantly higher, 

the male vs. female interest data suggest that programs are affecting female students more with 

regard to interest in science than they are affecting male students. 
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Figure 19 – Student ranking of programs by gender 

 Change in Interest at a Given Age  

Science programs have been shown to affect students differently with age (Osborne, 2003; 

Hodson and Freeman, 1983)6

                                                 

6 See Section 

.  We were interested to see if student interest between the programs 

changed differently among the different age groups. For this analysis we divided students into two 

different age groups: 11-14 year olds and 15-18 year olds. These age groups were selected to 

complement studies conducted by multiple researchers such as Osborne (2003), and Hodson and 

Freeman (1983) which claimed a difference in student opinions of science before and after the age 

of 14. For this test we conducted paired samples t-tests for each age group as they progress through 

2.5.1 for more information regarding this study. 
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the program. We conducted a total of six paired samples t-tests analyzing the PR test to the P1 test, 

the P1 test to the P2 test and the PR test to the P2 test for both age groups of students.  First we 

conducted three t-tests on the 11-14 year old students comparing the three survey results. Mean 

responses for the PR tests (�̅�𝑥 = 5.2136, STDV = 1.376) and the P1 tests (�̅�𝑥 = 5.413, STDV = 1.446) 

were not significantly different (t = -0.810, p = 0.420, Figure 20). Consequently, mean responses for 

the P1 tests and the P2 tests (�̅�𝑥 =4.51, STDV = 1.617) were significantly different (t = 2.742, p = 

0.009). Finally, the PR test and the P2 test mean responses were also significantly different (t = 

3.093, p = 0.003).  The significant decrease from the P1 to the P2 survey can be the result of a 

variety of sources including teacher follow ups, subsequent classroom experiences and interactions 

with their peers. At this time the reason behind this significant drop in student interest cannot be 

fully determined and only speculations can be made. 

 

Figure 20 – 11-14 year-old students rank of science interest  
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Next we looked at students in the 15-18 year old age group. Mean responses for the PR tests 

(�̅�𝑥 = 4.3662, STDV = 1.585) and the P1 tests (�̅�𝑥 = 4.57, STDV = 1.679) were not significantly 

different (t = -1.767, p = 0.079, Figure 21). Likewise, mean responses for the P1 tests and the P2 

tests (�̅�𝑥 = 4.4118, STDV = 1.515) were not significantly different (t = 0.513, p = 0.609). Finally, the 

PR test and the P2 test mean responses were also not significantly different (t = -0.155, p = 0.877). 

 

Figure 21 – 15-18 year-old students rank of science interest 

These results are consistent with Hodson and Freeman (1983) which suggest that student opinions 

about science are generally made up before the age of 14. Also we noted that these results show that 

the programs are not showing any significant difference in interest in science when dividing the 

groups up into different age groups. These results may seem inconsistent with the results found 

about the overall trend with the program. These data suggest that student interest does not increase 
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due to the programs, however, this is only due to the lower number of total student responses for 

each category.  The programs, when looking at student interest as a whole, still significantly increase 

student interest. 

 Comparison of Interest in Science with Respect to Age 

We were also interested in determining whether student interest in science changes with 

respect to age.  Osborne (2003) writes that students under the age of 15 are significantly more 

interested in science than students 15 years of age or older.  Using responses from the PR surveys, 

we used independent samples t-tests to determine whether or not there was any statistically 

significant difference between students aged 11-14 and students aged 15-18.  Mean responses for 

interest rankings of the programs by 11-14 year olds (�̅�𝑥 = 5.214, STDV = 1.377) and 15-18 year olds 

(�̅�𝑥 = 4.366, STDV = 1.558) suggested a strong statistical difference (t = 3.239, p = 0.001, Figure 22).  

These results are consistent with Osborne’s study (2003). 

 

Figure 22 – Student interest vs. age group 
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 What do Students Believe they Learned in the Program? 

In addition to influencing student interest in science, the CSIRO aims to introduce students 

to specific scientific concepts within each program.  Each program is designed to have between six 

to nine concepts introduced to them as a result of the program. We asked the students on the P1 

survey whether or not they believed they were taught the topics which the CSIRO intended to 

cover. We then conducted a frequency analysis on this data and plotted these results in a bar graph. 

A full description of the topics covered in each program can be found in the teacher manuals 

located in APPENDIX L. The bar graph for Forensic Frenzy can be seen in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23 – Topics students believe they learned in the Forensic Frenzy program. 

This figure shows that between 30% and 50% of students did not feel that the CSIRO 

covered every topic in the program.  Fibre analysis, soil analysis, and chromatography, specifically, 
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are three topics which only about 50% of students believe were taught to them during the CSIRO 

presentation.  We made a similar graph for the Nanotechnologies program shown in Figure 24.  

 

Figure 24 – Topics students believe they learned in the Nanotechnologies program 

Very few students in the Nanotechnologies program believed they were being taught about 

energy or issues with nanotechnology. Additionally, just over half the students believed they were 

being taught about “detecting small things”. Finally we looked at the Cool Chemical Science program to 

see the topics that students believed they were being taught. A similar bar chart for Cool Chemical 

Science can be found in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25 – Topics students believe they learned in the Cool Chemical Science program. 

This chart again shows that students do not believe they are being exposed to all the topics 

intended to be covered by the program. Many students do not feel they are being taught physical 

properties of materials and reactions, however, the CSIRO programs are intended to teach them 

these concepts. This may show that students do not fully understand what they are being taught or 

that they are simply not retaining the information. 

 Importance of a Strong Central Theme 

We concluded survey analysis by looking at a suggestion detailed in the report by the 

previous WPI assessment team (Donahue et al., 2010). The previous WPI team suggested that a 

strong central theme similar to the one in Forensic Frenzy is crucial to engage and positively influence 

student interest in science. We were interested in assessing student interest for the students having 

gone through the Forensic Frenzy program. We only looked at the results from the PR and P1 survey 

to determine the immediate effects of the program.  A paired samples t-test was conducted to 
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investigate the effects of the program. Mean responses for the PR tests (�̅�𝑥 = 4.05, STDV = 1.581) 

and the P1 tests (�̅�𝑥 = 4.041, STDV = 1.670) were not significantly different (t = 0.579, p = 0.564, 

Figure 26).  

Figure 26 – Forensic Frenzy student interest 

Consequentially, we also looked at a program which does not have a strong central theme. 

We chose to investigate the Cool Chemical Science program since students in these two programs fell in 

to the same age group. We again looked at the PR and P1 surveys and conducted a paired samples t-

test to investigate the effects of the program.  Mean responses for the PR tests (�̅�𝑥=5.391, STDV = 

1.306) and the P1 tests (�̅�𝑥=5.692, STDV=1.251) were not significantly different (t=-1.680, p=0.097, 

Figure 27).  These data suggest that presence of a strong central theme is a minor factor relating to 
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the programs’ effect on student interest in science.  These results, coupled with the previous WPI 

team’s conclusions suggest that further investigation of the effects of a central theme may be 

warranted. If the study was carried out on a larger sample of students having gone through both 

programs more accurate results could be concluded regarding the importance of a strong central 

theme. 

Figure 27 – Cool Chemical Science student interest 

 OBSERVATIONS  

 We also used our observational dataset to gain insight into the immediate effects of the 

CSIRO’s programs.  By determining the immediate effects of the programs we can analyze student’s 

engagement in the programs.  Specifically we analyzed students’ concentration, boredom, and 

confusion/frustration during the program.  These behaviors were chosen because they are good 
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indicators of students’ involvement, engagement, and understanding of the programs. We also 

conducted ANOVA tests with post-hoc Tukey tests to see if there were statistically significant 

differences between the three different portions of the program. These tests resulted in pseudo-

replication of data which did not provide fully conclusive results. These results can be seen in 

APPENDIX I 

Nanotechnologies 

 Our observations of the Nanotechnologies program included 77 students in a total of 4 classes.  

Throughout the program, students displayed high levels of concentration, relatively low levels of 

boredom, and low levels of confusion/frustration. The distribution of these characteristics is shown 

in Figure 28. 

 

 

Figure 28 – Concentration, boredom, and confusion/frustration during the Nanotechnologies program. 
Data for four classroom visits pooled. The two vertical lines denote the beginning and end of the activities portion of 

the program. 

This graph suggests a general trend that student concentration is higher during the activities 

portion of the program. Additionally, the graph also suggests that fewer students are bored once the 

activity section of the program begins. Finally, the data also show that students are more confused 
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or frustrated as a result of the activity section of the program.  Initially it may seem that an increase 

in confusion/frustration is not a good thing, however, if students are significantly more confused or 

frustrated as a result of the activity this may indicate that students are paying more attention and are 

working through the issues presented in the activities. Activities are also inherently more likely to 

lead to signals of confusion because of the increased level of thought required to complete the 

activities.  All three of these observational characteristics show that students are most interested and 

engaged in the hands-on portion of the Nanotechnologies program. The graph also shows that student 

interest spikes at every new section of the program and then steadily decreases. 

 Cool Chemical Science 

 Our observations of the Cool Chemical Science program included 48 students in a total of 4 

classroom visits  The Cool Chemical Science program exhibited high levels of concentration and 

relatively low levels of boredom and confusion/frustration. The distribution of these three 

characteristics over the course of the program is shown in Figure 29.   

 

Figure 29 – Concentration, boredom, and confusion/frustration during the Cool Chemical Science program. 
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Data for four classroom visits pooled. The two vertical lines denote the beginning and end of the activities portion of 
the program. 

This graph shows similar characteristics as the Nanotechnologies programs. Students seem to 

exhibit much higher levels of concentration during the activity session of the program. Additionally, 

boredom appears to decrease once students enter the activity section of the program. Finally, 

students are more confused or frustrated as a result of starting the activity section of the program. 

However, unlike the Nanotechnologies program student interest does not appear to steadily decline as 

the program elapses. In fact, students appear to become more engaged as time elapses in the 

opening section of the program with a quick drop at the very end. Students do not appear to lose 

interest during the activity session of the program and finally students appear to gain interest 

towards the very end of the closing presentation session of the program. This may show that the 

presenters capture the interest of the students during their presentations. 
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Forensic Frenzy 

The Forensic Frenzy program consisted of 87 students in a total of 4 classes displaying high 

levels of concentration while also displaying relatively low levels of boredom and 

confusion/frustration. The student behavior as a function of time is shown in Figure 30. 

 

Figure 30 – Concentration, boredom, and confusion/frustration during the Forensic Frenzy program. 
Data for four classroom visits pooled. The two vertical lines denote the beginning and end of the activities portion of 

the program. 

This graph again suggests that during the activity section of the program students are highly 

concentrated. Student boredom also seems to decline when students enter the boredom section of 

the program. Finally, the graph suggests that confusion/frustration does not change due to the 

activity portion of the program. This may suggest that the activity portion of this program is not 

particularly difficult; however, students are still engaged by it. Finally, much like the Cool Chemical 

Science program, the graph also shows that student interest spikes at every new section of the 

program and then steadily declines. 
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 Materials and Structures 

The final program which the team analyzed, Materials and Structures, consisted of 36 students 

in a total 3 classes. The program showed an overall trend of high concentration levels and relatively 

low boredom and confusion/frustration levels. The distribution of these levels as a function of time 

is depicted in Figure 31.  

 

Figure 31 – Concentration, boredom, and confusion/frustration during the Materials and Structures program. 
Data for three classroom visits pooled. The two vertical lines denote the beginning and end of the activities portion of 

the program. 

The final program, Materials and Structures, shows slightly altered trends. While student 

concentration is generally high, boredom is generally low and confusion/frustration is also generally 

low there does not appear to be a change between the opening presentation and the activity section 

of the program. Instead, there does appear to be a strong change between the activity session of the 

program and the closing presentation. As students progress through the program their concentration 

steadily declines and their boredom steadily increases. This shows that the students are losing 

interest and engagement in the program. By the time the students enter the closing presentation only 

half of them are still concentrating.  
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 INTERVIEWS 

 Our final analysis dealt with analyzing teacher interviews. While the interviews offered no 

quantitative data, they did provide accurate depictions of what teachers thought about the CSIRO 

programs and their overall impression of how they believe student interest and attitude changes as a 

result of the program. Many teachers responded with more than one answer.  For the purposes of 

our analysis we will not look at individual teacher interviews but rather at the total number of 

responses. We first looked at the question asking teachers how they expect the program to fit into 

their current curriculum.  We received a total of ten responses to the surveys from nine teachers.  

Eight of the responses stated that the teacher is currently teaching the topic covered by the CSIRO 

program while two of the responses stated that the CSIRO allows the students to conduct 

experiments which they are unable to conduct in the classroom. This statistic tells us that all the 

teachers choose to book this program to compliment the school’s current curriculum.  

 Teachers were also asked to describe what they thought were the most engaging topics to 

students. Every teacher interviewed responded that they believed that the hands-on topics were the 

most engaging portions of the program. Building off the previous interview question, these 

responses suggest that teachers are commonly booking the programs because they believe that 

students will enjoy the programs due to the hands-on activities. Additionally, the teachers believe 

that the programs will fit well into the curriculum. 

 When asked if the program was worth doing and if they would book another CSIRO 

program one teacher responded stating that “the program was completely worth doing, and that I 

would book another program.” The CSIRO programs are fulfilling all of the teacher goals. They are 

engaging the students with hands-on work as well as complementing the curriculum.  
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3.4 Provide Recommendations to the CSIRO 

The final stage of this project focused on providing recommendations on how the CSIRO 

programs can better achieve existing goals and providing recommendations on potential objectives 

designed to improve student interest in science.  These recommendations were aimed at improving 

the degree to which the CSIRO programs achieve their overall goals by determining how major 

factors affect the success of the CSIRO programs.  In order to provide comprehensive and effective 

recommendations, the team reviewed the results of its analysis detailed in Section 3.3.2.   

Although a detailed analysis of surveys, observations, and interviews yielded numerous 

interesting results, it is important to classify these results into a form that can be used to provide 

recommendations.  A variety of factors can influence the quality of a program in both positive and 

negative ways.  Aspects of a program that increase student interest in science were classified as 

Impact Enhancing Elements (IEEs).  Those that decrease student interest in science were termed 

Impact Hindering Elements (IHEs).  Elements which have little effect on student interest in science 

were considered Impact Neutral Elements (INEs).  By consolidating key points of our analysis, we 

were able to classify which IEEs, IHEs, and INEs were present in the CSIRO programs.  

Suggestions for new program objectives could then consider these elements. 

Providing recommendations based only on our results, however, would have indicated lack 

of recognition that there is a larger context in which the CSIRO conducts their non-formal 

education programs.  Namely, the CSIRO is not the only organization within the greater Melbourne 

area that conducts non-formal education programs relating to science.  To provide 

recommendations that both improve the CSIRO’s programs and helps them provide programs of a 

high caliber, it is important to consider the results of our own analysis as well as understanding how 

other programs address similar goals. 
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 In order to obtain a different perspective on non-formal education programs, we contacted 

several local non-formal education programs dealing with science.  Several of the local museums and 

organizations contacted included: 

• Melbourne Aquarium 
• ScienceWorks (Melbourne’s Science Museum) 
• Werribee Open Range Zoo 
• Melbourne Zoo 
• VSSE – Victorian Space Science Education 
• Healesville Wildlife Sanctuary 

Although many organizations returned our inquiries, only the Healesville Wildlife Sanctuary 

permitted us to observe one of their programs.  We were invited to observe their Zoo Keeper for a Day 

program, which is a program the Sanctuary runs for year 9-12 students during school holiday 

periods.  While at the sanctuary, we observed the program by taking detailed notes throughout the 

program and ensuring that we did not interfere with students participating in the program.  During 

different activities, we also used the observation rubrics which we developed for the CSIRO 

programs to quantify different aspects of student behaviors.  Following our visit, we were also able 

to obtain summary results from the feedback survey administered by the Healesville Sanctuary to 

their program participants.  By comparing our observations of both the Healesville and the CSIRO 

programs, we were better able to make observations on how the CSIRO’s program could be 

improved. 

3.4.1 Results of the CSIRO Analysis 

 Our detailed analysis of the CSIRO programs yielded many key points that can be used to 

formulate recommendations: 

• Over all programs, students displayed a significant increase in interest immediately after the 
program (when compared to their pre-program interest).  However, student interest did 
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decline in the week following the program to a point not significantly different from their 
pre-program interest scores. 

• When analyzing different age groups of students and their interest in science, it was found 
that interest in the 11-14 year old age group was still subject to variation.  Students of this 
age showed no change in interest due to the program, but their interest did significantly 
decrease in the week following the program.  Students 15-18 years old showed no change in 
interest across any of the survey time points. 

• Cohorts based on science interest, desire to seek information, and ability to understand and 
find the information they look for were also investigated.  Among the surveyed students, the 
cohort distribution was different from the distribution found in a study of adult Victorians. 

• Males and females rated the programs equally.  However, males were significantly more 
interested in science than females prior to the programs.  After the programs, however, there 
was no significant difference following the program, suggesting that females may have been 
more affected by the program in regards to interest in science. 

• Although different for some programs, students have significantly improved engagement 
when they begin the hands-on activities.  Furthermore, student concentration steadily 
decreases as time progresses during the initial presentation. 

Based on these results, it is possible to determine elements that will help improve the positive effects 

of the CSIRO programs.  By coupling our observations of the CSIRO’s program with those made of 

programs at the Healesville Wildlife Sanctuary, a more complete list of recommendations can be 

made. 
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3.4.2 Results from Healesville Visit 

Our observations of the Keeper for a Day program afforded the opportunity to provide 

comparisons between the Healesville and the CSIRO programs.  The key aspects of each program 

are summarized in Table 25: 

 Healesville “Keeper for a Day” CSIRO NFE Programs7 
Main Focus Intended to show students what a typical 

day as a zookeeper would be like. 
Encourage student interest in science. 

Duration Full Day – 6hrs (9am-3pm) Typically 1.5 hours (except Materials and 
Structures) 

Age Group High School Students (Years 9-12) Varies depending on program (typically Years 6-
12) 

Setting Healesville Sanctuary Classroom/Science Education Center (Highett, 
VIC) 

Program 
Structure 

• Introductory Presentation 
• Activities related to daily 

activities of a keeper 
• Final Wrap-Up 

• Opening Presentation 
• Experiments Related to Program Topic 
• Final Wrap-Up Presentation 

Number of 
Activities 

9-10 Activities 6-15 activities, depending on program 

Organization of 
Activities 

Entire group involved in one activity at a 
time 

Multiple small groups of students work on 
different activities simultaneously  

Approx. Length 
of Activities 

10-20 minutes 5-20 minutes 

Facilitators 2 facilitators 1 facilitator 

Table 25 – Summary table of the Healesville Keeper for a Day program and the CSIRO programs. 
As an important note, the different CSIRO programs evaluated have a wide range regarding number of activities and 

approximate activity length. 

  

                                                 

7 CSIRO Non-Formal Programs.  This includes programs covered in this study, including Forensic Frenzy, Cool Chemical Science, 
Materials and Structures, Nanotechnologies, etc. 
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The program we observed was attended by approximately 20 students, about half of whom were in 

Year 9 (with the rest being in Year 10-12).  The program structure for Keeper for a Day was as follows: 

• Introductory Presentation 
o Discuss the many roles of a keeper’s job 
o Provide profiles of keepers and how they came to be in their current position 

• Discovery Center 
o Interact with and feed one of the birds 
o Assist in making fake emu eggs (this is a task of regular keepers) 
o Interact with and pet other animals 
o Feed and clean insect cages 
o Discuss further aspects of a keeper’s job 

• Kangaroo/Wallaby Paddock Activities 
o Clean out kangaroo and wallaby pens 
o Interact with the public to teach them about kangaroos/wallabies 

• Behind The Scenes – Nocturnal House 
o Talk with an actual keeper about how animals are cared for 
o Interact with more animals 

• Behind the Scenes – Food Room 
o See how food is prepared for the animals 

• Dingo Country 
o Make enrichment toys for the dingoes 
o View a “Meet the Keeper” presentation – learn about the dingo keeper 

• Birds of Prey 
o Attend a final demonstration open to all zoo visitors 

• Final Presentation/Surveys 

 A brief discussion with program facilitators indicated that the Healesville programs operate 

under a “connect-understand-act” mentality.  In other words, they are looking to impact students 

beyond just the “wow” factor associated with seeing animals up close and also want students to gain 

a greater appreciation of the wildlife that surrounds them.  Furthermore, the program is aimed at 

introducing students to what being a zookeeper is really like – including their tasks, thoughts, and 

how they work with others.  It was this aim that was considered to be the main objective of the 

program.   
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One of the common themes seen throughout the Healesville program was the strong and 

constant relation of different activities to what an actual keeper does on a daily basis.  Some of the 

activities, such as interacting with the public and cleaning pens, were actual moments when students 

performed nearly identical tasks to those completed by keepers.  In other activities, such as 

interacting with the animals, the facilitators would consistently create connections to what keepers 

can experience in their jobs.  For example, facilitators discussed how keepers can form emotional 

connections with their animals while the students themselves interacted with the animals.   

The strong central theme is a particularly interesting observation, as several of the CSIRO 

programs studied did not posses this element of constantly relating program material to an actual 

role (such as being an actual scientist performing experiments).  One of the CSIRO programs similar 

to the Healesville program in this regard is Forensic Frenzy, where students are asked to conduct a 

series of experiments to solve a murder crime, akin to the role of a forensic scientist.  This is similar 

to the Healesville program where students are placed in the role of a zookeeper.  The CSIRO 

programs such as Cool Chemical Science, on the other hand, allow students to perform a series of 

experiments but do not make a connection to being an actual chemist. 

During our analysis, we investigated how the strong centrally-themed programs were able to 

impact student interest in science.  Looking at change in interest for Forensic Frenzy (a program with a 

strong central theme); it was found that it did not significantly improve interest in science before and 

after the program.  Investigation of Cool Chemical Science yielded similar results, suggesting that the 

strong central theme, at least in the context of the CSIRO programs, does not significantly impact 

student interest in science.  However, additional investigation into the role of the strong central 

theme could help provide further insight into its effects. 

While observing students during the Healesville program, it was very evident that many 

students were on task and focused during many of the activities.  Some of the greatest periods of 
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excitement were seen while students were interacting with the animals.  Throughout the program, 

several students asked multiple questions of the facilitators.  Some students also made connections 

between information in the initial presentation and other activities (i.e. remembering a particular fact 

discussed in the presentation about an animal that they later saw in the sanctuary).  A summary of 

qualitative observations can be seen in Figure 32. 

 

Figure 32 – Program related discussion, concentration, and enjoyment/excitement during the Healesville Keeper for a Day 
program. 

Observations during these parts of the program were made approximately 5-10 minutes into 

a particular activity and reflect a snapshot of student behavior and reactions.  Throughout many 

parts of the program, a strong majority of the students exhibited signs of concentration (i.e. staying 

focused on the task at hand).  Levels of enjoyment and excitement were lower, but largely consistent 

throughout many parts of the program.  It is important to note that almost every student showed 

signs of enjoyment and excitement when they interacted with an animal, but not necessarily 

throughout the whole activity.  Levels of program related discussion varied with the type of activity 
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– activities that were largely presentations (nocturnal house, petting the snake, and the presentations 

of the Discovery center) did not experience any program discussion.  During other activities, some 

student discussion was related to the program, with the remainder largely having no discussion.  

Student rankings of different activities on feedback surveys administered by Healesville program 

facilitators also provided insight on how students enjoyed various activities (APPENDIX J) 

One of the possible reasons behind the high levels of interest and engagement throughout 

the Healesville program could be the context under which students participate.  Student participants 

in the Keeper for a Day program are participating voluntarily during their holiday as opposed to the 

CSIRO programs, where students participate as part of class.  Furthermore, when asked which 

students were interested in entering a career related to zoo-keeping, almost all students raised their 

hands.  This indicates that many students were interested in zoo-related careers prior to program 

participation.  As a result, this could have led to their greater excitement and concentration on tasks 

relating to zookeeper careers. 

Results from feedback surveys administered by Healesville helped provide further 

information on student perceptions of the overall program.  Students responded by ranking 

statements on a scale from 1-5, the average responses to the statements can be found in Figure 33.  

This indicates that students had an overall positive view on the program, and 95% of students 

indicated that they would recommend the program to a friend.  Students strongly believed that the 

programs taught them more about being a zookeeper and how to become one, indicating that the 

program did a sufficient job of informing students on these topics. 
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Figure 33 – Average student responses on feedback surveys administered by Healesville. 
Students were asked to rate the categories on a scale from 1-5, with 1 being strongly disagree and 5 being strongly agree. 

Although differences do exist between the Healesville Keeper for a Day program and the 

programs being evaluated at the CSIRO, understanding how other non-formal education programs 

work in practice was a valuable experience.  By critically evaluating what worked well at both the 

Healesville and the CSIRO programs, it is possible to provide recommendations on how to improve 

the CSIRO programs. 
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3.4.3 Impact of the CSIRO Program Elements 

After reviewing both the CSIRO and Healesville programs, it was possible to develop a list 

of Impact Enhancing Elements (IEEs) and Impact Hindering Elements (IHEs).  In addition, there 

are also a number of factors that seem to have little effect on program impact (Impact Neutral 

Elements).  A summary of these different elements may be found in Table 26. 

Element Type Element Rationale 
Impact Enhancing Elements 
(IEE) 

• Targeting younger age 
groups 

Younger age groups were shown 
to have levels of interest that 
could change significantly. 

 • Hands-on activities Students displayed high levels of 
engagement during the CSIRO 
program activities.  Students at 
Healesville also enjoyed hands-on 
interactions. 

 • Short duration activities Longer program parts experienced 
declining student interest in most 
programs. 

 • Targeting female students Results indicated that female 
participants can have their interest 
in science affected by the CSIRO 
programs. 

Impact Neutral Elements 
(INE) 

• Strong central theme 
(being placed in the role 
of a scientist) 

Although present in the 
Healesville program, this element 
in the CSIRO programs was not 
shown to have a significant effect 
on student interest in science. 

Impact Hindering Elements 
(IHE) 

• Targeting older age 
groups 

Older age groups did not 
experience changes in interest at 
any time point surveyed.  
Researchers have also claimed that 
science attitudes are largely 
determined by these older ages. 

 • Long presentations 
without demonstrations 

Students demonstrated steadily 
declining interest during 
presentations for both the CSIRO 
and Healesville programs. 
Demonstrations usually helped 
rekindle some engagement. 

 • Targeting male students Science interest among male 
students remained unaffected by 
the CSIRO programs. 

Table 26 – Program elements that enhance, hinder, or are neutral to program impact. 
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Additional analysis from different student cohorts based on the Victorian study afforded the 

opportunity to understand the scientific demographic of students participating in the CSIRO 

programs.  The distribution of cohorts among the students we studied was different from the 

distribution of cohorts found in the Victorian study.  Understanding this distribution helps the 

CSIRO gain a better picture of what their target audience actually is.  As a result, they can work to 

develop their programs in a manner that helps cater to the majority cohorts participating in the 

CSIRO programs.  Based on the participant distribution, the largest number of students was neutral 

about science and did not seek information about science.  The next largest group consisted of 

students who were interested in science, seek information, and understand it.  Together, these two 

cohorts account for over half of the program participants.  Unfortunately, these two groups are 

different in their interest towards science and their desire to seek information, making it difficult to 

find program improvements that will cater to both groups. 

3.4.4 CSIRO Program Recommendations 

The results of our study suggest that the CSIRO programs are meeting their specified goals 

to encourage interest in science.  Students across all programs ranked their interest in science 

significantly higher immediately following the CSIRO program than prior to the program.  Students’ 

assessment of their interest, on average, did decrease in the week following the CSIRO program, but 

not significantly.  This suggests that follow-up activities in the week following the program may be a 

factor in retaining student interest. 

Further aims of specific programs to introduce students to specific concepts were also 

investigated in this study.  For Forensic Frenzy, Nanotechnologies, and Cool Chemical Science, a list of topics 

that students should have learned throughout the program were compared to what students actually 
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thought they learned during the program.  A list of the topics that were learned about least for each 

program is in Table 27. 

Program Topic 
Forensic Frenzy • Chromatography 

• Fibre Analysis 
• Soil Analysis 

Nanotechnologies • Energy 
• Issues with Nanotechnology 
• Detecting small things 

Cool Chemical Science • Physical Properties of Materials 
• Reactions 
• Effect of light on reactions 

Table 27 – Topics with the least number of responses to the question "I learned about the following topics today. 

With regard to program-specific goals about topics students will learn during the program, 

additional emphasis on the topics listed in Table 27 would likely help improve student understanding 

in these areas.  In many cases, each of these specific topics was directly linked to experiments, but 

some topics were not as directly linked.  Improving the linkages from topics to specific experiments 

could also help improve student understanding of important topics. 

Other general program recommendations result from program changes that correspond to 

impact-related elements outlined in Table 27.  By increasing the presence of Impact Enhancing 

Elements (IEEs) and working to decrease the presence of Impact Hindering Elements (IHEs), the 

CSIRO programs could potentially have a greater positive impact on students.  Some of these 

elements, especially those related to gender and age, must be considered with care.  Although the 

CSIRO programs were found to be more effective among females and younger age groups, it is not 

to say that the CSIRO programs should only target these groups.  Rather, the CSIRO should be 

aware of these high impact groups to ensure that future changes do not bias programs away from 

these groups.  Although the current structure of many CSIRO programs do not have many long and 

tedious activities, it is important to keep this element in mind when designing and modifying 
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program experiments and activities.  The presence of a strong central theme in a program does not 

seem to increase its effectiveness on students.  Although this element was seen in the Healesville 

program, our data did not suggest that the CSIRO should incorporate this element into their 

programs.  
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CHAPTER 4:  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.0 Development and Implementation of Data Collection Methods 

Our study developed and implemented a variety of assessment techniques.  Working with 

materials from the previous WPI assessment team, we were able to develop surveys, observational 

rubrics, and interview questions to collect data.  Following their development, these techniques were 

successfully implemented for four different CSIRO programs and a number of different schools and 

age groups.  The implementation of these techniques, however, did reveal some minor drawbacks.  

To prevent students from copying responses on surveys, students were only asked for their date of 

birth as opposed to their name.  Although designed for five minutes, some survey periods would last 

longer, indicating that surveys were too long.  The proposed follow-up schedule also proved difficult 

to accommodate in busy school schedules, and only one-week follow-ups were feasible in many 

cases.  During observational periods, keeping track of individual students provided data useful for 

further analysis, but was also difficult to execute in some hectic classrooms.  Despite these 

drawbacks, the study yielded a large amount of useful data to be entered and analyzed. 

4.1 Development of Data Storage Frameworks 

In order to accommodate the large quantities of data collected, we successfully developed a 

database using Microsoft Excel.  This database allowed for efficient and accurate entry of data from 

student survey forms into an electronic format to be prepared for analysis.  To accommodate 

multiple surveys by one student, the database was able to effectively store all survey data from a 

single student in an easy-to-reference format using convenient interfaces.  This facilitated entering 

survey results for a student at multiple times as they completed surveys.  Functions for searching and 
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updating records helped in this process.  Although the database development was successful in our 

study, the programming knowledge required for its expansion and the time-consuming nature of this 

process are important factors to consider. 

4.2 Analysis of Data 

The in-depth analysis of survey, observation, and interview results provided many insights 

into the impact of the CSIRO programs.  Initial analysis investigated the impact of all CSIRO 

programs on student interest before, immediately after, and one week after the program.  On a scale 

from one to seven, the overall mean score for initial interest in science was �̅�𝑥 = 4.65, STDV = 1.36.  

Over the course of the programs, students displayed significantly higher interest in science 

immediately following the CSIRO programs (t = -2.148, p = 0.033).  Student interest declined one 

week after the programs to a statistically similar level as immediately post-program interest (t = 

1.818, p = 0.071).  This indicates that the CSIRO programs may have a short-term effect on 

participants, but that the effect may fade away in the week following the program.  

 It is important to note that although the difference in interest level was statistically 

significant, the actual average difference between PR and P1 interest scores was 0.18 (�̅�𝑥𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃  = 4.652, 

SDPR = 1.583, �̅�𝑥𝑃𝑃1 = 4.831, SDP1 = 1.641).  Accordingly, it is relevant to consider whether this 

statistical change in students’ interest translates into behavioral changes in their interest in science.  

Determining the nature of the results that led to this increase in science interest is important to 

understanding the behavioral significance of the result.  By looking at the distribution of changes in 

interest scores (see APPENDIX F), a number of students exhibited no change in interest, with only 

a few more students exhibiting small increases than those with small decreases.  Furthermore, the 

largest groups of students apart from those experiencing no change were groups that experienced 
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either slightly positive or negative change.   It is possible to infer that the students only exhibit small 

increases in science interest, if any positive change is seen at all.  Behaviorally, this would indicate 

that students who do experience positive increases in science interest only exhibit it to a limited 

degree.  Although it is difficult to determine precisely how interest scores would translate into 

behavioral differences, it is likely that increase in interest scores do not lead to significantly improved 

behaviors for interest with regard to science.  

To investigate student attitudes towards science, combined TOSRA scores from pre-

program, immediate post-program, and one-week follow-up surveys were analyzed.  Overall the 

students’ TOSRA scores, on a scale from -12 to 12, (�̅�𝑥 = 3.24, STDV = 3.98) indicated a slightly 

positive attitude toward science8 Figure 34.    indicates how the average TOSRA score from surveyed 

students compares to the full range of possible TOSRA scores: 

 
Figure 34 – Continuum of combined PR TOSRA scores. 

Scores range from -12 (strongly negative attitude towards science) to 12 (strongly positive attitudes towards science).  A 
score of zero indicates a neutral view towards science. 

After analyzing student interest over all programs, further investigation using cohorts yielded 

important results. Male and female students were shown to have significantly different interest in 

science prior to the programs, with boys having higher scientific interest (t = 2.419, p = 0.016).  

Both immediately following the program (t = 1.084, p = 0.279) as well as one week following the 
                                                 

8 Refer to page 82 for further details on TOSRA score determination. 
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programs (t = 1.045, p = 0.297), males and females showed no significant difference in interest, with 

female interest in science increasing.  This indirectly suggested that the programs may be affecting 

girls positively more than it affects boys.  When looking at program perceptions, however, both boys 

and girls ranked the overall program similarly. 

Different age groups were also analyzed to determine the impact they experienced as a result 

of the CSIRO programs.  It is important to note that the age groups investigated in this analysis 

participated in different programs.  As a result, age was not the only independent variable present 

when investigating changes in interest.  Removing these other variables, however, would have 

required that participants of different age groups experience identical programs.  This type of 

controlled experiment would be unrealistic for the CSIRO to execute, as different programs are 

generally targeted to different age groups.  With these limitations in mind, tentative conclusions and 

insight into the effect of age on the CSIRO program impact were made. 

Based on the work of previous researchers, groups were divided into 11-14 years of age and 

15-18 years of age.  Students in the younger age group showed no significant change in interest 

following the program (t = -0.810, p = 0.420), but did show a significant decline in interest in the 

week following the program (t = 2.742, p = 0.009).  This corroborated previous research in the field 

that suggested student opinions on interest in science are still being developed from the ages of 10-

14.  Students in the 15-18 year old age group showed no significant change in interest either 

immediately following the program (t = -1.767, p = 0.079) or a week following the program (t = 

0.513, p = 0.609) suggesting that their interest in science might not be as affected by the CSIRO 

program as those in younger age groups.  When comparing the two age groups based on pre-

program interest in science, younger students exhibited significantly higher interest in science 

compared to older age groups. 
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Investigation into the strong central theme for the CSIRO programs was conducted on 

Forensic Frenzy, a program which places students in the role of a forensic scientist.  Results indicated 

that the Forensic Frenzy program did not significantly improve interest among participants (t = 0.579, 

p = 0.564).  Results from studying Cool Chemical Science (no central theme) suggest that the program 

also does not cause a significant interest in science immediately following the program (t = -1.680, p 

= 0.097).  The nature of the results suggests that further study regarding the effect of the central 

theme is necessary.  This could include investigating a larger number of students. 

To compare the CSIRO’s target audience to the general adult population of Victoria, 

respondents were divided into six cohorts based on varying interest levels in science and desire to 

seek scientific information.  Compared to the cohort division among Victorians 19 years of age or 

older (page 92) the CSIRO’s target population is different with regards to the distribution of 

cohorts.  Students who were interested in and sought information about science, along with students 

of neutral interest that do not seek information about science comprise over half of the CSIRO 

program participants surveyed.  This indicates that the CSIRO is mainly targeting students already 

interested in science, or students that do not have a strong opinion about science. 

Observational data collected during the CSIRO programs yielded important results 

concerning each different section of the programs.  Measures of student concentration and 

engagement significantly increased at the beginning of the hands-on activities portion of the 

program.  Although some programs exhibited different behaviors, student levels of concentration 

and engagement either remained the same throughout the final presentation, or decreased.  In each 

part of the program, however, student engagement and concentration steadily declined as time 

increased.  These results suggest that shorter program activities would be best at maintaining student 

attention rather than increasing the length of activities. 
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Responses from teacher interviews indicated that teachers particularly liked the hands-on 

aspect of the CSIRO programs.  We also determined that many of the teachers booked the CSIRO’s 

programs for this reason.  Many teachers also believed that the programs integrated well into their 

curriculum. 

4.3 Recommendations to the CSIRO 

The results of our study indicated that the CSIRO programs are generally successful in 

improving student interest in science for a short-term period.  Based on investigation of cohorts 

within our study, we were able to determine several elements that enhance, hinder, or are neutral to 

the program’s impact on student interest in science.  These factors dealt with elements of gender, 

age, strong central theme, and temporal program structure.  Based on these factors, program 

recommendations dealt with ensuring that programs can effectively target female students and 

students from ages 11-14.  Ensuring that activities are not long and tedious and that no part of the 

program continues for an excessive period of time were recommendations based on observational 

conclusions.  The presence of a strong central theme did not seem to have a significant effect on the 

program’s impact, suggesting that its presence is not critical.   

An appreciation for the degree of robustness in our analyses affords a greater understanding 

into the importance of our recommendations.  The program recommendations were made based on 

a number of different analyses looking into how different independent variables (i.e. age, gender, 

etc) affected the CSIRO program’s ability to impact student interest in science.  Independent 

variables such as age, for example, were investigated from samples that included large ranges in age, 

schools, and programs.  Accordingly, the results of this analysis could be considered more robust 

than the results of age analysis, which did not experience the same range of programs or schools.  

Further investigation into the effects of age on the impact of the CSIRO programs could be useful, 
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particularly with respect to investigating possible effects under more controlled settings. 

Recommendations arising from observational studies were based on analyses across all programs, 

suggesting that the data from which tentative conclusions made were also reasonable.  However, 

recommendations based on observational results were made from qualitative analysis, not rigorous 

statistical analysis.  Resulting recommendations, therefore, are based on general observation trends.  

Further study using observational techniques should incorporate the ability to complete rigorous 

statistical analyses on resulting data.  Although many of the recommendations in this study were 

based on robust methods, the success of implementing these recommendations cannot be 

determined in this study. 

4.4 Recommendations for Further Study 

Based on the findings of this study, there are several areas of further investigation that we 

recommend to the CSIRO.  Some topics for further study result directly from and would build on 

our findings, whereas others are interesting factors relevant to the CSIRO programs not covered in 

this study.  For each topic, a few potential research questions have been developed.  Determining 

answers to these questions can help serve as a guide for the CSIRO as they continue to offer and 

improve their non-formal science education programs.  Suggestions for investigation based on our 

experiences help provide a guide with which future research teams and the CSIRO can investigate 

these topics.  Detailed lists of items for further research based on our findings and the CSIRO’s 

goals can be found in Table 28 and Table 29, respectively. 
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Table 28 – Topics for further study based on our findings  

Topic of 
Investigation 

Research Questions Rationale Suggestions for Investigation 

Strong Central 
Theme 

• Does a strong central theme help increase 
a program’s impact on student interest in 
science? 

• Does the strong central theme help 
increase student knowledge of science? 

• Are students more engaged in the 
program as a result of the strong central 
theme? 

The presence of a strong central theme in the 
Healesville Keeper for a Day program prompted 
our investigation of the role of a strong central 
theme in the CSIRO’s programs.  Analysis 
yielded inconclusive results, indicating that a 
more rigorous study focused on this element 
would be appropriate to determine whether it 
has a positive or negative impact. 

Focusing a study on only two programs 
(one with a strong central theme and one 
without) could help in further determining 
the impact of a strong central theme.  Based 
on our experience, a large sample sizes may 
yield more accurate results. 

Gender and 
Program Impact 

• Do males and females differ in their 
behavior throughout the program? 

 

Analysis of gender in this study provided 
recommendations based on survey responses.  
Understanding gender differences with regard 
to behavior during the program could be the 
basis for further recommendations. 

In addition to further analyzing differences 
in survey responses, observations focused 
on male and female behavior throughout 
the program may determine whether 
different parts of the program affect males 
and females differently. 

Age and Program 
Impact 

• Are different age groups affected 
differently by similar programs? 

A study of program impact and age using 
similar programs provides a strong basis for 
recommendations.  Results of our study 
indicated that age may be a notable factor 
affecting program impact, thus further study is 
key to providing further recommendations. 

A study of different age groups 
participating in similar programs may 
further determine the importance of age 
with regard to program impact.  

Topics Learned 
in the Programs 

• To what extent do students learn specific 
topics related to the program subject? 

Having students learn topics related to the 
program is a tertiary goal for the CSIRO.  
Analyzing the extent to which students learned 
these topics could provide recommendations 
aimed at improving student learning during the 
programs. 

In addition to asking whether students 
learned program-related topics, 
comprehension questions related to these 
topics could be asked.   

Program 
Structure 

• Do students exhibit significantly different 
levels of interest, boredom, etc during 
different parts of the program? 

Our study qualitatively investigated different 
behaviors over the course of the program.  The 
ability to perform rigorous statistical analyses on 
observational results would provide greater 
support for recommendations based on 
observations. 

Tracking individual students throughout the 
entirety of the programs would allow for 
statistical analyses to be appropriately 
conducted. 
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Topic of 
Investigation 

Research Questions Rationale Suggestions for Investigation 

Importance of 
Follow-up 

• Do activities/assignments related to the 
CSIRO program following their visit help 
increase student interest/knowledge of 
science or the subject? 

Determining whether follow-up activities 
and assignments following the CSIRO’s 
visit enhance the program’s impact could 
be useful in providing suggestions for 
teachers.   

Investigation of different classes 
experiencing identical CSIRO program with 
or without follow-up activities may 
determine differences in student interest 
and knowledge following the program. 

Conceptual 
Learning 

• Do the programs improve student 
comprehension of major concepts related 
to the program subject? 

 

Determining the extent to which student 
comprehension of the topics within a 
program relate to their awareness of the 
overall program subject may assist the 
CSIRO in determining how students use 
the information learned in the programs to 
develop their understanding of the subject 
as a whole. 

The use of concept-mapping in an in-depth 
study of students’ understanding of 
concepts presented within the program and 
their relation to one another may suggest 
how students synthesize the information 
presented in the programs (i.e. link 
concepts together). 

Table 29 – Topics for further study based on the CSIRO's goals 
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4.4.1 Recommendations for Study Methodologies 

Based on our experience, we would recommend that future studies using surveys design 

them in a way that allows for easy data collection, entry, and analysis.  Our study used surveys that 

contained a mix of quantitative and open-response questions.  When analyzing study results, survey 

results based on quantitative data provided robust results from which conclusions could be drawn.  

This is because these results provided raw quantitative results on which rigorous statistical analyses 

could be performed.  Although open-response questions provide a lot of information, extracting 

useful inferences from them can be particularly challenging, because of the large variation in 

responses.  Accordingly, the conclusions made from these results resulted from extensive statistical 

analyses.  Performing this type of rigorous statistical analyses on raw open-response questions 

results would have been impossible, and the use of post-hoc categories provided difficulties with 

respect to obtaining accurate, unbiased results.  Developing surveys containing multiple-choice 

questions to investigate the same topics, for example, could provide similar information to open-

response questions.  Based on our experience, responses to multiple choice questions would be 

much easier to analyze using statistical methods. 

Our study of program structure focused on observational data collected throughout the 

course of the CSIRO programs.  Analysis of these results was primarily qualitative, but rigorous 

statistical analyses on these results proved to be difficult.  Although attempts at statistical analyses 

were made (see APPENDIX I), issues regarding pseudo-replication of data prevented us from 

drawing appropriate conclusions from the results.  Full analysis using rigorous statistical methods 

would require tracking individual students throughout the entirety of the program for different 

behaviors.  Further study using observational techniques could use this suggestion to collect 

appropriate data for rigorous statistical analysis. 
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Our experience with interviews revealed that teachers are not always able to participate in an 

interview.  In addition, they appeared to offer more detailed responses when filling out the interview 

sheets than when asked the questions verbally.  Thus, the use of questionnaires to gather teacher’s 

opinions of the programs may provide more detailed and useful information. 

Implementing these recommendations for research methodologies could provide future 

research teams with the ability to perform rigorous analyses on a greater number of areas relating to 

the impact of the CSIRO programs.  
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APPENDIX D Teacher Interview Responses 
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APPENDIX E Sample TOSRA Questions Used 
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APPENDIX F Interest in Science and Technology Distributions For 

Each Observed Program 
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APPENDIX G Combined TOSRA Score Distributions for Each Program 
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APPENDIX H Reason Why VCE Students Enrolled in Course 
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APPENDIX I Preliminary Statistical Analysis on Observational Data 

Observational Statistical Analysis 

 The following observations were conducted using an ANOVA test with a posthoc Tukey 

test. It should be noted that the following tests involved psuedoreplication and hence raise doubts 

about the validity of drawing conclusions based on these tests. 

Cool Chemical Science 

Analysis of each behavioral characteristic was completed in SPSS using three ANOVA tests 

coupled with Tukey tests.  These tests were necessary to see if there was any significant change 

between different parts of the program. Results of the three ANOVA and Tukey tests can be found 

in Table 28. The table first shows the behavioral cue being analyzed. The ANOVA value outputted 

by SPSS was then analyzed to determine whether there was a significant difference between the 

portions of the program. If the difference was found to be significant we conducted a Tukey test. 

The Tukey test examined different portions of the program to see if they are significantly different 

between one another. Finally, the table summarizes whether or not the Tukey test was significant.  

Behavioral Cue ANOVA 
Value 

ANOVA 
Significant 

Portion of 
Program 1 

Portion of 
Program 2 

P-
value 

Tukey 
Significant 

Concentration .007 Yes Opening 
Presentation 

Activities .043 Yes 

Activities Closing 
Presentation 

.007 Yes 

Boredom .003 Yes Opening 
Presentation 

Activities .002 Yes 

Activities Closing 
Presentation 

.054 No 

Confusion/Frustration .003 Yes Opening 
Presentation 

Activities .005 Yes 

Activities Closing 
Presentation 

.009 Yes 

Results of ANOVA and Tukey Tests for Cool Chemical Science Observations 

A summary of the explanation of these values and what the data suggests is shown in Table 

29. As in the previous table the first column shows the behavioral cues being observed. The next 
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two columns then show which two portions of the program are being analyzed against one another. 

The final column then suggests the explanation behind what the tests mean. 

Behavioral Cue Portion of Program 1 Portion of Program 
2 

Analysis suggests 

Concentration Opening Presentation Activities Concentration increases 
between portion of program 
1 and 2 

Activities Closing Presentation Concentration decreases 
between portion of program 
2 and 3 

Boredom Opening Presentation Activities Boredom decreases between 
portion of program 1 and 2 

Activities Closing Presentation No statistical difference 
Confusion/Frustration Opening Presentation Activities Confusion/Frustration 

increases between portion of 
program 1 and 2 

Activities Closing Presentation Confusion/Frustration 
decreases between portion of 
program 2 and 3 

Analysis of Results for Cool Chemical Science Observations 

 These results suggest that concentration is generally higher while students are in the activity 

section of the program in relation to the opening and closing presentations. Additionally, the results 

also suggest that students find themselves less bored while in the activity section of the program as 

opposed to listening to an opening presentation. Finally, students do seem to find themselves more 

confused/frustrated during the activity session of the program than in the opening and closing 

presentations.  These observations suggest that students find themselves more engaged in the 

activity section of the program. Similar tables with the same organizational style were also created 

for the other three programs. 

Nanotechnologies 

We then analyzed the Nanotechnologies program with identical tests as those used for the Cool 

Chemical Science observations. We created two tables following a similar format as those of Table 28 

and Table 29. They can be seen in Table 30 and Table 31. 

Behavioral Cue ANOVA ANOVA Portion of Portion of P- Tukey 
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Value Significant Program 1 Program 2 value Significant 
Concentration .334 No Tukey Test Not Conducted 
Boredom .000 Yes Opening 

Presentation 
Activities .000 Yes 

Activities Closing 
Presentation 

.107 No 

Confusion/Frustration .025 Yes Opening 
Presentation 

Activities .022 Yes 

Activities Closing 
Presentation 

.288 No 

Results of ANOVA and Tukey Tests for Nanotechnologies Observations 

As can be seen this table shows that concentration was not ANOVA significant and it was not 

necessary to conduct a Tukey test. 

Behavioral Cue Portion of Program 1 Portion of Program 2 Analysis suggests 
Concentration N/A N/A No statistical difference 

between all three portions of 
the program 

Boredom Opening Presentation Activities Boredom decreases between 
portion of program 1 and 2 

Activities Closing Presentation No statistical significance 
Confusion/Frustration Opening Presentation Activities Confusion/Frustration 

increases between portion of 
program 1 and 2 

Activities Closing Presentation No Statistical Significance 

Analysis of Results for Nanotechnologies Observations 

These data suggest that concentration has no significant difference between moving between 

the different sections of the program. These data also suggest that boredom decreases as students 

transition from the opening presentation to the activities section of the program. Finally, the data 

also suggests that confusion/frustration increases as the students move to the activities section of 

the program. This test again suggests that students find themselves more engaged during the activity 

session of the program.  However, a more in depth study of engagement would be necessary to 

verify this result. 

Forensic Frenzy 
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We performed the same statistical analysis as was used for the Cool Chemical Science Program 

and the Nanotechnologies program.  Results and analysis of the ANOVA test can be found in Table 32 

and Table 33. 

Behavioral Cue ANOVA 
Value 

ANOVA 
Significant 

Portion of 
Program 1 

Portion of 
Program 2 

P-
value 

Tukey 
Significant 

Concentration .031 Yes Opening 
Presentation 

Activities .053 No 

Activities Closing 
Presentation 

.053 No 

Boredom .000 Yes Opening 
Presentation 

Activities .000 Yes 

Activities Closing 
Presentation 

.267 No 

Confusion/Frustration .022 Yes Opening 
Presentation 

Activities .080 No 

Activities Closing 
Presentation 

.024 Yes 

Results of ANOVA and Tukey Tests for Forensic Frenzy Observations 

It should be noted that while the ANOVA value is significant, both Tukey levels are not. 

This is what is commonly referred to as a false positive and is the justification for requiring a Tukey 

test.  

Behavioral Cue Portion of Program 1 Portion of Program 2 Analysis suggests 
Concentration N/A N/A No statistical difference 

between all three portions of 
the program 

Boredom Opening Presentation Activities Boredom decreases between 
portion of program 1 and 2 

Activities Closing Presentation No statistical significance 
Confusion/Frustration Opening Presentation Activities No statistical significance 

Activities Closing Presentation Confusion/Frustration 
decreases between portion of 
program 2 and 3 

Analysis of Results for Forensic Frenzy Observations 

This analysis suggests dissimilar results to the previous two tests.  In this test, the data 

suggests that concentration is not significantly increasing between any sections of the program. 

Additionally, we also found that boredom decreases as soon as students are engaged in the activity 
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section of the program. Finally, we found that confusion/frustration decreases when students are 

asked to stop the activity session of their program and begin the final wrap up portion of the 

program.  These observations again suggest that students are most interested in the activity section 

of the program. 

Materials and Structures 

Similar to the other programs, we also quantitatively analyzed the data to test if there was 

any significant difference between the different parts of the programs. We once again investigated 

concentration, boredom, and confusion/frustration as the three behavioral cues of interest.  Table 

34 and Table 35 summarize the results of the three ANOVA and their corresponding Tukey tests. 

Behavioral Cue ANOVA 
Value 

ANOVA 
Significant 

Portion of 
Program 1 

Portion of 
Program 2 

P-
value 

Tukey 
Significant 

Concentration .320 No Tukey Test Not Conducted 
Boredom .565 No Tukey Test Not Conducted 
Confusion/Frustration .011 Yes Opening 

Presentation 
Activities .012 Yes 

Activities Closing 
Presentation 

.136 No 

Results of ANOVA and Tukey Tests for Materials and Structures Observations 

This test shows that neither concentration nor boredom had a significant ANOVA value. 

Therefore, it was not necessary to conduct a corresponding Tukey test on these behavioral cues. 

Behavioral Cue Portion of Program 1 Portion of Program 2 Analysis suggests 
Concentration N/A N/A No statistical difference 

between all three portions of 
the program 

Boredom N/A N/A No statistical difference 
between all three portions of 
the program 

Confusion/Frustration Opening Presentation Activities Confusion/Frustration 
increases between portion of 
program 1 and 2 

Activities Closing Presentation No statistical significance 

Analysis of Results for Materials and Structures Observations 
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These results suggest that students do not become any more concentrated or bored as a 

result of the program activities. However, students are more frustrated and confused as a result of 

the program activities. This can indicate to CSIRO that they need more explanation regarding how 

the activities are performed in their Materials and Structures program. 
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APPENDIX J Student Ranking of Healesville Program 
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APPENDIX K Change in Student Interest between PR and P1 
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APPENDIX L Teacher Booklets 
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APPENDIX M Observation Sheets 
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APPENDIX N Excel Database Interfaces and Code 

Main Screen: 
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Main Interface Screen:

 

Initialize Code Used to Load Main Interface Screens: 
 
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize() 
 
Dim a, b, c, d, e, f As Variant 
 
 
For Each b In Sheet4.Range("B4:B22").Offset(0, 1) 
    If b.Value <> "" Then 
        MainScreen.ComboCSIROProgram.AddItem b.Value 
    End If 
Next b 
 
For Each c In Sheet4.Range("B4:B22").Offset(0, 2) 
    If c.Value <> "" Then 
        MainScreen.ComboSchoolCollege.AddItem c.Value 
    End If 
Next c 
 
For Each d In Sheet4.Range("B4:B37").Offset(0, 3) 
    If d.Value <> "" Then 
        MainScreen.ComboBDay.AddItem d.Value 
    End If 
Next d 
 
For Each e In Sheet4.Range("B4:B22").Offset(0, 4) 
    If e.Value <> "" Then 
        MainScreen.ComboBMonth.AddItem e.Value 
    End If 
Next e 
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For Each f In Sheet4.Range("B4:B22").Offset(0, 5) 
    If f.Value <> "" Then 
        MainScreen.ComboBYear.AddItem f.Value 
    End If 
Next f 
 
End Sub 
 

Main Interface Code (Excecuted when “Enter New Record” is selected): 
 
Private Sub cmdSelectEntry_Click() 
 
Dim schoolcode As String 
Sheet4.Range("A25").Value = ComboSchoolCollege.Value 
schoolcode = Sheet4.Range("B25").Value 
 
If ComboCSIROProgram.Value = "Forensic Frenzy (C )" Then 
    ForensicFrenzyC.College.Value = ComboSchoolCollege.Value 
    ForensicFrenzyC.Program.Value = "Forensic Frenzy" 
    ForensicFrenzyC.DOB.Value = ComboBDay.Value 
    ForensicFrenzyC.MOB.Value = ComboBMonth.Value 
    ForensicFrenzyC.YOB.Value = ComboBYear.Value 
    'Remember to put in student id number 
    ForensicFrenzyC.SID.Value = "FF-" & schoolcode 
    ForensicFrenzyC.optNew.Value = True 
    ForensicFrenzyC.Show 
    Unload MainScreen 
   
End If 
 
If ComboCSIROProgram.Value = "Forensic Frenzy (D )" Then 
    ForensicFrenzyD.College.Value = ComboSchoolCollege.Value 
    ForensicFrenzyD.Program.Value = "Forensic Frenzy" 
    ForensicFrenzyD.DOB.Value = ComboBDay.Value 
    ForensicFrenzyD.MOB.Value = ComboBMonth.Value 
    ForensicFrenzyD.YOB.Value = ComboBYear.Value 
    'Remember to put in student id number 
    ForensicFrenzyD.SID.Value = "FF-" & schoolcode 
    ForensicFrenzyD.optNew.Value = True 
    ForensicFrenzyD.Show 
    Unload MainScreen 
End If 
 
If ComboCSIROProgram.Value = "Cool Chemical Science" Then 
    CoolChemScience.College.Value = ComboSchoolCollege.Value 
    CoolChemScience.Program.Value = "Cool Chemical Science" 
    CoolChemScience.DOB.Value = ComboBDay.Value 
    CoolChemScience.MOB.Value = ComboBMonth.Value 
    CoolChemScience.YOB.Value = ComboBYear.Value 
    'Remember to put in student id number 
    CoolChemScience.SID.Value = "CC-" & schoolcode 
    CoolChemScience.optNew.Value = True 
    CoolChemScience.Show 
    Unload MainScreen 
End If 
 
If ComboCSIROProgram.Value = "Biodiversity" Then 
    Biodiversity.College = ComboSchoolCollege.Value 
    Biodiversity.Program = "Biodiversity" 
    Biodiversity.DOB.Value = ComboBDay.Value 
    Biodiversity.MOB.Value = ComboBMonth.Value 
    Biodiversity.YOB.Value = ComboBYear.Value 
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    'Remember to put in student id number 
    Biodiversity.SID.Value = "BD-" & schoolcode 
    Biodiversity.Show 
    Unload MainScreen 
End If 
 
If ComboCSIROProgram.Value = "Materials and Structures" Then 
    MaterialsandStructures.College = ComboSchoolCollege.Value 
    MaterialsandStructures.Program = "Materials and Structures" 
    MaterialsandStructures.DOB.Value = ComboBDay.Value 
    MaterialsandStructures.MOB.Value = ComboBMonth.Value 
    MaterialsandStructures.YOB.Value = ComboBYear.Value 
    'Remember to put in student id number 
    MaterialsandStructures.SID.Value = "MS-" & schoolcode 
    MaterialsandStructures.optNew.Value = True 
    MaterialsandStructures.Show 
    Unload MainScreen 
End If 
 
If ComboCSIROProgram.Value = "Nanotechnologies" Then 
    Nanotechnologies.College = ComboSchoolCollege.Value 
    Nanotechnologies.Program = "Nanotechnologies" 
    Nanotechnologies.DOB.Value = ComboBDay.Value 
    Nanotechnologies.MOB.Value = ComboBMonth.Value 
    Nanotechnologies.YOB.Value = ComboBYear.Value 
    'Remember to put in student id number 
    Nanotechnologies.SID.Value = "NT-" & schoolcode 
    Nanotechnologies.optNew.Value = True 
    Nanotechnologies.Show 
    Unload MainScreen 
End If 
 
End Sub 
 

Lookup Entry:
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Code for Loading Appropriate Choices into Drop-Down Menus: 
 
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize() 
 
Dim b, c As Variant 
 
For Each b In Sheet4.Range("B4:B22").Offset(0, 1) 
    If b.Value <> "" Then 
        FindRecord.ComboCSIROProgram.AddItem b.Value 
    End If 
Next b 
 
For Each c In Sheet4.Range("B4:B22").Offset(0, 2) 
    If c.Value <> "" Then 
        FindRecord.ComboSchoolCollege.AddItem c.Value 
    End If 
Next c 
 
End Sub  
 

Lookup Entry Code (executed when “Find and Disply Record” is pressed): 
 
Private Sub cmdFindDisplay_Click() 
Dim studentid, Program, College, studentno As String 
Dim a As Variant 
 
 
Program = txtProgram.Value 
College = txtCollege.Value 
studentno = txtStudentNo.Value 
 
txtStudentID.Value = Program & "-" & College & "-" & studentno 
studentid = txtStudentID.Value 
 
 
For Each a In Sheet2.Range("E8:E1000") 
      If studentid = a.Value Then 
      chkFound.Value = True 
        If a.Offset(0, -4).Value = "Forensic Frenzy" Then 
            ForensicFrenzyD.SID.Value = studentid 
             'Entry Code for the PreTest 
       ForensicFrenzyD.DOB.Value = a.Offset(0, 1).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.MOB.Value = a.Offset(0, 2).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.YOB.Value = a.Offset(0, 3).Value 
         
        'Gender 
        If a.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Male" Then 
            ForensicFrenzyD.optPRMale.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Female" Then 
            ForensicFrenzyD.optPRFemale.Value = True 
        End If 
 
        'English 
        If a.Offset(0, 6).Value = "Yes" Then 
            ForensicFrenzyD.optPRYesEng.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 6).Value = "No" Then 
           ForensicFrenzyD.optPRNoEng.Value = True 
End If 
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        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPROtherLang.Value = a.Offset(0, 7).Value 
         
        'C Term Questions 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRKnowScience.Value = a.Offset(0, 8).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRKnowSubj.Value = a.Offset(0, 9).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRInterestSciTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 10).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRInterestNewTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 11).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRInterestEvery.Value = a.Offset(0, 12).Value 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value = a.Offset(0, 13).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value = a.Offset(0, 14).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRTOSRA_JobSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 15).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRTOSRA_OutSchool.Value = a.Offset(0, 16).Value 
 
      
        'Parents Work Field 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRParentsWork1.Value = a.Offset(0, 17).Value 
       ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRParentsWork2.Value = a.Offset(0, 18).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRParentsWork3.Value = a.Offset(0, 19).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRParentsWork4.Value = a.Offset(0, 20).Value 
         
        'Career Interests 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPR_CareerInt1.Value = a.Offset(0, 21).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPR_CareerInt2.Value = a.Offset(0, 22).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPR_CareerInt3.Value = a.Offset(0, 23).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPR_CareerInt4.Value = a.Offset(0, 24).Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRWPhaRAW1.Value = a.Offset(0, 25).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRWPhaRAW2.Value = a.Offset(0, 26).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRWPhaRAW3.Value = a.Offset(0, 27).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRWPhaRAW4.Value = a.Offset(0, 28).Value 
         
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRWPhaCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 29).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRWPhaCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 30).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRWPhaCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 31).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRWPhaCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 32).Value 
         
        'What does a Forensic Scientist Do? 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRFSJobRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 33).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRFSJobCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 34).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRFSJobCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 35).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRFSJobCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 36).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRFSJobCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 37).Value 
         
        'What branches of science does a Forensics Scientist use? 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRBranchesFSRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 38).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 39).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 40).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 41).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 42).Value 
         
        'What crimes do forensic scientists solve? 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRFSCrimesRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 43).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRFSCrimesCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 44).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRFSCrimesCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 45).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRFSCrimesCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 46).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRFSCrimesCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 47).Value 
         
         
    'Enter Fields for Post-Test 1 
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        'Importance of science 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DImportantSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 93).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DImportantSciWhyRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 94).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.Value = a.Offset(0, 95).Value 
         
        'Best School Subjects 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBestSubj1.Value = a.Offset(0, 96).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBestSubj2.Value = a.Offset(0, 97).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBestSubj3.Value = a.Offset(0, 98).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBestSubj4.Value = a.Offset(0, 99).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBestSubj5.Value = a.Offset(0, 100).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBestSubj6.Value = a.Offset(0, 101).Value 
         
        'VCE 
        If a.Offset(0, 120).Value = "Yes" Then 
            ForensicFrenzyD.OptP1DVCEYes.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 120).Value = "No" Then 
            ForensicFrenzyD.OptP1DVCENo.Value = False 
        End If 
         
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DVCECAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 121).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DVCECAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 122).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DVCECAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 123).Value 
         
        'What do FS do? 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DFSJobRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 129).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DFSJobCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 339).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DFSJobCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 340).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DFSJobCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 341).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DFSJobCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 342).Value 
         
        'What branches of science? 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DBranchSciRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 130).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBranchSciCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 131).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBranchSciCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 132).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBranchSciCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 133).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBranchSciCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 134).Value 
         
        'What Crimes for FS solve? 
        a.Offset(0, 135).Value = ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DCrimesInvestRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 136).Value = ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DCrimesInvestCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 137).Value = ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DCrimesInvestCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 138).Value = ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DCrimesInvestCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 139).Value = ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DCrimesInvestCAT4.Value 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DHandsOnAct.Value = a.Offset(0, 102).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DObsThink.Value = a.Offset(0, 103).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DExpHelp.Value = a.Offset(0, 104).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DPresent.Value = a.Offset(0, 105).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DOverallProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 106).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DIntTVSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 107).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DIntPrintSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 108).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DIntOnlineSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 109).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DIntLiveSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 110).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DTOSRA_LearnOnOwn.Value = a.Offset(0, 111).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DTOSRA_IntSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 112).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DTOSRA_SciClass.Value = a.Offset(0, 113).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DTOSRA_NotEnjoyCareer.Value = a.Offset(0, 114).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DTOSRA_NewTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 115).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DTOSRA_SciKnow.Value = a.Offset(0, 116).Value 
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        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DTOSRA_SciPositive.Value = a.Offset(0, 117).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DTOSRA_SubjectKnow.Value = a.Offset(0, 118).Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DTOSRA_Function.Value = a.Offset(0, 119).Value 
         
        'CSIRO Programs 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DLikedProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 124).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DLikedProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 310).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP1DNotLikedProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 125).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DNotLikedProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 311).Value 
         
         
         
         
    'Entry Fields for Post-Test 2 
        'Interest in Science Category 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = a.Offset(0, 221).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = a.Offset(0, 222).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = a.Offset(0, 223).Value 
             
             
        'Learned About Topics 
        If a.Offset(0, 272).Value = "Yes" Then 
            ForensicFrenzyD.chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics1.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 273).Value = "Yes" Then 
            ForensicFrenzyD.chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics2.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 274).Value = "Yes" Then 
            ForensicFrenzyD.chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics3.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 275).Value = "Yes" Then 
            ForensicFrenzyD.chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics4.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 276).Value = "Yes" Then 
            ForensicFrenzyD.chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics5.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 277).Value = "Yes" Then 
            ForensicFrenzyD.chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics6.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 278).Value = "Yes" Then 
            ForensicFrenzyD.chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics7.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 279).Value = "Yes" Then 
            ForensicFrenzyD.chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics8.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 280).Value = "Yes" Then 
            ForensicFrenzyD.chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics9.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        'TOSRA and Other Questions 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DKnowSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 226).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DKnowSubj.Value = a.Offset(0, 227).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DInterestSciTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 228).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DInterestNewTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 229).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DInterestEvery.Value = a.Offset(0, 230).Value 
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ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value = a.Offset(0, 240).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value = a.Offset(0, 241).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DTOSRA_JobSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 242).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DTOSRA_OutSchool.Value = a.Offset(0, 243).Value 
         
        'Favourite Topic in science? 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DLikeTypeSciRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 231).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 232).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 233).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 234).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 235).Value 
         
        'School Subject You are best at? 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DSchoolSubj1.Value = a.Offset(0, 236).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DSchoolSubj2.Value = a.Offset(0, 237).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DSchoolSubj3.Value = a.Offset(0, 238).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DSchoolSubj4.Value = a.Offset(0, 239).Value 
         
        'Name 1 Experiment 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DName1ExpRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 281).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DName1ExpCAT.Value = a.Offset(0, 282).Value 
         
        'What stands out most? 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DStandOutRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 283).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DStandOutCAT.Value = a.Offset(0, 284).Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DWPhaRAW1.Value = a.Offset(0, 244).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DWPhaRAW2.Value = a.Offset(0, 245).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DWPhaRAW3.Value = a.Offset(0, 246).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DWPhaRAW4.Value = a.Offset(0, 247).Value 
 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DWPhaCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 248).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 249).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DWPhaCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 250).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DWPhaCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 251).Value 
         
        'What Physical Characteristics can ID a suspect? 
ForensicFrenzyD.txtP2DCharactSuspectRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 260).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DCharactSuspectCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 261).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DCharactSuspectCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 262).Value 
ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DCharactSuspectCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 263).Value 
 
 
            ForensicFrenzyD.optUpdate.Value = True 
            ForensicFrenzyD.txtPRBranchesFSRAW.Value = "test" 
            Unload FindRecord 
            ForensicFrenzyD.Show 
            Unload FindRecord 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, -4).Value = "Cool Chemical Science" Then 
            CoolChemScience.SID.Value = studentid 
            CoolChemScience.optUpdate.Value = True 
            'Entry Code for the PreTest 
CoolChemScience.DOB.Value = a.Offset(0, 1).Value 
CoolChemScience.MOB.Value = a.Offset(0, 2).Value 
CoolChemScience.YOB.Value = a.Offset(0, 3).Value 
         
        'Gender 
        If a.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Male" Then 
           CoolChemScience.optPRMale.Value = True 
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        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Female" Then 
            CoolChemScience.optPRFemale.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        'English 
        If a.Offset(0, 6).Value = "Yes" Then 
            CoolChemScience.optPRYesEng.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 6).Value = "No" Then 
            CoolChemScience.optPRNoEng.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        CoolChemScience.txtPROtherLang.Value = a.Offset(0, 7).Value 
         
        'C Term Questions 
CoolChemScience.txtPRKnowScience.Value = a.Offset(0, 8).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtPRKnowSubj.Value = a.Offset(0, 9).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtPRInterestSciTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 10).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtPRInterestNewTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 11).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtPRInterestEvery.Value = a.Offset(0, 12).Value 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
CoolChemScience.txtPRTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value = a.Offset(0, 13).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtPRTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value = a.Offset(0, 14).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtPRTOSRA_JobSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 15).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtPRTOSRA_OutSchool.Value = a.Offset(0, 16).Value 
 
      
        'Parents Work Field 
CoolChemScience.ComboPRParentsWork1.Value = a.Offset(0, 17).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboPRParentsWork2.Value = a.Offset(0, 18).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboPRParentsWork3.Value = a.Offset(0, 19).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboPRParentsWork4.Value = a.Offset(0, 20).Value 
         
        'Career Interests 
CoolChemScience.ComboPR_CareerInt1.Value = a.Offset(0, 21).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboPR_CareerInt2.Value = a.Offset(0, 22).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboPR_CareerInt3.Value = a.Offset(0, 23).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboPR_CareerInt4.Value = a.Offset(0, 24).Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
CoolChemScience.txtPRWPhaRAW1.Value = a.Offset(0, 25).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtPRWPhaRAW2.Value = a.Offset(0, 26).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtPRWPhaRAW3.Value = a.Offset(0, 27).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtPRWPhaRAW4.Value = a.Offset(0, 28).Value 
 
CoolChemScience.ComboPRWPhaCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 29).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboPRWPhaCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 30).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboPRWPhaCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 31).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboPRWPhaCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 32).Value 
         
        'What do chemists do? 
CoolChemScience.txtPRChmJobRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 88).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboPRFSJobCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 89).Value 
         
         
        'What problems do chemists help solve? 
CoolChemScience.txtPRBranchesChmRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 90).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 91).Value 
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    'Enter Fields for Post-Test 1 
        'Importance of science 
CoolChemScience.ComboP1DImportantSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 93).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DImportantSciWhyRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 94).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.Value = a.Offset(0, 95).Value 
         
        'Best School Subjects 
CoolChemScience.ComboP1DBestSubj1.Value = a.Offset(0, 96).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP1DBestSubj2.Value = a.Offset(0, 97).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP1DBestSubj3.Value = a.Offset(0, 98).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP1DBestSubj4.Value = a.Offset(0, 99).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP1DBestSubj5.Value = a.Offset(0, 100).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP1DBestSubj6.Value = a.Offset(0, 101).Value 
         
        'VCE 
        If a.Offset(0, 120).Value = "Yes" Then 
            CoolChemScience.OptP1DVCEYes.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 120).Value = "No" Then 
            CoolChemScience.OptP1DVCENo.Value = False 
        End If 
         
CoolChemScience.txtP1DVCECAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 121).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DVCECAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 122).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DVCECAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 123).Value 
         
        'What does a Chemist do? 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DChmJobRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 213).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP1DChmJobCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 214).Value 
         
        'What industries do chemists work in? 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DChmIndRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 215).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP1DChmIndCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 216).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP1DChmIndCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 217).Value 
         
        'What problems do chemists help solve? 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DChemSolveRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 218).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP1DChemSolveCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 219).Value 
         
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DHandsOnAct.Value = a.Offset(0, 102).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DObsThink.Value = a.Offset(0, 103).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DExpHelp.Value = a.Offset(0, 104).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DPresent.Value = a.Offset(0, 105).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DOverallProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 106).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DIntTVSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 107).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DIntPrintSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 108).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DIntOnlineSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 109).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DIntLiveSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 110).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DTOSRA_LearnOnOwn.Value = a.Offset(0, 111).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DTOSRA_IntSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 112).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DTOSRA_SciClass.Value = a.Offset(0, 113).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DTOSRA_NotEnjoyCareer.Value = a.Offset(0, 114).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DTOSRA_NewTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 115).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DTOSRA_SciKnow.Value = a.Offset(0, 116).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DTOSRA_SciPositive.Value = a.Offset(0, 117).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DTOSRA_SubjectKnow.Value = a.Offset(0, 118).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DTOSRA_Function.Value = a.Offset(0, 119).Value 
         
        'CSIRO Programs 
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CoolChemScience.txtP1DLikedProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 124).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP1DLikedProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 310).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP1DNotLikedProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 125).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP1DNotLikedProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 311).Value 
         
         
        'I learned about the following topics today: 
        If a.Offset(0, 345).Value = "Acids and Bases" Then 
            CoolChemScience.chkP1LearnedAbout1.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 346).Value = "Reactions" Then 
            CoolChemScience.chkP1LearnedAbout2.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 347).Value = "Physical Changes of Materials" Then 
            CoolChemScience.chkP1LearnedAbout3.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 348).Value = "Physical Properties of Materials" Then 
            CoolChemScience.chkP1LearnedAbout4.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 349).Value = "Water Absorbing Materials" Then 
            CoolChemScience.chkP1LearnedAbout5.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 350).Value = "Effect of Light on Reactions" Then 
            CoolChemScience.chkP1LearnedAbout6.Value = True 
        End If 
         
    'Entry Fields for Post-Test 2 
        'Interest in Science Category 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = a.Offset(0, 221).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = a.Offset(0, 222).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = a.Offset(0, 223).Value 
             
             
       
        'TOSRA and Other Questions 
CoolChemScience.txtP2DKnowSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 226).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP2DKnowSubj.Value = a.Offset(0, 227).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP2DInterestSciTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 228).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP2DInterestNewTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 229).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP2DInterestEvery.Value = a.Offset(0, 230).Value 
 
CoolChemScience.txtP2DTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value = a.Offset(0, 240).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP2DTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value = a.Offset(0, 241).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP2DTOSRA_JobSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 242).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP2DTOSRA_OutSchool.Value = a.Offset(0, 243).Value 
         
        'Favourite Topic in science? 
CoolChemScience.txtP2DLikeTypeSciRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 231).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 232).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 233).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 234).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 235).Value 
         
        'School Subject You are best at? 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DSchoolSubj1.Value = a.Offset(0, 236).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DSchoolSubj2.Value = a.Offset(0, 237).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DSchoolSubj3.Value = a.Offset(0, 238).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DSchoolSubj4.Value = a.Offset(0, 239).Value 
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        'Name 1 Experiment 
CoolChemScience.txtP2DName1ExpRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 305).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DName1ExpCAT.Value = a.Offset(0, 306).Value 
         
        'What stands out most? 
CoolChemScience.txtP2DStandOutRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 307).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DStandOutCAT.Value = a.Offset(0, 308).Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
CoolChemScience.txtP2DWPhaRAW1.Value = a.Offset(0, 244).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP2DWPhaRAW2.Value = a.Offset(0, 245).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP2DWPhaRAW3.Value = a.Offset(0, 246).Value 
CoolChemScience.txtP2DWPhaRAW4.Value = a.Offset(0, 247).Value 
 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DWPhaCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 248).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 249).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DWPhaCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 250).Value 
CoolChemScience.ComboP2DWPhaCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 251).Value 
 
             
            Unload FindRecord 
            CoolChemScience.Show 
             
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, -4).Value = "Biodiversity" Then 
            Biodiversity.SID.Value = studentid 
            Biodiversity.optUpdate.Value = True 
            Unload FindRecord 
            Biodiversity.Show 
             
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, -4).Value = "Nanotechnologies" Then 
            Nanotechnologies.SID.Value = studentid 
            Nanotechnologies.optUpdate.Value = True 
            'Entry Code for the PreTest 
Nanotechnologies.DOB.Value = a.Offset(0, 1).Value 
Nanotechnologies.MOB.Value = a.Offset(0, 2).Value 
Nanotechnologies.YOB.Value = a.Offset(0, 3).Value 
         
        'Gender 
        If a.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Male" Then 
            Nanotechnologies.optPRMale.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Female" Then 
            Nanotechnologies.optPRFemale.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        'English 
        If a.Offset(0, 6).Value = "Yes" Then 
            Nanotechnologies.optPRYesEng.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 6).Value = "No" Then 
            Nanotechnologies.optPRNoEng.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        Nanotechnologies.txtPROtherLang.Value = a.Offset(0, 7).Value 
         
        'C Term Questions 
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Nanotechnologies.txtPRKnowScience.Value = a.Offset(0, 8).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtPRKnowSubj.Value = a.Offset(0, 9).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtPRInterestSciTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 10).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtPRInterestNewTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 11).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtPRInterestEvery.Value = a.Offset(0, 12).Value 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
Nanotechnologies.txtPRTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value = a.Offset(0, 13).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtPRTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value = a.Offset(0, 14).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtPRTOSRA_JobSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 15).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtPRTOSRA_OutSchool.Value = a.Offset(0, 16).Value 
 
      
        'Parents Work Field 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPRParentsWork1.Value = a.Offset(0, 17).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPRParentsWork2.Value = a.Offset(0, 18).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPRParentsWork3.Value = a.Offset(0, 19).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPRParentsWork4.Value = a.Offset(0, 20).Value 
         
        'Career Interests 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPR_CareerInt1.Value = a.Offset(0, 21).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPR_CareerInt2.Value = a.Offset(0, 22).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPR_CareerInt3.Value = a.Offset(0, 23).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPR_CareerInt4.Value = a.Offset(0, 24).Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
Nanotechnologies.txtPRWPhaRAW1.Value = a.Offset(0, 25).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtPRWPhaRAW2.Value = a.Offset(0, 26).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtPRWPhaRAW3.Value = a.Offset(0, 27).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtPRWPhaRAW4.Value = a.Offset(0, 28).Value 
 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPRWPhaCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 29).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPRWPhaCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 30).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPRWPhaCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 31).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPRWPhaCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 32).Value 
         
        'What is Nanotechnology? 
Nanotechnologies.txtPRFSJobRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 58).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPRFSJobCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 59).Value 
       
         
        'What branches of science does Nanotechnology use? 
Nanotechnologies.txtPRBranchesFSRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 60).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 61).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 62).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 63).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 64).Value 
         
         
    'Enter Fields for Post-Test 1 
        'Importance of science 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DImportantSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 93).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DImportantSciWhyRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 94).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.Value = a.Offset(0, 95).Value 
         
        'Best School Subjects 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBestSubj1.Value = a.Offset(0, 96).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBestSubj2.Value = a.Offset(0, 97).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBestSubj3.Value = a.Offset(0, 98).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBestSubj4.Value = a.Offset(0, 99).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBestSubj5.Value = a.Offset(0, 100).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBestSubj6.Value = a.Offset(0, 101).Value 
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        'VCE 
        If a.Offset(0, 120).Value = "Yes" Then 
            Nanotechnologies.OptP1VCEYes.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 120).Value = "No" Then 
            Nanotechnologies.OptP1VCENo.Value = False 
        End If 
         
Nanotechnologies.txtP1VCECAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 121).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1VCECAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 122).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1VCECAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 123).Value 
         
 
        'What is nanotechnology? 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DWhatisNTRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 199).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DWhatisNTCAT.Value = a.Offset(0, 200).Value 
         
        'What topics of science does nanotechnology use? 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DBranchSciRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 201).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBranchSciCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 202).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBranchSciCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 203).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBranchSciCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 204).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBranchSciCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 205).Value 
         
        'I learned about the following topics today: 
        If a.Offset(0, 206).Value = "Yes" Then 
            Nanotechnologies.chkP1LearnedAboutTopics1.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 207).Value = "Yes" Then 
            Nanotechnologies.chkP1LearnedAboutTopics2.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 208).Value = "Yes" Then 
            Nanotechnologies.chkP1LearnedAboutTopics3.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 209).Value = "Yes" Then 
            Nanotechnologies.chkP1LearnedAboutTopics4.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 210).Value = "Yes" Then 
            Nanotechnologies.chkP1LearnedAboutTopics5.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 211).Value = "Yes" Then 
            Nanotechnologies.chkP1LearnedAboutTopics6.Value = True 
        End If 
         
 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DHandsOnAct.Value = a.Offset(0, 102).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DObsThink.Value = a.Offset(0, 103).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DExpHelp.Value = a.Offset(0, 104).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DPresent.Value = a.Offset(0, 105).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DOverallProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 106).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DIntTVSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 107).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DIntPrintSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 108).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DIntOnlineSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 109).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DIntLiveSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 110).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DTOSRA_LearnOnOwn.Value = a.Offset(0, 111).Value 
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Nanotechnologies.txtP1DTOSRA_IntSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 112).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DTOSRA_SciClass.Value = a.Offset(0, 113).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DTOSRA_NotEnjoyCareer.Value = a.Offset(0, 114).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DTOSRA_NewTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 115).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DTOSRA_SciKnow.Value = a.Offset(0, 116).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DTOSRA_SciPositive.Value = a.Offset(0, 117).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DTOSRA_SubjectKnow.Value = a.Offset(0, 118).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DTOSRA_Function.Value = a.Offset(0, 119).Value 
         
        'CSIRO Programs 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DLikedProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 124).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DLikedProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 310).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP1DNotLikedProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 125).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DNotLikedProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 311).Value 
 
            'Entry Fields for Post-Test 2 
        'Interest in Science Category 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = a.Offset(0, 221).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = a.Offset(0, 222).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = a.Offset(0, 223).Value 
             
             
       
        'TOSRA and Other Questions 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DKnowSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 226).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DKnowSubj.Value = a.Offset(0, 227).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DInterestSciTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 228).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DInterestNewTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 229).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DInterestEvery.Value = a.Offset(0, 230).Value 
 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value = a.Offset(0, 240).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value = a.Offset(0, 241).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DTOSRA_JobSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 242).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DTOSRA_OutSchool.Value = a.Offset(0, 243).Value 
         
        'Favourite Topic in science? 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DLikeTypeSciRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 231).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 232).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 233).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 234).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 235).Value 
         
        'School Subject You are best at? 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DSchoolSubj1.Value = a.Offset(0, 236).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DSchoolSubj2.Value = a.Offset(0, 237).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DSchoolSubj3.Value = a.Offset(0, 238).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DSchoolSubj4.Value = a.Offset(0, 239).Value 
         
    
        'Name 1 Experiment 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DName1ExpRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 351).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DName1ExpCAT.Value = a.Offset(0, 352).Value 
         
        'What stands out most? 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DStandOutRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 353).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DStandOutCAT.Value = a.Offset(0, 354).Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DWPhaRAW1.Value = a.Offset(0, 244).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DWPhaRAW2.Value = a.Offset(0, 245).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DWPhaRAW3.Value = a.Offset(0, 246).Value 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DWPhaRAW4.Value = a.Offset(0, 247).Value 
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Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DWPhaCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 248).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 249).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DWPhaCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 250).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DWPhaCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 251).Value 
         
        'What is Nanotechnology? 
Nanotechnologies.txtP2DWhatisNTRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 355).Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DWhatisNTCAT.Value = a.Offset(0, 356).Value 
 
 
            Unload FindRecord 
            Nanotechnologies.Show 
             
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, -4).Value = "Materials and Structures" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.SID.Value = studentid 
            MaterialsandStructures.optUpdate.Value = True 
            'Entry Code for the PreTest 
MaterialsandStructures.DOB.Value = a.Offset(0, 1).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.MOB.Value = a.Offset(0, 2).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.YOB.Value = a.Offset(0, 3).Value 
         
        'Gender 
        If a.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Male" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.optPRMale.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Female" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.optPRFemale.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        'English 
        If a.Offset(0, 6).Value = "Yes" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.optPRYesEng.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 6).Value = "No" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.optPRNoEng.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        MaterialsandStructures.txtPROtherLang.Value = a.Offset(0, 7).Value 
         
        'C Term Questions 
MaterialsandStructures.txtPRKnowScience.Value = a.Offset(0, 8).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtPRKnowSubj.Value = a.Offset(0, 9).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtPRInterestSciTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 10).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtPRInterestNewTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 11).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtPRInterestEvery.Value = a.Offset(0, 12).Value 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
MaterialsandStructures.txtPRTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value = a.Offset(0, 13).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtPRTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value = a.Offset(0, 14).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtPRTOSRA_JobSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 15).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtPRTOSRA_OutSchool.Value = a.Offset(0, 16).Value 
 
      
        'Parents Work Field 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboPRParentsWork1.Value = a.Offset(0, 17).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboPRParentsWork2.Value = a.Offset(0, 18).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboPRParentsWork3.Value = a.Offset(0, 19).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboPRParentsWork4.Value = a.Offset(0, 20).Value 
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        'Career Interests 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboPR_CareerInt1.Value = a.Offset(0, 21).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboPR_CareerInt2.Value = a.Offset(0, 22).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboPR_CareerInt3.Value = a.Offset(0, 23).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboPR_CareerInt4.Value = a.Offset(0, 24).Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
MaterialsandStructures.txtPRWPhaRAW1.Value = a.Offset(0, 25).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtPRWPhaRAW2.Value = a.Offset(0, 26).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtPRWPhaRAW3.Value = a.Offset(0, 27).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtPRWPhaRAW4.Value = a.Offset(0, 28).Value 
 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboPRWPhaCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 29).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboPRWPhaCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 30).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboPRWPhaCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 31).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboPRWPhaCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 32).Value 
         
'Additional Questions for the Pre-Test 
        'Why Are you taking this course? 
        If a.Offset(0, 66).Value = "Interested in Subject Matter" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRTakeCourse1.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 67).Value = "Getting into University" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRTakeCourse2.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 68).Value = "I wanted a challenge" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRTakeCourse3.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 69).Value = "Needed an extra course" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRTakeCourse4.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 70).Value = "Pursue Career in Field" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRTakeCourse5.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 71).Value = "For Fun" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRTakeCourse6.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 72).Value = "Parents" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRTakeCourse7.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        MaterialsandStructures.txtPRTakeCourseOther.Value = a.Offset(0, 73).Value 
         
        'I have studied the following topics in class: 
        If a.Offset(0, 74).Value = "Stress" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRLearnStress.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 75).Value = "Strain" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRLearnStrain.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 76).Value = "Creep" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRLearnCreep.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 77).Value = "Elasticity" Then 
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            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRLearnElasticity.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 78).Value = "Toughness" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRLearnToughness.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        'What quantities are used to calculate Young's Modulus 
        If a.Offset(0, 80).Value = "Strain" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRCalcStrain.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 81).Value = "Yield Strength" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRCalcYieldStrength.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 82).Value = "Elasticity" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRCalcElasticity.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 83).Value = "Stress" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRCalcStress.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 84).Value = "Temperature" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkPRCalcTemperature.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        'What material is more brittle? 
        If a.Offset(0, 85).Value = "Glass" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.OptPRGlass.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 85).Value = "Aluminum" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.OptPRAluminum.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        'What is the elemental shape of a truss? 
        MaterialsandStructures.txtPRElemShape.Value = a.Offset(0, 86).Value 
         
         
    'Enter Fields for Post-Test 1 
        'Importance of science 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DImportantSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 93).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DImportantSciWhyRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 94).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.Value = a.Offset(0, 95).Value 
         
        'Best School Subjects 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DBestSubj1.Value = a.Offset(0, 96).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DBestSubj2.Value = a.Offset(0, 97).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DBestSubj3.Value = a.Offset(0, 98).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DBestSubj4.Value = a.Offset(0, 99).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DBestSubj5.Value = a.Offset(0, 100).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DBestSubj6.Value = a.Offset(0, 101).Value 
                
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DHandsOnAct.Value = a.Offset(0, 102).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DObsThink.Value = a.Offset(0, 103).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DExpHelp.Value = a.Offset(0, 104).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DPresent.Value = a.Offset(0, 105).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DOverallProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 106).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DIntTVSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 107).Value 
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MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DIntPrintSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 108).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DIntOnlineSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 109).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DIntLiveSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 110).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DTOSRA_LearnOnOwn.Value = a.Offset(0, 111).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DTOSRA_IntSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 112).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DTOSRA_SciClass.Value = a.Offset(0, 113).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DTOSRA_NotEnjoyCareer.Value = a.Offset(0, 114).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DTOSRA_NewTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 115).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DTOSRA_SciKnow.Value = a.Offset(0, 116).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DTOSRA_SciPositive.Value = a.Offset(0, 117).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DTOSRA_SubjectKnow.Value = a.Offset(0, 118).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DTOSRA_Function.Value = a.Offset(0, 119).Value 
         
        'CSIRO Programs 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DLikedProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 124).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DLikedProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 310).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP1DNotLikedProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 125).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DNotLikedProgram.Value = a.Offset(0, 311).Value 
         
        'Glass vs. Aluminum = True or False? 
        If a.Offset(0, 183).Value = "True" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.OptP1GlassTrue.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 183).Value = "False" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.OptP1GlassFalse.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        'Stress and Strain are used to calculate what quantity? 
        If a.Offset(0, 186).Value = "Toughness" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkP1DToughness.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 336).Value = "Yield Strength" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkP1DYStrength.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 337).Value = "Youngs Modulus" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkP1DYMod.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 338).Value = "Elasticity" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkP1DElasticity.Value = True 
        End If 
         
         
    'Entry Fields for Post-Test 2 
        'Interest in Science Category 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = a.Offset(0, 221).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = a.Offset(0, 222).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = a.Offset(0, 223).Value 
             
       
        'TOSRA and Other Questions 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP2DKnowSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 226).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP2DKnowSubj.Value = a.Offset(0, 227).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP2DInterestSciTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 228).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP2DInterestNewTech.Value = a.Offset(0, 229).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP2DInterestEvery.Value = a.Offset(0, 230).Value 
 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP2DTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value = a.Offset(0, 240).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP2DTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value = a.Offset(0, 241).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP2DTOSRA_JobSci.Value = a.Offset(0, 242).Value 
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MaterialsandStructures.txtP2DTOSRA_OutSchool.Value = a.Offset(0, 243).Value 
         
        'I have studied the following topics in class: 
        If a.Offset(0, 290).Value = "Stress" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkP2StudyStress.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 291).Value = "Strain" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkP2StudyStrain.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 292).Value = "Creep" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkP2StudyCreep.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 293).Value = "Elasticity" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkP2StudyElasticity.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 294).Value = "Toughness" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkP2StudyToughness.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        'What quantities are used to calculate Young's Modulus 
        If a.Offset(0, 296).Value = "Strain" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkP2CalcStrain.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 297).Value = "Yield Strength" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkP2CalcYieldStrength.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 298).Value = "Elasticity" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkP2CalcElasticity.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 299).Value = "Stress" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkP2CalcStress.Value = True 
        End If 
         
        If a.Offset(0, 300).Value = "Temperature" Then 
            MaterialsandStructures.chkP2CalcTemperature.Value = True 
        End If 
 
         
        'School Subject You are best at? 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DBestSubj1.Value = a.Offset(0, 236).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DBestSubj2.Value = a.Offset(0, 237).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DBestSubj3.Value = a.Offset(0, 238).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DBestSubj4.Value = a.Offset(0, 239).Value 
         
 'Check Offsets on these values 
        'Name 1 Experiment 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP2DName1ExpRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 286).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DName1ExpCAT.Value = a.Offset(0, 287).Value 
         
        'What stands out most? 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP2DStandOutRAW.Value = a.Offset(0, 288).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DStandOutCAT.Value = a.Offset(0, 289).Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP2DWPhaRAW1.Value = a.Offset(0, 244).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP2DWPhaRAW2.Value = a.Offset(0, 245).Value 
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MaterialsandStructures.txtP2DWPhaRAW3.Value = a.Offset(0, 246).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.txtP2DWPhaRAW4.Value = a.Offset(0, 247).Value 
 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DWPhaCAT1.Value = a.Offset(0, 248).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.Value = a.Offset(0, 249).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DWPhaCAT3.Value = a.Offset(0, 250).Value 
MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DWPhaCAT4.Value = a.Offset(0, 251).Value 
 
 
            Unload FindRecord 
            MaterialsandStructures.Show 
             
        End If 
         
         
        'MsgBox "Record " & studentid & " found.", vbInformation 
 
    End If 
Next a 
 
If chkFound.Value = False Then 
    MsgBox "Record not found.", vbExclamation, "Error" 
End If 
 
End Sub 
 
 

Code for Forensic Frenzy: 
 
Initialize Code to Load Drop-Down Menus: 
 
 
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize() 
 
Dim a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, o As Variant 
Dim studentid As String 
Dim Record As Range 
 
For Each a In Sheet4.Range("H4:H22") 
    If a.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.AddItem a.Value 
    End If 
Next a 
 
For Each b In Sheet4.Range("M4:M22") 
    If b.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRParentsWork1.AddItem b.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRParentsWork2.AddItem b.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRParentsWork3.AddItem b.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRParentsWork4.AddItem b.Value 
         
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPR_CareerInt1.AddItem b.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPR_CareerInt2.AddItem b.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPR_CareerInt3.AddItem b.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPR_CareerInt4.AddItem b.Value 
    End If 
Next b 
 
For Each c In Sheet4.Range("R4:R22") 
    If c.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRFSJobCAT1.AddItem c.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRFSJobCAT2.AddItem c.Value 
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        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRFSJobCAT3.AddItem c.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRFSJobCAT4.AddItem c.Value 
         
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DFSJobCAT1.AddItem c.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DFSJobCAT2.AddItem c.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DFSJobCAT3.AddItem c.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DFSJobCAT4.AddItem c.Value 
    End If 
Next c 
 
For Each d In Sheet4.Range("S4:S22") 
    If d.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT1.AddItem d.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT2.AddItem d.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT3.AddItem d.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT4.AddItem d.Value 
         
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBranchSciCAT1.AddItem d.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBranchSciCAT2.AddItem d.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBranchSciCAT3.AddItem d.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBranchSciCAT4.AddItem d.Value 
    End If 
Next d 
 
For Each e In Sheet4.Range("T4:T22") 
    If e.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRFSCrimesCAT1.AddItem e.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRFSCrimesCAT2.AddItem e.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRFSCrimesCAT3.AddItem e.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRFSCrimesCAT4.AddItem e.Value 
         
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DCrimesInvestCAT1.AddItem e.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DCrimesInvestCAT2.AddItem e.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DCrimesInvestCAT3.AddItem e.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DCrimesInvestCAT4.AddItem e.Value 
    End If 
Next e 
 
For Each f In Sheet4.Range("O4:O22") 
    If f.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DName1ExpCAT.AddItem f.Value 
    End If 
Next f 
 
For Each g In Sheet4.Range("P4:P22") 
    If g.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DStandOutCAT.AddItem g.Value 
        End If 
Next g 
     
For Each h In Sheet4.Range("Q4:Q22") 
    If h.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DCharactSuspectCAT1.AddItem h.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DCharactSuspectCAT2.AddItem h.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DCharactSuspectCAT3.AddItem h.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DCharactSuspectCAT4.AddItem h.Value 
    End If 
Next h 
 
For Each i In Sheet4.Range("N4:N22") 
    If i.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT1.AddItem i.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT2.AddItem i.Value 
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        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT3.AddItem i.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT4.AddItem i.Value 
    End If 
Next i 
 
For Each j In Sheet4.Range("L4:L22") 
    If j.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DSchoolSubj1.AddItem j.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DSchoolSubj2.AddItem j.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DSchoolSubj3.AddItem j.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DSchoolSubj4.AddItem j.Value 
         
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBestSubj1.AddItem j.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBestSubj2.AddItem j.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBestSubj3.AddItem j.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBestSubj4.AddItem j.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBestSubj5.AddItem j.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DBestSubj6.AddItem j.Value 
    End If 
Next j 
 
For Each k In Sheet4.Range("J4:J22") 
    If k.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DLikedProgram.AddItem k.Value 
    End If 
Next k 
 
For Each l In Sheet4.Range("K4:K22") 
    If l.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DNotLikedProgram.AddItem l.Value 
    End If 
Next l 
 
For Each m In Sheet4.Range("AH4:AH22") 
    If m.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DGenInterest.AddItem m.Value 
    End If 
Next m 
 
For Each n In Sheet4.Range("AI4:AI22") 
    If n.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DSeekInfo.AddItem n.Value 
    End If 
Next n 
 
For Each o In Sheet4.Range("AJ4:AJ22") 
    If o.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.AddItem o.Value 
    End If 
Next o 
 
For Each p In Sheet4.Range("AK4:AK22") 
    If p.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP1DImportantSci.AddItem p.Value 
    End If 
Next p 
 
For Each q In Sheet4.Range("AL4:AL22") 
    If q.Value <> "" Then 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRWPhaCAT1.AddItem q.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRWPhaCAT2.AddItem q.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRWPhaCAT3.AddItem q.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboPRWPhaCAT4.AddItem q.Value 
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        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DWPhaCAT1.AddItem q.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.AddItem q.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DWPhaCAT3.AddItem q.Value 
        ForensicFrenzyD.ComboP2DWPhaCAT4.AddItem q.Value 
    End If 
Next q 
 
 
         
 
 
         
 
End Sub 
 

Enter/Update Code: 
 
Private Sub cmdEnter_Click() 
 
Dim j, studentno As Integer 
Dim studentid As String 
Dim Record As Range 
 
If optNew.Value = True Then 
 
For Each a In Sheet2.Range("E8:E1000") 
    If a.Value = "" Then 
        a.Value = ForensicFrenzyD.SID.Value 
        j = a.Offset(-1, -2).Value 
        a.Offset(0, -2).Value = j + 1 
        studentno = a.Offset(0, -2).Value 
        a.Offset(0, -4).Value = Program.Value 
        a.Offset(0, -3).Value = College.Value 
        a.Value = ForensicFrenzyD.SID.Value & "-" & studentno 
        studentid = a.Value 
         
    'Entry Code for the PreTest 
        a.Offset(0, 1).Value = DOB.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 2).Value = MOB.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 3).Value = YOB.Value 
         
        'Gender 
        If optPRMale.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Male" 
        End If 
         
        If optPRFemale.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Female" 
        End If 
         
        'English 
        If optPRYesEng.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 6).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If optPRNoEng.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 6).Value = "No" 
        End If 
         
        a.Offset(0, 7).Value = txtPROtherLang.Value 
         
        'C Term Questions 
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        a.Offset(0, 8).Value = txtPRKnowScience.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 9).Value = txtPRKnowSubj.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 10).Value = txtPRInterestSciTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 11).Value = txtPRInterestNewTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 12).Value = txtPRInterestEvery.Value 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        a.Offset(0, 13).Value = txtPRTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 14).Value = txtPRTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 15).Value = txtPRTOSRA_JobSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 16).Value = txtPRTOSRA_OutSchool.Value 
 
      
        'Parents Work Field 
        a.Offset(0, 17).Value = ComboPRParentsWork1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 18).Value = ComboPRParentsWork2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 19).Value = ComboPRParentsWork3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 20).Value = ComboPRParentsWork4.Value 
         
        'Career Interests 
        a.Offset(0, 21).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 22).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 23).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 24).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt4.Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
        a.Offset(0, 25).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 26).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 27).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 28).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW4.Value 
         
        a.Offset(0, 29).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 30).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 31).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 32).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT4.Value 
         
        'What does a Forensic Scientist Do? 
        a.Offset(0, 33).Value = txtPRFSJobRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 34).Value = ComboPRFSJobCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 35).Value = ComboPRFSJobCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 36).Value = ComboPRFSJobCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 37).Value = ComboPRFSJobCAT4.Value 
         
        'What branches of science does a Forensics Scientist use? 
        a.Offset(0, 38).Value = txtPRBranchesFSRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 39).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 40).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 41).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 42).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT4.Value 
         
        'What crimes do forensic scientists solve? 
        a.Offset(0, 43).Value = txtPRFSCrimesRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 44).Value = ComboPRFSCrimesCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 45).Value = ComboPRFSCrimesCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 46).Value = ComboPRFSCrimesCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 47).Value = ComboPRFSCrimesCAT4.Value 
         
         
    'Enter Fields for Post-Test 1 
        'Importance of science 
        a.Offset(0, 93).Value = ComboP1DImportantSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 94).Value = txtP1DImportantSciWhyRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 95).Value = ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.Value 
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        'Best School Subjects 
        a.Offset(0, 96).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 97).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 98).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 99).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj4.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 100).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj5.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 101).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj6.Value 
         
        'VCE 
        If OptP1DVCEYes.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 120).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If OptP1DVCENo.Value = False Then 
            a.Offset(0, 120).Value = "No" 
        End If 
         
        a.Offset(0, 121).Value = txtP1DVCECAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 122).Value = txtP1DVCECAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 123).Value = txtP1DVCECAT3.Value 
         
        'What do FS do? 
        a.Offset(0, 129).Value = txtP1DFSJobRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 339).Value = ComboP1DFSJobCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 340).Value = ComboP1DFSJobCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 341).Value = ComboP1DFSJobCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 342).Value = ComboP1DFSJobCAT4.Value 
         
        'What branches of science? 
        a.Offset(0, 130).Value = txtP1DBranchSciRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 131).Value = ComboP1DBranchSciCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 132).Value = ComboP1DBranchSciCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 133).Value = ComboP1DBranchSciCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 134).Value = ComboP1DBranchSciCAT4.Value 
         
        'What Crimes for FS solve? 
        a.Offset(0, 135).Value = txtP1DCrimesInvestRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 136).Value = ComboP1DCrimesInvestCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 137).Value = ComboP1DCrimesInvestCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 138).Value = ComboP1DCrimesInvestCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 139).Value = ComboP1DCrimesInvestCAT4.Value 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        a.Offset(0, 102).Value = txtP1DHandsOnAct.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 103).Value = txtP1DObsThink.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 104).Value = txtP1DExpHelp.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 105).Value = txtP1DPresent.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 106).Value = txtP1DOverallProgram.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 107).Value = txtP1DIntTVSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 108).Value = txtP1DIntPrintSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 109).Value = txtP1DIntOnlineSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 110).Value = txtP1DIntLiveSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 111).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_LearnOnOwn.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 112).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_IntSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 113).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciClass.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 114).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_NotEnjoyCareer.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 115).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_NewTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 116).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciKnow.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 117).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciPositive.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 118).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SubjectKnow.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 119).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_Function.Value 
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        'CSIRO Programs 
        a.Offset(0, 124).Value = txtP1DLikedProgram.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 310).Value = ComboP1DLikedProgram.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 125).Value = txtP1DNotLikedProgram.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 311).Value = ComboP1DNotLikedProgram.Value 
         
         
    'Entry Fields for Post-Test 2 
        'Interest in Science Category 
        a.Offset(0, 221).Value = ComboP2DGenInterest.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 222).Value = ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 223).Value = ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value 
             
            'Logic Block for Determining D Term Category 
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    If ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = "Do Understand" Then 
                        a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, Seek info, understand" 
                    End If 
                     
                    If ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = "Do Not Understand" Then 
                        a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, seek info, do not 
understand" 
                    End If 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, Do Not Seek Info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Neutral" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral/Not Interested, Seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral, do not seek info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Not Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral/Not Interested, Seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Not Interested, do not seek info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
             
            'Logic Block for Determining C Term Category 
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                        a.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Interested, seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Interested, Do Not Seek Info" 
                End If 
            End If 
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            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Neutral" Then 
                a.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Neutral and do not seek info" 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Not Interested" Then 
                a.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Not interested" 
            End If 
             
        'Learned About Topics 
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics1.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 272).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics2.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 273).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics3.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 274).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics4.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 275).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics5.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 276).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics6.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 277).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics7.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 278).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics8.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 279).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics9.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 280).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        'TOSRA and Other Questions 
        a.Offset(0, 226).Value = txtP2DKnowSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 227).Value = txtP2DKnowSubj.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 228).Value = txtP2DInterestSciTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 229).Value = txtP2DInterestNewTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 230).Value = txtP2DInterestEvery.Value 
         
        a.Offset(0, 240).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 241).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 242).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_JobSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 243).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_OutSchool.Value 
         
        'Favourite Topic in science? 
        a.Offset(0, 231).Value = txtP2DLikeTypeSciRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 232).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 233).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 234).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 235).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT4.Value 
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        'School Subject You are best at? 
        a.Offset(0, 236).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 237).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 238).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 239).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj4.Value 
         
        'Name 1 Experiment 
        a.Offset(0, 281).Value = txtP2DName1ExpRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 282).Value = ComboP2DName1ExpCAT.Value 
         
        'What stands out most? 
        a.Offset(0, 283).Value = txtP2DStandOutRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 284).Value = ComboP2DStandOutCAT.Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
        a.Offset(0, 244).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 245).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 246).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 247).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW4.Value 
         
        a.Offset(0, 248).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 249).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 250).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 251).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT4.Value 
         
        'What Physical Characteristics can ID a suspect? 
        a.Offset(0, 260).Value = txtP2DCharactSuspectRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 261).Value = ComboP2DCharactSuspectCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 262).Value = ComboP2DCharactSuspectCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 263).Value = ComboP2DCharactSuspectCAT3.Value 
                 
        Exit For 
    End If 
Next a 
 
'Write in entry code for all of the fields 
 
 
 
MsgBox "Record for student " & studentid & " has been entered.", vbInformation 
End If 
 
If optUpdate.Value = True Then 
studentid = SID.Value 
For Each b In Sheet2.Range("E8:E1000") 
    If b.Value = studentid Then 
        
'Entry Code for the PreTest 
        b.Offset(0, 1).Value = DOB.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 2).Value = MOB.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 3).Value = YOB.Value 
         
        'Gender 
        If optPRMale.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Male" 
        End If 
         
        If optPRFemale.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Female" 
        End If 
         
        'English 
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        If optPRYesEng.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 6).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If optPRNoEng.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 6).Value = "No" 
        End If 
         
        b.Offset(0, 7).Value = txtPROtherLang.Value 
         
        'C Term Questions 
        b.Offset(0, 8).Value = txtPRKnowScience.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 9).Value = txtPRKnowSubj.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 10).Value = txtPRInterestSciTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 11).Value = txtPRInterestNewTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 12).Value = txtPRInterestEvery.Value 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        b.Offset(0, 13).Value = txtPRTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 14).Value = txtPRTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 15).Value = txtPRTOSRA_JobSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 16).Value = txtPRTOSRA_OutSchool.Value 
 
      
        'Parents Work Field 
        b.Offset(0, 17).Value = ComboPRParentsWork1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 18).Value = ComboPRParentsWork2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 19).Value = ComboPRParentsWork3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 20).Value = ComboPRParentsWork4.Value 
         
        'Career Interests 
        b.Offset(0, 21).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 22).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 23).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 24).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt4.Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
        b.Offset(0, 25).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 26).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 27).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 28).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW4.Value 
         
        b.Offset(0, 29).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 30).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 31).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 32).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT4.Value 
         
        'What does a Forensic Scientist Do? 
        b.Offset(0, 33).Value = txtPRFSJobRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 34).Value = ComboPRFSJobCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 35).Value = ComboPRFSJobCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 36).Value = ComboPRFSJobCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 37).Value = ComboPRFSJobCAT4.Value 
         
        'What branches of science does a Forensics Scientist use? 
        b.Offset(0, 38).Value = txtPRBranchesFSRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 39).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 40).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 41).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 42).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT4.Value 
         
        'What crimes do forensic scientists solve? 
        b.Offset(0, 43).Value = txtPRFSCrimesRAW.Value 
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        b.Offset(0, 44).Value = ComboPRFSCrimesCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 45).Value = ComboPRFSCrimesCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 46).Value = ComboPRFSCrimesCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 47).Value = ComboPRFSCrimesCAT4.Value 
         
         
    'Enter Fields for Post-Test 1 
        'Importance of science 
        b.Offset(0, 93).Value = ComboP1DImportantSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 94).Value = txtP1DImportantSciWhyRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 95).Value = ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.Value 
         
        'Best School Subjects 
        b.Offset(0, 96).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 97).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 98).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 99).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj4.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 100).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj5.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 101).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj6.Value 
         
        'VCE 
        If OptP1DVCEYes.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 120).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If OptP1DVCENo.Value = False Then 
            b.Offset(0, 120).Value = "No" 
        End If 
         
        b.Offset(0, 121).Value = txtP1DVCECAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 122).Value = txtP1DVCECAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 123).Value = txtP1DVCECAT3.Value 
         
        'What do FS do? 
        b.Offset(0, 129).Value = txtP1DFSJobRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 339).Value = ComboP1DFSJobCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 340).Value = ComboP1DFSJobCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 341).Value = ComboP1DFSJobCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 342).Value = ComboP1DFSJobCAT4.Value 
         
        'What branches of science? 
        b.Offset(0, 130).Value = txtP1DBranchSciRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 131).Value = ComboP1DBranchSciCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 132).Value = ComboP1DBranchSciCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 133).Value = ComboP1DBranchSciCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 134).Value = ComboP1DBranchSciCAT4.Value 
         
        'What Crimes for FS solve? 
        b.Offset(0, 135).Value = txtP1DCrimesInvestRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 136).Value = ComboP1DCrimesInvestCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 137).Value = ComboP1DCrimesInvestCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 138).Value = ComboP1DCrimesInvestCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 139).Value = ComboP1DCrimesInvestCAT4.Value 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        b.Offset(0, 102).Value = txtP1DHandsOnAct.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 103).Value = txtP1DObsThink.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 104).Value = txtP1DExpHelp.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 105).Value = txtP1DPresent.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 106).Value = txtP1DOverallProgram.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 107).Value = txtP1DIntTVSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 108).Value = txtP1DIntPrintSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 109).Value = txtP1DIntOnlineSci.Value 
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        b.Offset(0, 110).Value = txtP1DIntLiveSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 111).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_LearnOnOwn.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 112).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_IntSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 113).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciClass.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 114).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_NotEnjoyCareer.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 115).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_NewTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 116).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciKnow.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 117).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciPositive.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 118).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SubjectKnow.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 119).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_Function.Value 
         
        'CSIRO Programs 
        b.Offset(0, 124).Value = txtP1DLikedProgram.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 310).Value = ComboP1DLikedProgram.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 125).Value = txtP1DNotLikedProgram.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 311).Value = ComboP1DNotLikedProgram.Value 
         
    'Entry Fields for Post-Test 2 
        'Interest in Science Category 
        b.Offset(0, 221).Value = ComboP2DGenInterest.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 222).Value = ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 223).Value = ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value 
             
            'Logic Block for Determining D Term Category 
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    If ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = "Do Understand" Then 
                        b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, Seek info, understand" 
                    End If 
                     
                    If ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = "Do Not Understand" Then 
                        b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, seek info, do not 
understand" 
                    End If 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, Do Not Seek Info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Neutral" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral/Not Interested, Seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral, do not seek info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Not Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral/Not Interested, Seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Not Interested, do not seek info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
             
            'Logic Block for Determining C Term Category 
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            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                        b.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Interested, seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Interested, Do Not Seek Info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Neutral" Then 
                b.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Neutral and do not seek info" 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Not Interested" Then 
                b.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Not interested" 
            End If 
             
        'Learned About Topics 
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics1.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 272).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics2.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 273).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics3.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 274).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics4.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 275).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics5.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 276).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics6.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 277).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics7.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 278).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics8.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 279).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2DLearnedAboutTopics9.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 280).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        'TOSRA and Other Questions 
        b.Offset(0, 226).Value = txtP2DKnowSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 227).Value = txtP2DKnowSubj.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 228).Value = txtP2DInterestSciTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 229).Value = txtP2DInterestNewTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 230).Value = txtP2DInterestEvery.Value 
         
        b.Offset(0, 240).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value 
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        b.Offset(0, 241).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 242).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_JobSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 243).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_OutSchool.Value 
         
        'Favourite Topic in science? 
        b.Offset(0, 231).Value = txtP2DLikeTypeSciRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 232).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 233).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 234).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 235).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT4.Value 
         
        'School Subject You are best at? 
        b.Offset(0, 236).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 237).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 238).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 239).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj4.Value 
         
        'Name 1 Experiment 
        b.Offset(0, 281).Value = txtP2DName1ExpRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 282).Value = ComboP2DName1ExpCAT.Value 
         
        'What stands out most? 
        b.Offset(0, 283).Value = txtP2DStandOutRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 284).Value = ComboP2DStandOutCAT.Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
        b.Offset(0, 244).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 245).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 246).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 247).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW4.Value 
         
        b.Offset(0, 248).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 249).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 250).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 251).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT4.Value 
         
        'What Physical Characteristics can ID a suspect? 
        b.Offset(0, 260).Value = txtP2DCharactSuspectRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 261).Value = ComboP2DCharactSuspectCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 262).Value = ComboP2DCharactSuspectCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 263).Value = ComboP2DCharactSuspectCAT3.Value 
 
 
        Exit For 
        
    End If 
Next b 
 
  
End If 
 
 
Unload ForensicFrenzyD 
 
 
End Sub 
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Code for Cool Chemical Science: 
 
Initialize Code to Load Drop-Down Menus: 
 
 
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize() 
 
Dim a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, q As Variant 
 
 
For Each b In Sheet4.Range("M4:M22") 
    If b.Value <> "" Then 
        CoolChemScience.ComboPRParentsWork1.AddItem b.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboPRParentsWork2.AddItem b.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboPRParentsWork3.AddItem b.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboPRParentsWork4.AddItem b.Value 
         
        CoolChemScience.ComboPR_CareerInt1.AddItem b.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboPR_CareerInt2.AddItem b.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboPR_CareerInt3.AddItem b.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboPR_CareerInt4.AddItem b.Value 
    End If 
Next b 
 
For Each c In Sheet4.Range("AC4:AC22") 
    If c.Value <> "" Then 
        CoolChemScience.ComboPRFSJobCAT1.AddItem c.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP1DChmJobCAT1.AddItem c.Value 
    End If 
Next c 
 
For Each d In Sheet4.Range("AD4:AD22") 
    If d.Value <> "" Then 
        CoolChemScience.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT1.AddItem d.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP1DChemSolveCAT1.AddItem d.Value 
    End If 
Next d 
 
For Each e In Sheet4.Range("AN4:AN22") 
    If e.Value <> "" Then 
        CoolChemScience.ComboPRWPhaCAT1.AddItem e.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboPRWPhaCAT2.AddItem e.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboPRWPhaCAT3.AddItem e.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboPRWPhaCAT4.AddItem e.Value 
         
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DWPhaCAT1.AddItem e.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.AddItem e.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DWPhaCAT3.AddItem e.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DWPhaCAT4.AddItem e.Value 
    End If 
Next e 
 
For Each f In Sheet4.Range("AK4:AK22") 
    If f.Value <> "" Then 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP1DImportantSci.AddItem f.Value 
    End If 
Next f 
 
For Each g In Sheet4.Range("H4:H22") 
    If g.Value <> "" Then 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.AddItem g.Value 
    End If 
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Next g 
 
For Each h In Sheet4.Range("L4:L22") 
    If h.Value <> "" Then 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP1DBestSubj1.AddItem h.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP1DBestSubj2.AddItem h.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP1DBestSubj3.AddItem h.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP1DBestSubj4.AddItem h.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP1DBestSubj5.AddItem h.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP1DBestSubj6.AddItem h.Value 
         
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DSchoolSubj1.AddItem h.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DSchoolSubj2.AddItem h.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DSchoolSubj3.AddItem h.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DSchoolSubj4.AddItem h.Value 
    End If 
Next h 
   
For Each i In Sheet4.Range("N4:N22") 
    If i.Value <> "" Then 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT1.AddItem i.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT2.AddItem i.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT3.AddItem i.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT4.AddItem i.Value 
    End If 
Next i 
 
For Each j In Sheet4.Range("AE4:AE22") 
    If j.Value <> "" Then 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP1DChmIndCAT1.AddItem j.Value 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP1DChmIndCAT2.AddItem j.Value 
    End If 
Next j 
 
For Each k In Sheet4.Range("AH4:AH22") 
    If k.Value <> "" Then 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DGenInterest.AddItem k.Value 
     End If 
Next k 
 
For Each l In Sheet4.Range("AI4:AI22") 
    If l.Value <> "" Then 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DSeekInfo.AddItem l.Value 
    End If 
Next l 
 
For Each m In Sheet4.Range("AJ4:AJ22") 
    If m.Value <> "" Then 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.AddItem m.Value 
    End If 
Next m 
 
For Each n In Sheet4.Range("AF4:AF22") 
    If n.Value <> "" Then 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DName1ExpCAT.AddItem n.Value 
    End If 
Next n 
 
For Each o In Sheet4.Range("AG4:AG22") 
    If o.Value <> "" Then 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP2DStandOutCAT.AddItem o.Value 
    End If 
Next o 
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For Each p In Sheet4.Range("J4:J22") 
    If p.Value <> "" Then 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP1DLikedProgram.AddItem p.Value 
    End If 
Next p 
 
For Each q In Sheet4.Range("K4:K22") 
    If q.Value <> "" Then 
        CoolChemScience.ComboP1DNotLikedProgram.AddItem q.Value 
    End If 
Next q 
 
 
End Sub 
 

 
Entry/Update Code: 
 
 
Private Sub cmdEnter_Click() 
Dim j, studentno As Integer 
Dim studentid As String 
 
If optNew.Value = True Then 
 
For Each a In Sheet2.Range("E8:E1000") 
    If a.Value = "" Then 
        a.Value = CoolChemScience.SID.Value 
        j = a.Offset(-1, -2).Value 
        a.Offset(0, -2).Value = j + 1 
        studentno = a.Offset(0, -2).Value 
        a.Offset(0, -4).Value = Program.Value 
        a.Offset(0, -3).Value = College.Value 
        a.Value = CoolChemScience.SID.Value & "-" & studentno 
        studentid = a.Value 
         
    'Entry Code for the PreTest 
        a.Offset(0, 1).Value = DOB.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 2).Value = MOB.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 3).Value = YOB.Value 
         
        'Gender 
        If optPRMale.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Male" 
        End If 
         
        If optPRFemale.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Female" 
        End If 
         
        'English 
        If optPRYesEng.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 6).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If optPRNoEng.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 6).Value = "No" 
        End If 
         
        a.Offset(0, 7).Value = txtPROtherLang.Value 
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        'C Term Questions 
        a.Offset(0, 8).Value = txtPRKnowScience.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 9).Value = txtPRKnowSubj.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 10).Value = txtPRInterestSciTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 11).Value = txtPRInterestNewTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 12).Value = txtPRInterestEvery.Value 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        a.Offset(0, 13).Value = txtPRTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 14).Value = txtPRTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 15).Value = txtPRTOSRA_JobSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 16).Value = txtPRTOSRA_OutSchool.Value 
 
      
        'Parents Work Field 
        a.Offset(0, 17).Value = ComboPRParentsWork1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 18).Value = ComboPRParentsWork2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 19).Value = ComboPRParentsWork3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 20).Value = ComboPRParentsWork4.Value 
         
        'Career Interests 
        a.Offset(0, 21).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 22).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 23).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 24).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt4.Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
        a.Offset(0, 25).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 26).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 27).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 28).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW4.Value 
         
        a.Offset(0, 29).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 30).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 31).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 32).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT4.Value 
         
        'What do chemists do? 
        a.Offset(0, 88).Value = txtPRChmJobRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 89).Value = ComboPRFSJobCAT1.Value 
         
         
        'What problems do chemists help solve? 
        a.Offset(0, 90).Value = txtPRBranchesChmRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 91).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT1.Value 
         
         
    'Enter Fields for Post-Test 1 
        'Importance of science 
        a.Offset(0, 93).Value = ComboP1DImportantSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 94).Value = txtP1DImportantSciWhyRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 95).Value = ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.Value 
         
        'Best School Subjects 
        a.Offset(0, 96).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 97).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 98).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 99).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj4.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 100).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj5.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 101).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj6.Value 
         
        'VCE 
        If OptP1DVCEYes.Value = True Then 
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            a.Offset(0, 120).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If OptP1DVCENo.Value = False Then 
            a.Offset(0, 120).Value = "No" 
        End If 
         
        a.Offset(0, 121).Value = txtP1DVCECAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 122).Value = txtP1DVCECAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 123).Value = txtP1DVCECAT3.Value 
         
        'What does a Chemist do? 
        a.Offset(0, 213).Value = txtP1DChmJobRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 214).Value = ComboP1DChmJobCAT1.Value 
         
        'What industries do chemists work in? 
        a.Offset(0, 215).Value = txtP1DChmIndRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 216).Value = ComboP1DChmIndCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 217).Value = ComboP1DChmIndCAT2.Value 
         
        'What problems do chemists help solve? 
        a.Offset(0, 218).Value = txtP1DChemSolveRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 219).Value = ComboP1DChemSolveCAT1.Value 
         
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        a.Offset(0, 102).Value = txtP1DHandsOnAct.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 103).Value = txtP1DObsThink.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 104).Value = txtP1DExpHelp.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 105).Value = txtP1DPresent.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 106).Value = txtP1DOverallProgram.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 107).Value = txtP1DIntTVSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 108).Value = txtP1DIntPrintSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 109).Value = txtP1DIntOnlineSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 110).Value = txtP1DIntLiveSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 111).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_LearnOnOwn.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 112).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_IntSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 113).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciClass.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 114).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_NotEnjoyCareer.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 115).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_NewTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 116).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciKnow.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 117).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciPositive.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 118).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SubjectKnow.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 119).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_Function.Value 
         
        'CSIRO Programs 
        a.Offset(0, 124).Value = txtP1DLikedProgram.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 310).Value = ComboP1DLikedProgram.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 125).Value = txtP1DNotLikedProgram.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 311).Value = ComboP1DNotLikedProgram.Value 
         
        'I learned about the following topics today: 
        If chkP1LearnedAbout1.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 345).Value = "Acids and Bases" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAbout2.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 346).Value = "Reactions" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAbout3.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 347).Value = "Physical Changes of Materials" 
        End If 
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        If chkP1LearnedAbout4.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 348).Value = "Physical Properties of Materials" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAbout5.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 349).Value = "Water Absorbing Materials" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAbout6.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 350).Value = "Effect of Light on Reactions" 
        End If 
         
    'Entry Fields for Post-Test 2 
        'Interest in Science Category 
        a.Offset(0, 221).Value = ComboP2DGenInterest.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 222).Value = ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 223).Value = ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value 
             
            'Logic Block for Determining D Term Category 
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    If ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = "Do Understand" Then 
                        a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, Seek info, understand" 
                    End If 
                     
                    If ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = "Do Not Understand" Then 
                        a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, seek info, do not 
understand" 
                    End If 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, Do Not Seek Info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Neutral" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral/Not Interested, Seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral, do not seek info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Not Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral/Not Interested, Seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Not Interested, do not seek info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
             
            'Logic Block for Determining C Term Category 
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                        a.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Interested, seek info" 
                End If 
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                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Interested, Do Not Seek Info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Neutral" Then 
                a.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Neutral and do not seek info" 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Not Interested" Then 
                a.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Not interested" 
            End If 
             
       
        'TOSRA and Other Questions 
        a.Offset(0, 226).Value = txtP2DKnowSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 227).Value = txtP2DKnowSubj.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 228).Value = txtP2DInterestSciTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 229).Value = txtP2DInterestNewTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 230).Value = txtP2DInterestEvery.Value 
         
        a.Offset(0, 240).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 241).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 242).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_JobSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 243).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_OutSchool.Value 
         
        'Favourite Topic in science? 
        a.Offset(0, 231).Value = txtP2DLikeTypeSciRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 232).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 233).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 234).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 235).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT4.Value 
         
        'School Subject You are best at? 
        a.Offset(0, 236).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 237).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 238).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 239).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj4.Value 
         
        'Name 1 Experiment 
        a.Offset(0, 305).Value = txtP2DName1ExpRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 306).Value = ComboP2DName1ExpCAT.Value 
         
        'What stands out most? 
        a.Offset(0, 307).Value = txtP2DStandOutRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 308).Value = ComboP2DStandOutCAT.Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
        a.Offset(0, 244).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 245).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 246).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 247).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW4.Value 
         
        a.Offset(0, 248).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 249).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 250).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 251).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT4.Value 
         
        Exit For 
    End If 
Next a 
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'Write in entry code for all of the fields 
 
 
 
MsgBox "Record for student " & studentid & " has been entered.", vbInformation 
End If 
 
If optUpdate.Value = True Then 
 
studentid = SID.Value 
For Each b In Sheet2.Range("E8:E1000") 
    If b.Value = studentid Then 
        
    'Entry Code for the PreTest 
        b.Offset(0, 1).Value = DOB.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 2).Value = MOB.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 3).Value = YOB.Value 
         
        'Gender 
        If optPRMale.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Male" 
        End If 
         
        If optPRFemale.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Female" 
        End If 
         
        'English 
        If optPRYesEng.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 6).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If optPRNoEng.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 6).Value = "No" 
        End If 
         
        b.Offset(0, 7).Value = txtPROtherLang.Value 
         
        'C Term Questions 
        b.Offset(0, 8).Value = txtPRKnowScience.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 9).Value = txtPRKnowSubj.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 10).Value = txtPRInterestSciTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 11).Value = txtPRInterestNewTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 12).Value = txtPRInterestEvery.Value 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        b.Offset(0, 13).Value = txtPRTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 14).Value = txtPRTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 15).Value = txtPRTOSRA_JobSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 16).Value = txtPRTOSRA_OutSchool.Value 
 
      
        'Parents Work Field 
        b.Offset(0, 17).Value = ComboPRParentsWork1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 18).Value = ComboPRParentsWork2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 19).Value = ComboPRParentsWork3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 20).Value = ComboPRParentsWork4.Value 
         
        'Career Interests 
        b.Offset(0, 21).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 22).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 23).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 24).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt4.Value 
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        'Words and Phrases 
        b.Offset(0, 25).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 26).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 27).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 28).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW4.Value 
         
        b.Offset(0, 29).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 30).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 31).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 32).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT4.Value 
         
        'What do chemists do? 
        b.Offset(0, 88).Value = txtPRChmJobRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 89).Value = ComboPRFSJobCAT1.Value 
         
         
        'What problems do chemists help solve? 
        b.Offset(0, 90).Value = txtPRBranchesChmRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 91).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT1.Value 
         
         
    'Enter Fields for Post-Test 1 
        'Importance of science 
        b.Offset(0, 93).Value = ComboP1DImportantSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 94).Value = txtP1DImportantSciWhyRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 95).Value = ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.Value 
         
        'Best School Subjects 
        b.Offset(0, 96).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 97).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 98).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 99).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj4.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 100).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj5.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 101).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj6.Value 
         
        'VCE 
        If OptP1DVCEYes.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 120).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If OptP1DVCENo.Value = False Then 
            b.Offset(0, 120).Value = "No" 
        End If 
         
        b.Offset(0, 121).Value = txtP1DVCECAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 122).Value = txtP1DVCECAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 123).Value = txtP1DVCECAT3.Value 
         
        'What does a Chemist do? 
        b.Offset(0, 213).Value = txtP1DChmJobRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 214).Value = ComboP1DChmJobCAT1.Value 
         
        'What industries do chemists work in? 
        b.Offset(0, 215).Value = txtP1DChmIndRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 216).Value = ComboP1DChmIndCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 217).Value = ComboP1DChmIndCAT2.Value 
         
        'What problems do chemists help solve? 
        b.Offset(0, 218).Value = txtP1DChemSolveRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 219).Value = ComboP1DChemSolveCAT1.Value 
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        'TOSRA Questions 
        b.Offset(0, 102).Value = txtP1DHandsOnAct.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 103).Value = txtP1DObsThink.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 104).Value = txtP1DExpHelp.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 105).Value = txtP1DPresent.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 106).Value = txtP1DOverallProgram.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 107).Value = txtP1DIntTVSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 108).Value = txtP1DIntPrintSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 109).Value = txtP1DIntOnlineSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 110).Value = txtP1DIntLiveSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 111).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_LearnOnOwn.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 112).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_IntSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 113).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciClass.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 114).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_NotEnjoyCareer.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 115).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_NewTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 116).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciKnow.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 117).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciPositive.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 118).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SubjectKnow.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 119).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_Function.Value 
         
        'CSIRO Programs 
        b.Offset(0, 124).Value = txtP1DLikedProgram.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 310).Value = ComboP1DLikedProgram.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 125).Value = txtP1DNotLikedProgram.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 311).Value = ComboP1DNotLikedProgram.Value 
         
        'I learned about the following topics today: 
        If chkP1LearnedAbout1.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 345).Value = "Acids and Bases" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAbout2.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 346).Value = "Reactions" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAbout3.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 347).Value = "Physical Changes of Materials" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAbout4.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 348).Value = "Physical Properties of Materials" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAbout5.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 349).Value = "Water Absorbing Materials" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAbout6.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 350).Value = "Effect of Light on Reactions" 
        End If 
         
         
    'Entry Fields for Post-Test 2 
        'Interest in Science Category 
        b.Offset(0, 221).Value = ComboP2DGenInterest.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 222).Value = ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 223).Value = ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value 
             
            'Logic Block for Determining D Term Category 
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    If ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = "Do Understand" Then 
                        b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, Seek info, understand" 
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                    End If 
                     
                    If ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = "Do Not Understand" Then 
                        b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, seek info, do not 
understand" 
                    End If 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, Do Not Seek Info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Neutral" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral/Not Interested, Seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral, do not seek info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Not Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral/Not Interested, Seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Not Interested, do not seek info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
             
            'Logic Block for Determining C Term Category 
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                        b.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Interested, seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Interested, Do Not Seek Info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Neutral" Then 
                b.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Neutral and do not seek info" 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Not Interested" Then 
                b.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Not interested" 
            End If 
             
       
        'TOSRA and Other Questions 
        b.Offset(0, 226).Value = txtP2DKnowSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 227).Value = txtP2DKnowSubj.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 228).Value = txtP2DInterestSciTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 229).Value = txtP2DInterestNewTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 230).Value = txtP2DInterestEvery.Value 
         
        b.Offset(0, 240).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 241).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value 
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        b.Offset(0, 242).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_JobSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 243).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_OutSchool.Value 
         
        'Favourite Topic in science? 
        b.Offset(0, 231).Value = txtP2DLikeTypeSciRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 232).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 233).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 234).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 235).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT4.Value 
         
        'School Subject You are best at? 
        b.Offset(0, 236).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 237).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 238).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 239).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj4.Value 
         
        'Name 1 Experiment 
        b.Offset(0, 305).Value = txtP2DName1ExpRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 306).Value = ComboP2DName1ExpCAT.Value 
         
        'What stands out most? 
        b.Offset(0, 307).Value = txtP2DStandOutRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 308).Value = ComboP2DStandOutCAT.Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
        b.Offset(0, 244).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 245).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 246).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 247).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW4.Value 
         
        b.Offset(0, 248).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 249).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 250).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 251).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT4.Value 
 
        Exit For 
        
    End If 
Next b 
  
  
End If 
 
 
Unload CoolChemScience 
 
End Sub 
 

Code for Nanotechnologies: 
 
Initialize Code to Load Drop-Down Menus: 
 
 
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize() 
 
Dim a, b, c, d, e, f As Variant 
For Each a In Sheet4.Range("H4:H22") 
    If a.Value <> "" Then 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.AddItem a.Value 
    End If 
Next a 
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For Each b In Sheet4.Range("M4:M22") 
    If b.Value <> "" Then 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPRParentsWork1.AddItem b.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPRParentsWork2.AddItem b.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPRParentsWork3.AddItem b.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPRParentsWork4.AddItem b.Value 
         
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPR_CareerInt1.AddItem b.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPR_CareerInt2.AddItem b.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPR_CareerInt3.AddItem b.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPR_CareerInt4.AddItem b.Value 
    End If 
Next b 
 
For Each c In Sheet4.Range("AA4:AA22") 
    If c.Value <> "" Then 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPRFSJobCAT1.AddItem c.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DWhatisNTCAT.AddItem c.Value 
    End If 
Next c 
 
For Each d In Sheet4.Range("AB4:AB22") 
    If d.Value <> "" Then 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT1.AddItem d.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT2.AddItem d.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT3.AddItem d.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPRBranchesFSCAT4.AddItem d.Value 
         
        Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBranchSciCAT1.AddItem d.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBranchSciCAT2.AddItem d.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBranchSciCAT3.AddItem d.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBranchSciCAT4.AddItem d.Value 
    End If 
Next d 
 
For Each e In Sheet4.Range("L4:L22") 
    If e.Value <> "" Then 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBestSubj1.AddItem e.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBestSubj2.AddItem e.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBestSubj3.AddItem e.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBestSubj4.AddItem e.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBestSubj5.AddItem e.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DBestSubj6.AddItem e.Value 
    End If 
Next e 
 
For Each f In Sheet4.Range("AP4:AP22") 
    If f.Value <> "" Then 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPRWPhaCAT1.AddItem f.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPRWPhaCAT2.AddItem f.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPRWPhaCAT3.AddItem f.Value 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboPRWPhaCAT4.AddItem f.Value 
    End If 
Next f 
 
For Each g In Sheet4.Range("AK4:AK22") 
    If g.Value <> "" Then 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DImportantSci.AddItem g.Value 
    End If 
Next g 
 
For Each h In Sheet4.Range("H4:H22") 
    If h.Value <> "" Then 
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        Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.AddItem h.Value 
    End If 
Next h 
 
For Each i In Sheet4.Range("J4:J22") 
    If i.Value <> "" Then 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DLikedProgram.AddItem i.Value 
    End If 
Next i 
 
For Each j In Sheet4.Range("J4:J22") 
    If j.Value <> "" Then 
        Nanotechnologies.ComboP1DNotLikedProgram.AddItem j.Value 
    End If 
Next j 
 
 
For Each a1 In Sheet4.Range("AH4:AH22") 
If a1.Value <> "" Then 
    Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DGenInterest.AddItem a1.Value 
End If 
Next a1 
For Each B1 In Sheet4.Range("AI4:AI22") 
If B1.Value <> "" Then 
    Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DSeekInfo.AddItem B1.Value 
End If 
Next B1 
For Each C1 In Sheet4.Range("AJ4:AJ22") 
If C1.Value <> "" Then 
    Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.AddItem C1.Value 
End If 
Next C1 
For Each D1 In Sheet4.Range("N4:N22") 
If D1.Value <> "" Then 
    Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT1.AddItem D1.Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT2.AddItem D1.Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT3.AddItem D1.Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT4.AddItem D1.Value 
End If 
Next D1 
For Each E1 In Sheet4.Range("L4:L22") 
If E1.Value <> "" Then 
    Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DSchoolSubj1.AddItem E1.Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DSchoolSubj2.AddItem E1.Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DSchoolSubj3.AddItem E1.Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DSchoolSubj4.AddItem E1.Value 
End If 
Next E1 
For Each F1 In Sheet4.Range("AA4:AA22") 
If F1.Value <> "" Then 
    Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DWhatisNTCAT.AddItem F1.Value 
End If 
Next F1 
For Each G1 In Sheet4.Range("AU4:AU22") 
If G1.Value <> "" Then 
    Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DName1ExpCAT.AddItem G1.Value 
End If 
Next G1 
For Each H1 In Sheet4.Range("AV4:AV22") 
If H1.Value <> "" Then 
    Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DStandOutCAT.AddItem H1.Value 
End If 
Next H1 
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For Each I1 In Sheet4.Range("AP4:AP22") 
If I1.Value <> "" Then 
    Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DWPhaCAT1.AddItem I1.Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.AddItem I1.Value 
 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DWPhaCAT3.AddItem I1.Value 
Nanotechnologies.ComboP2DWPhaCAT4.AddItem I1.Value 
End If 
 
Next I1 
 
End Sub 
 

Enter/Update Code: 
 
 
Private Sub cmdEnter_Click() 
Dim j, studentno As Integer 
Dim studentid As String 
 
If optNew.Value = True Then 
 
For Each a In Sheet2.Range("E8:E1000") 
  If a.Value = "" Then 
        a.Value = Nanotechnologies.SID.Value 
        j = a.Offset(-1, -2).Value 
        a.Offset(0, -2).Value = j + 1 
        studentno = a.Offset(0, -2).Value 
        a.Offset(0, -4).Value = Program.Value 
        a.Offset(0, -3).Value = College.Value 
        a.Value = Nanotechnologies.SID.Value & "-" & studentno 
        studentid = a.Value 
         
    'Entry Code for the PreTest 
        a.Offset(0, 1).Value = DOB.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 2).Value = MOB.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 3).Value = YOB.Value 
         
        'Gender 
        If optPRMale.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Male" 
        End If 
         
        If optPRFemale.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Female" 
        End If 
         
        'English 
        If optPRYesEng.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 6).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If optPRNoEng.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 6).Value = "No" 
        End If 
         
        a.Offset(0, 7).Value = txtPROtherLang.Value 
         
        'C Term Questions 
        a.Offset(0, 8).Value = txtPRKnowScience.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 9).Value = txtPRKnowSubj.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 10).Value = txtPRInterestSciTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 11).Value = txtPRInterestNewTech.Value 
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        a.Offset(0, 12).Value = txtPRInterestEvery.Value 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        a.Offset(0, 13).Value = txtPRTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 14).Value = txtPRTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 15).Value = txtPRTOSRA_JobSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 16).Value = txtPRTOSRA_OutSchool.Value 
 
      
        'Parents Work Field 
        a.Offset(0, 17).Value = ComboPRParentsWork1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 18).Value = ComboPRParentsWork2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 19).Value = ComboPRParentsWork3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 20).Value = ComboPRParentsWork4.Value 
         
        'Career Interests 
        a.Offset(0, 21).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 22).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 23).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 24).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt4.Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
        a.Offset(0, 25).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 26).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 27).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 28).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW4.Value 
         
        a.Offset(0, 29).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 30).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 31).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 32).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT4.Value 
         
        'What is Nanotechnology? 
        a.Offset(0, 58).Value = txtPRFSJobRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 59).Value = ComboPRFSJobCAT1.Value 
       
         
        'What branches of science does Nanotechnology use? 
        a.Offset(0, 60).Value = txtPRBranchesFSRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 61).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 62).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 63).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 64).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT4.Value 
         
         
    'Enter Fields for Post-Test 1 
        'Importance of science 
        a.Offset(0, 93).Value = ComboP1DImportantSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 94).Value = txtP1DImportantSciWhyRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 95).Value = ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.Value 
         
        'Best School Subjects 
        a.Offset(0, 96).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 97).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 98).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 99).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj4.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 100).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj5.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 101).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj6.Value 
         
        'VCE 
        If OptP1VCEYes.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 120).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
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        If OptP1VCENo.Value = False Then 
            a.Offset(0, 120).Value = "No" 
        End If 
         
        a.Offset(0, 121).Value = txtP1VCECAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 122).Value = txtP1VCECAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 123).Value = txtP1VCECAT3.Value 
         
 
        'What is nanotechnology? 
        a.Offset(0, 199).Value = txtP1DWhatisNTRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 200).Value = ComboP1DWhatisNTCAT.Value 
         
        'What topics of science does nanotechnology use? 
        a.Offset(0, 201).Value = txtP1DBranchSciRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 202).Value = ComboP1DBranchSciCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 203).Value = ComboP1DBranchSciCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 204).Value = ComboP1DBranchSciCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 205).Value = ComboP1DBranchSciCAT4.Value 
         
        'I learned about the following topics today: 
        If chkP1LearnedAboutTopics1.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 206).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAboutTopics2.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 207).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAboutTopics3.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 208).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAboutTopics4.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 209).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAboutTopics5.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 210).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAboutTopics6.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 211).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        a.Offset(0, 102).Value = txtP1DHandsOnAct.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 103).Value = txtP1DObsThink.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 104).Value = txtP1DExpHelp.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 105).Value = txtP1DPresent.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 106).Value = txtP1DOverallProgram.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 107).Value = txtP1DIntTVSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 108).Value = txtP1DIntPrintSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 109).Value = txtP1DIntOnlineSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 110).Value = txtP1DIntLiveSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 111).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_LearnOnOwn.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 112).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_IntSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 113).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciClass.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 114).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_NotEnjoyCareer.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 115).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_NewTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 116).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciKnow.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 117).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciPositive.Value 
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        a.Offset(0, 118).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SubjectKnow.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 119).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_Function.Value 
         
        'CSIRO Programs 
        a.Offset(0, 124).Value = txtP1DLikedProgram.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 310).Value = ComboP1DLikedProgram.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 125).Value = txtP1DNotLikedProgram.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 311).Value = ComboP1DNotLikedProgram.Value 
         
            'Entry Fields for Post-Test 2 
        'Interest in Science Category 
        a.Offset(0, 221).Value = ComboP2DGenInterest.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 222).Value = ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 223).Value = ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value 
             
            'Logic Block for Determining D Term Category 
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    If ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = "Do Understand" Then 
                        a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, Seek info, understand" 
                    End If 
                     
                    If ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = "Do Not Understand" Then 
                        a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, seek info, do not 
understand" 
                    End If 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, Do Not Seek Info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Neutral" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral/Not Interested, Seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral, do not seek info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Not Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral/Not Interested, Seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Not Interested, do not seek info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
             
            'Logic Block for Determining C Term Category 
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                        a.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Interested, seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Interested, Do Not Seek Info" 
                End If 
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            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Neutral" Then 
                a.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Neutral and do not seek info" 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Not Interested" Then 
                a.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Not interested" 
            End If 
             
       
        'TOSRA and Other Questions 
        a.Offset(0, 226).Value = txtP2DKnowSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 227).Value = txtP2DKnowSubj.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 228).Value = txtP2DInterestSciTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 229).Value = txtP2DInterestNewTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 230).Value = txtP2DInterestEvery.Value 
         
        a.Offset(0, 240).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 241).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 242).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_JobSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 243).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_OutSchool.Value 
         
        'Favourite Topic in science? 
        a.Offset(0, 231).Value = txtP2DLikeTypeSciRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 232).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 233).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 234).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 235).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT4.Value 
         
        'School Subject You are best at? 
        a.Offset(0, 236).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 237).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 238).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 239).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj4.Value 
         
        'Check Offset Values here 
        'Name 1 Experiment 
        a.Offset(0, 351).Value = txtP2DName1ExpRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 352).Value = ComboP2DName1ExpCAT.Value 
         
        'What stands out most? 
        a.Offset(0, 353).Value = txtP2DStandOutRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 354).Value = ComboP2DStandOutCAT.Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
        a.Offset(0, 244).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 245).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 246).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 247).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW4.Value 
         
        a.Offset(0, 248).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 249).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 250).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 251).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT4.Value 
         
        'What is Nanotechnology? 
        a.Offset(0, 355).Value = txtP2DWhatisNTRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 356).Value = ComboP2DWhatisNTCAT.Value 
         
        Exit For 
    End If 
Next a 
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'Write in entry code for all of the fields 
 
 
 
MsgBox "Record for student " & studentid & " has been entered.", vbInformation 
End If 
 
If optUpdate.Value = True Then 
 
studentid = SID.Value 
For Each b In Sheet2.Range("E8:E1000") 
    If b.Value = studentid Then 
        
    'Entry Code for the PreTest 
        b.Offset(0, 1).Value = DOB.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 2).Value = MOB.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 3).Value = YOB.Value 
         
        'Gender 
        If optPRMale.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Male" 
        End If 
         
        If optPRFemale.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Female" 
        End If 
         
        'English 
        If optPRYesEng.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 6).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If optPRNoEng.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 6).Value = "No" 
        End If 
         
        b.Offset(0, 7).Value = txtPROtherLang.Value 
         
        'C Term Questions 
        b.Offset(0, 8).Value = txtPRKnowScience.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 9).Value = txtPRKnowSubj.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 10).Value = txtPRInterestSciTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 11).Value = txtPRInterestNewTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 12).Value = txtPRInterestEvery.Value 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        b.Offset(0, 13).Value = txtPRTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 14).Value = txtPRTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 15).Value = txtPRTOSRA_JobSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 16).Value = txtPRTOSRA_OutSchool.Value 
 
      
        'Parents Work Field 
        b.Offset(0, 17).Value = ComboPRParentsWork1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 18).Value = ComboPRParentsWork2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 19).Value = ComboPRParentsWork3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 20).Value = ComboPRParentsWork4.Value 
         
        'Career Interests 
        b.Offset(0, 21).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 22).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 23).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt3.Value 
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        b.Offset(0, 24).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt4.Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
        b.Offset(0, 25).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 26).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 27).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 28).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW4.Value 
         
        b.Offset(0, 29).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 30).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 31).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 32).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT4.Value 
         
        'What is Nanotechnology? 
        b.Offset(0, 58).Value = txtPRFSJobRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 59).Value = ComboPRFSJobCAT1.Value 
       
         
        'What branches of science does Nanotechnology use? 
        b.Offset(0, 60).Value = txtPRBranchesFSRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 61).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 62).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 63).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 64).Value = ComboPRBranchesFSCAT4.Value 
         
         
    'Enter Fields for Post-Test 1 
        'Importance of science 
        b.Offset(0, 93).Value = ComboP1DImportantSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 94).Value = txtP1DImportantSciWhyRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 95).Value = ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.Value 
         
        'Best School Subjects 
        b.Offset(0, 96).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 97).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 98).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 99).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj4.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 100).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj5.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 101).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj6.Value 
         
        'VCE 
        If OptP1VCEYes.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 120).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If OptP1VCENo.Value = False Then 
            b.Offset(0, 120).Value = "No" 
        End If 
         
        b.Offset(0, 121).Value = txtP1VCECAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 122).Value = txtP1VCECAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 123).Value = txtP1VCECAT3.Value 
         
 
        'What is nanotechnology? 
        b.Offset(0, 199).Value = txtP1DWhatisNTRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 200).Value = ComboP1DWhatisNTCAT.Value 
         
        'What topics of science does nanotechnology use? 
        b.Offset(0, 201).Value = txtP1DBranchSciRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 202).Value = ComboP1DBranchSciCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 203).Value = ComboP1DBranchSciCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 204).Value = ComboP1DBranchSciCAT3.Value 
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        b.Offset(0, 205).Value = ComboP1DBranchSciCAT4.Value 
         
        'I learned about the following topics today: 
        If chkP1LearnedAboutTopics1.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 206).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAboutTopics2.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 207).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAboutTopics3.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 208).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAboutTopics4.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 209).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAboutTopics5.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 210).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1LearnedAboutTopics6.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 211).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
        
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        b.Offset(0, 102).Value = txtP1DHandsOnAct.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 103).Value = txtP1DObsThink.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 104).Value = txtP1DExpHelp.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 105).Value = txtP1DPresent.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 106).Value = txtP1DOverallProgram.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 107).Value = txtP1DIntTVSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 108).Value = txtP1DIntPrintSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 109).Value = txtP1DIntOnlineSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 110).Value = txtP1DIntLiveSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 111).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_LearnOnOwn.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 112).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_IntSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 113).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciClass.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 114).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_NotEnjoyCareer.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 115).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_NewTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 116).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciKnow.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 117).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciPositive.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 118).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SubjectKnow.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 119).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_Function.Value 
         
        'CSIRO Programs 
        b.Offset(0, 124).Value = txtP1DLikedProgram.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 310).Value = ComboP1DLikedProgram.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 125).Value = txtP1DNotLikedProgram.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 311).Value = ComboP1DNotLikedProgram.Value 
 
            'Entry Fields for Post-Test 2 
        'Interest in Science Category 
        b.Offset(0, 221).Value = ComboP2DGenInterest.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 222).Value = ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 223).Value = ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value 
             
            'Logic Block for Determining D Term Category 
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
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                    If ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = "Do Understand" Then 
                        b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, Seek info, understand" 
                    End If 
                     
                    If ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = "Do Not Understand" Then 
                        b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, seek info, do not 
understand" 
                    End If 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, Do Not Seek Info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Neutral" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral/Not Interested, Seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral, do not seek info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Not Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral/Not Interested, Seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Not Interested, do not seek info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
             
            'Logic Block for Determining C Term Category 
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                        b.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Interested, seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Interested, Do Not Seek Info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Neutral" Then 
                b.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Neutral and do not seek info" 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Not Interested" Then 
                b.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Not interested" 
            End If 
             
       
        'TOSRA and Other Questions 
        b.Offset(0, 226).Value = txtP2DKnowSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 227).Value = txtP2DKnowSubj.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 228).Value = txtP2DInterestSciTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 229).Value = txtP2DInterestNewTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 230).Value = txtP2DInterestEvery.Value 
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        b.Offset(0, 240).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 241).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 242).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_JobSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 243).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_OutSchool.Value 
         
        'Favourite Topic in science? 
        b.Offset(0, 231).Value = txtP2DLikeTypeSciRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 232).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 233).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 234).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 235).Value = ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT4.Value 
         
        'School Subject You are best at? 
        b.Offset(0, 236).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 237).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 238).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 239).Value = ComboP2DSchoolSubj4.Value 
         
        'Check Offset Values here 
        'Name 1 Experiment 
        b.Offset(0, 351).Value = txtP2DName1ExpRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 352).Value = ComboP2DName1ExpCAT.Value 
         
        'What stands out most? 
        b.Offset(0, 353).Value = txtP2DStandOutRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 354).Value = ComboP2DStandOutCAT.Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
        b.Offset(0, 244).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 245).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 246).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 247).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW4.Value 
         
        b.Offset(0, 248).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 249).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 250).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 251).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT4.Value 
         
        'What is Nanotechnology? 
        b.Offset(0, 355).Value = txtP2DWhatisNTRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 356).Value = ComboP2DWhatisNTCAT.Value 
 
        Exit For 
        
    End If 
Next b 
  
  
End If 
 
Unload Nanotechnologies 
 
End Sub 
 

Code for Materials and Structures: 
 
Initialize Code to Load Drop-Down Menus: 
 
 
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize() 
 
Dim a, b, c, d, e, f As Variant 
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For Each b In Sheet4.Range("M4:M22") 
    If b.Value <> "" Then 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboPRParentsWork1.AddItem b.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboPRParentsWork2.AddItem b.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboPRParentsWork3.AddItem b.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboPRParentsWork4.AddItem b.Value 
         
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboPR_CareerInt1.AddItem b.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboPR_CareerInt2.AddItem b.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboPR_CareerInt3.AddItem b.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboPR_CareerInt4.AddItem b.Value 
    End If 
Next b 
 
For Each e In Sheet4.Range("AO4:AO22") 
    If e.Value <> "" Then 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboPRWPhaCAT1.AddItem e.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboPRWPhaCAT2.AddItem e.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboPRWPhaCAT3.AddItem e.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboPRWPhaCAT4.AddItem e.Value 
         
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DWPhaCAT1.AddItem e.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.AddItem e.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DWPhaCAT3.AddItem e.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DWPhaCAT4.AddItem e.Value 
    End If 
Next e 
 
For Each f In Sheet4.Range("AK4:AK22") 
    If f.Value <> "" Then 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DImportantSci.AddItem f.Value 
    End If 
Next f 
 
For Each g In Sheet4.Range("H4:H22") 
    If g.Value <> "" Then 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.AddItem g.Value 
    End If 
Next g 
 
For Each h In Sheet4.Range("L4:L22") 
    If h.Value <> "" Then 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DBestSubj1.AddItem h.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DBestSubj2.AddItem h.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DBestSubj3.AddItem h.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DBestSubj4.AddItem h.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DBestSubj5.AddItem h.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DBestSubj6.AddItem h.Value 
         
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DBestSubj1.AddItem h.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DBestSubj2.AddItem h.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DBestSubj3.AddItem h.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DBestSubj4.AddItem h.Value 
    End If 
Next h 
   
 
For Each k In Sheet4.Range("AH4:AH22") 
    If k.Value <> "" Then 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DGenInterest.AddItem k.Value 
     End If 
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Next k 
 
For Each l In Sheet4.Range("AI4:AI22") 
    If l.Value <> "" Then 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DSeekInfo.AddItem l.Value 
    End If 
Next l 
 
For Each m In Sheet4.Range("AJ4:AJ22") 
    If m.Value <> "" Then 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.AddItem m.Value 
    End If 
Next m 
 
For Each n In Sheet4.Range("AQ4:AQ22") 
    If n.Value <> "" Then 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DName1ExpCAT.AddItem n.Value 
    End If 
Next n 
 
For Each o In Sheet4.Range("AR4:AR22") 
    If o.Value <> "" Then 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DStandOutCAT.AddItem o.Value 
    End If 
Next o 
 
For Each p In Sheet4.Range("J4:J22") 
    If p.Value <> "" Then 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DLikedProgram.AddItem p.Value 
    End If 
Next p 
 
For Each q In Sheet4.Range("K4:K22") 
    If q.Value <> "" Then 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP1DNotLikedProgram.AddItem q.Value 
    End If 
Next q 
 
For Each i In Sheet4.Range("AS4:AS22") 
    If i.Value <> "" Then 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT1.AddItem i.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT2.AddItem i.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT3.AddItem i.Value 
        MaterialsandStructures.ComboP2DLikeTypeSciCAT4.AddItem i.Value 
    End If 
Next i 
 
End Sub 
 

 
Enter/Update Code: 
 
 
Private Sub cmdEnter_Click() 
Dim j, studentno As Integer 
Dim studentid As String 
 
If optNew.Value = True Then 
 
For Each a In Sheet2.Range("E8:E1000") 
    If a.Value = "" Then 
        a.Value = MaterialsandStructures.SID.Value 
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        j = a.Offset(-1, -2).Value 
        a.Offset(0, -2).Value = j + 1 
        studentno = a.Offset(0, -2).Value 
        a.Offset(0, -4).Value = Program.Value 
        a.Offset(0, -3).Value = College.Value 
        a.Value = MaterialsandStructures.SID.Value & "-" & studentno 
        studentid = a.Value 
         
    'Entry Code for the PreTest 
        a.Offset(0, 1).Value = DOB.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 2).Value = MOB.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 3).Value = YOB.Value 
         
        'Gender 
        If optPRMale.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Male" 
        End If 
         
        If optPRFemale.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Female" 
        End If 
         
        'English 
        If optPRYesEng.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 6).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If optPRNoEng.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 6).Value = "No" 
        End If 
         
        a.Offset(0, 7).Value = txtPROtherLang.Value 
         
        'C Term Questions 
        a.Offset(0, 8).Value = txtPRKnowScience.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 9).Value = txtPRKnowSubj.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 10).Value = txtPRInterestSciTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 11).Value = txtPRInterestNewTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 12).Value = txtPRInterestEvery.Value 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        a.Offset(0, 13).Value = txtPRTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 14).Value = txtPRTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 15).Value = txtPRTOSRA_JobSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 16).Value = txtPRTOSRA_OutSchool.Value 
 
      
        'Parents Work Field 
        a.Offset(0, 17).Value = ComboPRParentsWork1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 18).Value = ComboPRParentsWork2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 19).Value = ComboPRParentsWork3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 20).Value = ComboPRParentsWork4.Value 
         
        'Career Interests 
        a.Offset(0, 21).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 22).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 23).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 24).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt4.Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
        a.Offset(0, 25).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 26).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 27).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW3.Value 
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        a.Offset(0, 28).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW4.Value 
         
        a.Offset(0, 29).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 30).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 31).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 32).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT4.Value 
         
'Additional Questions for the Pre-Test 
        'Why Are you taking this course? 
        If chkPRTakeCourse1.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 66).Value = "Interested in Subject Matter" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRTakeCourse2.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 67).Value = "Getting into University" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRTakeCourse3.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 68).Value = "I wanted a challenge" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRTakeCourse4.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 69).Value = "Needed an extra course" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRTakeCourse5.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 70).Value = "Pursue Career in Field" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRTakeCourse6.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 71).Value = "For Fun" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRTakeCourse7.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 72).Value = "Parents" 
        End If 
         
        a.Offset(0, 73).Value = txtPRTakeCourseOther.Value 
         
        'I have studied the following topics in class: 
        If chkPRLearnStress.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 74).Value = "Stress" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRLearnStrain.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 75).Value = "Strain" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRLearnCreep.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 76).Value = "Creep" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRLearnElasticity.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 77).Value = "Elasticity" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRLearnToughness.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 78).Value = "Toughness" 
        End If 
         
        'What quantities are used to calculate Young's Modulus 
        If chkPRCalcStrain.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 80).Value = "Strain" 
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        End If 
         
        If chkPRCalcYieldStrength.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 81).Value = "Yield Strength" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRCalcElasticity.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 82).Value = "Elasticity" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRCalcStress.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 83).Value = "Stress" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRCalcTemperature.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 84).Value = "Temperature" 
        End If 
         
        'What material is more brittle? 
        If OptPRGlass.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 85).Value = "Glass" 
        End If 
         
        If OptPRAluminum.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 85).Value = "Aluminum" 
        End If 
         
        'What is the elemental shape of a truss? 
        a.Offset(0, 86).Value = txtPRElemShape.Value 
         
         
    'Enter Fields for Post-Test 1 
        'Importance of science 
        a.Offset(0, 93).Value = ComboP1DImportantSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 94).Value = txtP1DImportantSciWhyRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 95).Value = ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.Value 
         
        'Best School Subjects 
        a.Offset(0, 96).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 97).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 98).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 99).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj4.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 100).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj5.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 101).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj6.Value 
         
         
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        a.Offset(0, 102).Value = txtP1DHandsOnAct.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 103).Value = txtP1DObsThink.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 104).Value = txtP1DExpHelp.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 105).Value = txtP1DPresent.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 106).Value = txtP1DOverallProgram.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 107).Value = txtP1DIntTVSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 108).Value = txtP1DIntPrintSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 109).Value = txtP1DIntOnlineSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 110).Value = txtP1DIntLiveSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 111).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_LearnOnOwn.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 112).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_IntSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 113).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciClass.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 114).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_NotEnjoyCareer.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 115).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_NewTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 116).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciKnow.Value 
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        a.Offset(0, 117).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciPositive.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 118).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SubjectKnow.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 119).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_Function.Value 
         
        'CSIRO Programs 
        a.Offset(0, 124).Value = txtP1DLikedProgram.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 310).Value = ComboP1DLikedProgram.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 125).Value = txtP1DNotLikedProgram.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 311).Value = ComboP1DNotLikedProgram.Value 
         
        'Glass vs. Aluminum = True or False? 
        If OptP1GlassTrue.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 183).Value = "True" 
        End If 
         
        If OptP1GlassFalse.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 183).Value = "False" 
        End If 
         
        'Stress and Strain are used to calculate what quantity? 
        If chkP1DToughness.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 186).Value = "Toughness" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1DYStrength.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 336).Value = "Yield Strength" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1DYMod.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 337).Value = "Youngs Modulus" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1DElasticity.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 338).Value = "Elasticity" 
        End If 
         
         
    'Entry Fields for Post-Test 2 
        'Interest in Science Category 
        a.Offset(0, 221).Value = ComboP2DGenInterest.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 222).Value = ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 223).Value = ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value 
             
            'Logic Block for Determining D Term Category 
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    If ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = "Do Understand" Then 
                        a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, Seek info, understand" 
                    End If 
                     
                    If ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = "Do Not Understand" Then 
                        a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, seek info, do not 
understand" 
                    End If 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, Do Not Seek Info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Neutral" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
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                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral/Not Interested, Seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral, do not seek info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Not Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral/Not Interested, Seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Not Interested, do not seek info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
             
            'Logic Block for Determining C Term Category 
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                        a.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Interested, seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    a.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Interested, Do Not Seek Info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Neutral" Then 
                a.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Neutral and do not seek info" 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Not Interested" Then 
                a.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Not interested" 
            End If 
             
       
        'TOSRA and Other Questions 
        a.Offset(0, 226).Value = txtP2DKnowSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 227).Value = txtP2DKnowSubj.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 228).Value = txtP2DInterestSciTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 229).Value = txtP2DInterestNewTech.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 230).Value = txtP2DInterestEvery.Value 
         
        a.Offset(0, 240).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 241).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 242).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_JobSci.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 243).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_OutSchool.Value 
         
        'I have studied the following topics in class: 
        If chkP2StudyStress.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 290).Value = "Stress" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2StudyStrain.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 291).Value = "Strain" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2StudyCreep.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 292).Value = "Creep" 
        End If 
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        If chkP2StudyElasticity.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 293).Value = "Elasticity" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2StudyToughness.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 294).Value = "Toughness" 
        End If 
         
        'What quantities are used to calculate Young's Modulus 
        If chkP2CalcStrain.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 296).Value = "Strain" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2CalcYieldStrength.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 297).Value = "Yield Strength" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2CalcElasticity.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 298).Value = "Elasticity" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2CalcStress.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 299).Value = "Stress" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2CalcTemperature.Value = True Then 
            a.Offset(0, 300).Value = "Temperature" 
        End If 
         
 
         
        'School Subject You are best at? 
        a.Offset(0, 236).Value = ComboP2DBestSubj1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 237).Value = ComboP2DBestSubj2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 238).Value = ComboP2DBestSubj3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 239).Value = ComboP2DBestSubj4.Value 
         
 'Check Offsets on these values 
        'Name 1 Experiment 
        a.Offset(0, 286).Value = txtP2DName1ExpRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 287).Value = ComboP2DName1ExpCAT.Value 
         
        'What stands out most? 
        a.Offset(0, 288).Value = txtP2DStandOutRAW.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 289).Value = ComboP2DStandOutCAT.Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
        a.Offset(0, 244).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 245).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 246).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 247).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW4.Value 
         
        a.Offset(0, 248).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT1.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 249).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 250).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT3.Value 
        a.Offset(0, 251).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT4.Value 
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        Exit For 
    End If 
Next a 
 
'Write in entry code for all of the fields 
 
 
 
MsgBox "Record for student " & studentid & " has been entered.", vbInformation 
End If 
 
If optUpdate.Value = True Then 
 
studentid = SID.Value 
For Each b In Sheet2.Range("E8:E1000") 
    If b.Value = studentid Then 
        
    'Entry Code for the PreTest 
        b.Offset(0, 1).Value = DOB.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 2).Value = MOB.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 3).Value = YOB.Value 
         
        'Gender 
        If optPRMale.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Male" 
        End If 
         
        If optPRFemale.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 5).Value = "Female" 
        End If 
         
        'English 
        If optPRYesEng.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 6).Value = "Yes" 
        End If 
         
        If optPRNoEng.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 6).Value = "No" 
        End If 
         
        b.Offset(0, 7).Value = txtPROtherLang.Value 
         
        'C Term Questions 
        b.Offset(0, 8).Value = txtPRKnowScience.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 9).Value = txtPRKnowSubj.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 10).Value = txtPRInterestSciTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 11).Value = txtPRInterestNewTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 12).Value = txtPRInterestEvery.Value 
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        b.Offset(0, 13).Value = txtPRTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 14).Value = txtPRTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 15).Value = txtPRTOSRA_JobSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 16).Value = txtPRTOSRA_OutSchool.Value 
 
      
        'Parents Work Field 
        b.Offset(0, 17).Value = ComboPRParentsWork1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 18).Value = ComboPRParentsWork2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 19).Value = ComboPRParentsWork3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 20).Value = ComboPRParentsWork4.Value 
         
        'Career Interests 
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        b.Offset(0, 21).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 22).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 23).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 24).Value = ComboPR_CareerInt4.Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
        b.Offset(0, 25).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 26).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 27).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 28).Value = txtPRWPhaRAW4.Value 
         
        b.Offset(0, 29).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 30).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 31).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 32).Value = ComboPRWPhaCAT4.Value 
         
'Additional Questions for the Pre-Test 
        'Why Are you taking this course? 
        If chkPRTakeCourse1.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 66).Value = "Interested in Subject Matter" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRTakeCourse2.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 67).Value = "Getting into University" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRTakeCourse3.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 68).Value = "I wanted a challenge" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRTakeCourse4.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 69).Value = "Needed an extra course" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRTakeCourse5.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 70).Value = "Pursue Career in Field" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRTakeCourse6.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 71).Value = "For Fun" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRTakeCourse7.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 72).Value = "Parents" 
        End If 
         
        b.Offset(0, 73).Value = txtPRTakeCourseOther.Value 
         
        'I have studied the following topics in class: 
        If chkPRLearnStress.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 74).Value = "Stress" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRLearnStrain.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 75).Value = "Strain" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRLearnCreep.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 76).Value = "Creep" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRLearnElasticity.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 77).Value = "Elasticity" 
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        End If 
         
        If chkPRLearnToughness.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 78).Value = "Toughness" 
        End If 
         
        'What quantities are used to calculate Young's Modulus 
        If chkPRCalcStrain.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 80).Value = "Strain" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRCalcYieldStrength.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 81).Value = "Yield Strength" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRCalcElasticity.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 82).Value = "Elasticity" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRCalcStress.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 83).Value = "Stress" 
        End If 
         
        If chkPRCalcTemperature.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 84).Value = "Temperature" 
        End If 
         
        'What material is more brittle? 
        If OptPRGlass.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 85).Value = "Glass" 
        End If 
         
        If OptPRAluminum.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 85).Value = "Aluminum" 
        End If 
         
        'What is the elemental shape of a truss? 
        b.Offset(0, 86).Value = txtPRElemShape.Value 
         
    'Enter Fields for Post-Test 1 
        'Importance of science 
        b.Offset(0, 93).Value = ComboP1DImportantSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 94).Value = txtP1DImportantSciWhyRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 95).Value = ComboP1DImportantSciWhyCAT.Value 
         
        'Best School Subjects 
        b.Offset(0, 96).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 97).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 98).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 99).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj4.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 100).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj5.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 101).Value = ComboP1DBestSubj6.Value 
         
         
         
        'TOSRA Questions 
        b.Offset(0, 102).Value = txtP1DHandsOnAct.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 103).Value = txtP1DObsThink.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 104).Value = txtP1DExpHelp.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 105).Value = txtP1DPresent.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 106).Value = txtP1DOverallProgram.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 107).Value = txtP1DIntTVSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 108).Value = txtP1DIntPrintSci.Value 
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        b.Offset(0, 109).Value = txtP1DIntOnlineSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 110).Value = txtP1DIntLiveSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 111).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_LearnOnOwn.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 112).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_IntSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 113).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciClass.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 114).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_NotEnjoyCareer.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 115).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_NewTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 116).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciKnow.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 117).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SciPositive.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 118).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_SubjectKnow.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 119).Value = txtP1DTOSRA_Function.Value 
         
        'CSIRO Programs 
        b.Offset(0, 124).Value = txtP1DLikedProgram.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 310).Value = ComboP1DLikedProgram.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 125).Value = txtP1DNotLikedProgram.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 311).Value = ComboP1DNotLikedProgram.Value 
         
        'Glass vs. Aluminum = True or False? 
        If OptP1GlassTrue.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 183).Value = "True" 
        End If 
         
        If OptP1GlassFalse.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 183).Value = "False" 
        End If 
         
        'Stress and Strain are used to calculate what quantity? 
        If chkP1DToughness.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 186).Value = "Toughness" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1DYStrength.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 336).Value = "Yield Strength" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1DYMod.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 337).Value = "Youngs Modulus" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP1DElasticity.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 338).Value = "Elasticity" 
        End If 
         
         
    'Entry Fields for Post-Test 2 
        'Interest in Science Category 
        b.Offset(0, 221).Value = ComboP2DGenInterest.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 222).Value = ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 223).Value = ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value 
             
            'Logic Block for Determining D Term Category 
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    If ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = "Do Understand" Then 
                        b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, Seek info, understand" 
                    End If 
                     
                    If ComboP2DUnderstandInfo.Value = "Do Not Understand" Then 
                        b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, seek info, do not 
understand" 
                    End If 
                End If 
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                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Interested, Do Not Seek Info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Neutral" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral/Not Interested, Seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral, do not seek info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Not Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Neutral/Not Interested, Seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 224).Value = "Not Interested, do not seek info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
             
            'Logic Block for Determining C Term Category 
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Interested" Then 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Seek Info" Then 
                        b.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Interested, seek info" 
                End If 
                 
                If ComboP2DSeekInfo.Value = "Do Not Seek Info" Then 
                    b.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Interested, Do Not Seek Info" 
                End If 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Neutral" Then 
                b.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Neutral and do not seek info" 
            End If 
             
            If ComboP2DGenInterest.Value = "Not Interested" Then 
                b.Offset(0, 225).Value = "Not interested" 
            End If 
             
       
        'TOSRA and Other Questions 
        b.Offset(0, 226).Value = txtP2DKnowSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 227).Value = txtP2DKnowSubj.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 228).Value = txtP2DInterestSciTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 229).Value = txtP2DInterestNewTech.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 230).Value = txtP2DInterestEvery.Value 
         
        b.Offset(0, 240).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_ToldvExp.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 241).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_LivesBetter.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 242).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_JobSci.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 243).Value = txtP2DTOSRA_OutSchool.Value 
         
        'I have studied the following topics in class: 
        If chkP2StudyStress.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 290).Value = "Stress" 
        End If 
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        If chkP2StudyStrain.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 291).Value = "Strain" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2StudyCreep.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 292).Value = "Creep" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2StudyElasticity.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 293).Value = "Elasticity" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2StudyToughness.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 294).Value = "Toughness" 
        End If 
         
        'What quantities are used to calculate Young's Modulus 
        If chkP2CalcStrain.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 296).Value = "Strain" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2CalcYieldStrength.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 297).Value = "Yield Strength" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2CalcElasticity.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 298).Value = "Elasticity" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2CalcStress.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 299).Value = "Stress" 
        End If 
         
        If chkP2CalcTemperature.Value = True Then 
            b.Offset(0, 300).Value = "Temperature" 
        End If 
 
        'School Subject You are best at? 
        b.Offset(0, 236).Value = ComboP2DBestSubj1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 237).Value = ComboP2DBestSubj2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 238).Value = ComboP2DBestSubj3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 239).Value = ComboP2DBestSubj4.Value 
         
 'Check Offsets on these values 
        'Name 1 Experiment 
        b.Offset(0, 286).Value = txtP2DName1ExpRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 287).Value = ComboP2DName1ExpCAT.Value 
         
        'What stands out most? 
        b.Offset(0, 288).Value = txtP2DStandOutRAW.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 289).Value = ComboP2DStandOutCAT.Value 
         
        'Words and Phrases 
        b.Offset(0, 244).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 245).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 246).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW3.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 247).Value = txtP2DWPhaRAW4.Value 
         
        b.Offset(0, 248).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT1.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 249).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 250).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT2.Value 
        b.Offset(0, 251).Value = ComboP2DWPhaCAT3.Value 
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        Exit For 
        
    End If 
Next b 
  
  
End If 
 
 
 
 
Unload MaterialsandStructures 
 
End Sub 
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